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Introduction 

 

The first thing that comes to mind with the word “embrace” in the title 

Embracing God’s Heart for Adoption, is to hug, or as Dictionary.com puts it, “(1) to 

take or clasp in the arms; press to the bosom.”1  To be sure, this thesis is about 

hugging God, being hugged by God, and hugging others, all in love; however, it is 

about much more, taking on all six related meanings of embrace: “(2) to take or 

receive gladly or eagerly; accept willingly; (3) to avail oneself to; (4) to adopt; (5) to 

take in with the eye or mind; (6) to encircle; surround; enclose.”  Embracing God’s 

Heart for Adoption most definitely requires God to reveal Himself to the reader.  

Man
2
 is not able to reach across the great chasm of sin to touch and know God.  Praise 

God, in His love He reached down to man exposing the mystery of who He is and 

thus who man is.  Through His Word, Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit, God has 

shared with man as much as he needs to know.  Man’s responsibility is to simply open 

his heart to the Holy Spirit, study and believe the truth as revealed in God’s Word, 

and apply what he learns by the power of the Holy Spirit.  As such, this thesis aims to 

examine what is fundamental and vital to God and to espouse and apply the 

knowledge gained personally and socially. 

Purpose of Thesis 

The purpose of Embracing God’s Heart for Adoption is to establish the truth 

that adoption is at the center of God’s heart, and thus the Biblical worldview and life’s 

meaning in regards to man’s identity and purpose.  This thesis thus endeavors to 

metaphorically facilitate open-heart reparatory surgery and a full blood-transfusion on 

                                                
1 Dictionary.com Unabridged, “Embrace,” http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/embrace (accessed 
15 December 2012). 
2 From here on, “man” and male pronouns are gender inclusive, unless linked with an identified 
subject. 
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Christians, making their hearts more like God’s, to be in greater personal intimacy 

with God, and to have their hearts pump His blood – His very life – through their 

veins – their very beings – giving them the ability, strength and energy to live a life of 

purpose, a life of extreme love, a life of God’s love.  With God’s adoption love 

pumping through their veins, Christians are able to embrace their identity as children 

adopted by God and thus live out their life purpose of enjoying an intimate Father-son 

relationship with God through that Vertical Adoption and of displaying that intimate 

father-son relationship through Human Adoption, the adoption of relinquished, 

unwanted and/or orphaned children.  As John Piper puts it, “the single, all-embracing, 

all-transforming reason for being: a passion to enjoy and display God’s supremacy 

[namely His adoption love] in all things for the joy of all peoples.”
3
   

This operation is a spiritual procedure to not just know and understand God 

more, but to be all the more enveloped by His heart of love resulting in nothing less 

than embracing adoption as more than just an option, but as the God-ordained option 

in responding to the needs of those that are particularly close to God’s heart: 

relinquished, unwanted and orphaned children.  As Dan Cruver writes in Reclaiming 

Adoption, “the ultimate purpose of Human Adoption by Christians, therefore… to 

place [orphans] in a Christian home that they might be positioned to receive the 

gospel, so that within that family, the world might witness a representation of God 

taking in and genuinely loving the helpless, the hopeless, and the despised,”4 a 

representation of Vertical Adoption. 

Necessity & Relevance of Thesis 

First of all, Vertical Adoption, God’s adoption of individuals to be His 

children, is a Biblical doctrine central to God’s love and redemptive plan laid out in 

                                                
3 John Piper, Don’t Waste Your Life, Group Study ed. (Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books, 2007), 37-38. 
4 Dan Cruver ed., “Adoption of the Prodigals,” Reclaiming Adoption: Missional Living Through the 

Rediscovery of Abba Father (Adelphi, MD: Cruciform Press, 2011), 15.  
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both the Old and New Testaments.  However, as recognized by Angus Stewart,
5
 it is a 

doctrine that has been neglected in the Church and Christian writings, past and 

present.  In his book, The Reformed Doctrine of Adoption, Robert Webb observes,  

“[The evangelical doctrine of adoption] has been handled with a 
meagerness entirely out of proportion to its intrinsic importance, and 
with a subordination which allows it only a parenthetical place in the 
system of evangelical truth.  I know of no monograph on this subject, 
which devotes itself to the articulation and development of this great 
doctrine of grace, parallel in fullness and thoroughness with the 
manner in which the co-ordinate doctrine of justification has been 
expounded and set forth.”6 
 

Similarly, noting ten major doctrines, Mark Stibbe, in his book From Orphans to 

Heirs, observes that “since the time of the earliest church, these doctrines have been 

discussed and developed.  All that is, except one… One of them has received little 

attention, to the great detriment of believers and the great impoverishment of the 

church as a whole.”7   

While Martin Luther led the Reformation in his discovery of the doctrine of 

justification, that man is made right with God by believing that Jesus died for his sins, 

the doctrine of adoption remained for the most part in the closet for an additional five-

hundred years, totaling almost two-thousand years of neglect since Paul wrote about it 

in plain view, right under the Christian’s nose, with five specific instances of direct 

teaching where he talks of the doctrine of adoption,8 and numerous instances of 

indirect teaching where he and other Biblical writers speak of God as the Christian’s 

Father and the Christian as His child.
9
 

                                                
5 Angus Stewart, “Adoption: A Theological Exposition of a Neglected Doctrine,” British Reformed 

Journal, no. 25 (January – March 1999). 
6 Robert Alexander Webb, The Reformed Doctrine of Adoption (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing, 1947), 17. 
7 Mark Stibbe, From Orphans to Heirs (Abingdon, UK: The Bible Reading Fellowship, 1999), 13. 
8 Romans 8:14-17, 23; 9:4; Galatians 4:4-7; Ephesians 1:5. 
9 Matthew 12:50; John 1:12; Romans 8:29; 9:26; 2 Corinthians 6:18; Galatians 3:26; Ephesians 2:12-
13, 19, 22; Hebrews 2:11; 12:6-7; 1 John 3:1-2 
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What’s more, most of the great creeds of Christendom do not contain a formal 

article, let alone an entire chapter, on adoption.  The Belgic Confession, written in 

1561, only mentions God as Father and believers as God’s children.  The Heidelberg 

Catechism, written in 1563, follows suite, except for a brief statement on adoption 

within Questions and Answer 33.  “At the Synod of Dordt in 1618-1619, delegates 

from the Reformed churches of Europe gave the Heidelberg Catechism high praise for 

its pedagogical and doctrinal features,”10 without recognizing the deficiency of its 

dealings with the doctrine of adoption.   The Canons of Dordt simply relate the 

doctrine of adoption to “The Perseverance of the Saints” in the “Fifth Head of 

Doctrine.”   

Only the Westminster Confession devotes an entire chapter to the doctrine of 

adoption.  “However, even in Westminster Standard circles, Adoption has received 

insufficient attention.  In nineteenth century debate, Scottish Presbyterianism 

produced [only] two works on the subject”11 – both scarcely known and out-of-print, 

The Fatherhood of God by Thomas Crawford12 and The Fatherhood of God by Robert 

Candlish.
13

  “American Southern Presbyterianism also weighed in with [only] two 

significant treatments”14 – also scarcely known, “The Doctrine of Adoption” in 

Discussions of Theological Questions by John L. Girardeau15 and The Reformed 

Doctrine of Adoption by Robert Webb.16  James Green, upon evaluating the whole 

Presbyterian and Reformed world, concludes, “The doctrine of adoption has received 

scant recognition in theological discussions and pulpit dissertations. Some great 

                                                
10 The Heidelberg Catechism with Scripture Texts (Grand Rapids, MI: CRC Publications, 1989), 5. 
11 Stewart, 1999, 2. 
12 Thomas J. Crawford, The Fatherhood of God (London, U.K.: William Blackwood and Sons, 1867). 
13 Robert S. Candlish, The Fatherhood of God (Edinburgh, U.K.: Adam and Charles Black, 1870). 
14 Stewart, 1999, 2-3. 
15 J. L. Girardeau, Discussions of Theological Questions, reprint (Harrisonburg, VA: Sprinkle 
Publications, 1986), 428-521. 
16 Webb, 1947. 
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treatises omit it altogether, others devote to it a few remarks, while scarcely any of 

them articulates it as a separate head in divinity.”17 

While many well-known modern Protestant surveys of Christian truth still fall 

short in giving the doctrine of adoption its due discussion, such as Millard Erickson’s 

Christian Theology which devotes a mere four pages out of about 1240 to the doctrine 

of adoption
18

 and James Montgomery Boice’s Foundations of the Christian Faith 

which devotes only seven out of seven hundred pages to the doctrine of adoption,19 

they are at least addressing it more than those in the past, including the classic 

Christian writers.  Furthermore, an increasing amount of theologians are recognizing 

its neglect as detrimental to the believer and the church as they seek to fully know 

God, and thus glorify Him and be satisfied in Him.  For example, in his book 

appropriately titled Knowing God, J. I. Packer devotes an entire chapter of thirty 

pages out of 270 pages to the doctrine of adoption.20  Recognizing that “the truth of 

adoption has been little regarded in Christian history,” as far back as the early church, 

Packer concludes that much more than his mere thirty pages needs to be made “of 

adoption in Christian teaching today.”
21

   

In making much more of adoption, Christians make much more of God.  As 

such, a number of able scholars, teachers, and pastors have taken up [Packer’s] 

challenge, including Robert Peterson,”22 the author of Adopted by God,23 and Mark 

                                                
17 James Green, A Harmony of the Westminster Presbyterian Standards with Explanatory Notes 
(Cleveland, OH: William Collins & World, 1976), 87. 
18 Millard J. Erickson, Christian Theology, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 1998), 974-978. 
19 James Montgomery Boice, Foundations of the Christian Faith, revised ed. (Downers Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 1986), 441-448. 
20 J. I. Packer, Knowing God (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1973), 200-229. 
21 Ibid, 228. 
22 Stephen E. Smallman, “Foreword,” in Adopted by God: From Wayward Sinners to Cherished 

Children, Robert A. Peterson (Phillipsburg, NJ: P&R Publishing Company, 2001), ix. 
23 Robert A. Peterson, Adopted by God: From Wayward Sinners to Cherished Children (Phillipsburg, 
NJ: P&R Publishing Company, 2001). 
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Stibbe, the author of From Orphans to Heirs.
24

  In fact, within the last few years, after 

work on this thesis had begun, more writers have engage with the topic of Vertical 

Adoption, such as Russell Moore, the author of Adopted for Life
25

 and A Guide to 

Adoption & Orphan Care,26 Tony Merida and Rick Morton, authors of 

Orphanology,27 and Dan Cruver, author of Reclaiming Adoption: Missional Living 

through the Rediscovery of Abba Father.
28

  Still, “the doctrine of adoption has been 

widely neglected with the Church historically; it remains neglected within much of 

the evangelical church today.”29  Considering this neglect and the fact that man’s 

identity and purpose rest in the understanding and embracing of his son-Father 

relationship with God, that he is a loved child of God, most people today, Christians 

included, go aimlessly through life not knowing this identity and purpose, ultimately 

ending up ineffective for God’s Kingdom, in isolation and in despair.  Therefore, this 

thesis is an attempt to take on Packer’s challenge with Russell Moore, Tony Merida, 

Rick Morton, and Dan Cruver believing with them that “a proper theological 

grounding of horizontal adoption within vertical adoption has profound implications 

for our understanding of both aspects, and therefore; [and] the extent we can recapture 

theological balance regarding adoption, the Church will be transformed and our 

witness to the world will be radically redefined.”30 

In connection to Horizontal Adoption, the doctrine of Vertical Adoption is a 

doctrine that has never really been applied to the doctrine of discipleship, to the 

Diagonal Adoption, in which a disciple-maker takes on and teach a disciple-becomer 

                                                
24 Stibbe, 1999. 
25 Russell D. Moore, Adopted for Life (Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books, 2009). 
26 Russell D. Moore, ed., A Guide to Adoption & Orphan Care (Louisville, KY: Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary Press, 2012). 
27 Tony Merida and Rick Morton, Orphanology: Awakening to Gospel-Centered Adoption and Orphan 

Care (Birmingham, AL: New Hope Publishers, 2011). 
28 Dan Cruver, ed., Reclaiming Adoption: Missional Living Through the Rediscovery of Abba Father 
(Adelphi, MD: Cruciform Press, 2011). 
29 Cruver, “Adoption of the Prodigals,” 8. 
30 Ibid. 
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as a parent teaches a child so that that child may become a mature Christian 

embracing his identity and purpose as a child of God and thus be able to adoptively 

disciple other new Christians.  The Great Commandment for all Christians to love and 

the Great Commission for Christians to make disciples come together in Diagonal 

Adoption. 

However, and thirdly, in an age where orphans exist in the multitudes and 

abortion is a universally acceptable practice, Christians are called to much more: 

Horizontal Adoption.  As seen in Vertical Adoption, God has a heart for adoption, a 

heart that extends in demonstration to children in need of Horizontal Adoption and, 

through Horizontal Adoption, Diagonal Adoption, which is extremely relevant today 

in light of the overwhelming existence of such children in the world today.  

Insufficiently, most of what is written regarding adoption is how-to manuals and 

personal stories.  With the exception of the few already mentioned, very little, if 

anything, has been written on the theology behind and ministry of Horizontal 

Adoption.  As will be delineated, parenting is the most effective form of discipleship, 

and Horizontal Adoption is the most effective means of addressing the orphan and 

abortion problem.  Therefore, Horizontal Adoption is a necessary option for 

Christians to make disciples of all nations.  What’s more, it is the greatest act, 

demonstration, and testimony of God’s Vertical Adoption love, especially if the 

adoptee is from another race and/or is special needs. 

 In order to embrace Horizontal Adoption for discipleship, necessity lies in 

better understanding and embracing Vertical Adoption, the foundation and goal of 

Horizontal Adoption in discipleship.  In essence, the implications of such a study on 

adoption are vast, from personal to relational to ministerial to missional. 
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Objectives 

 Broken down, this work can be divided into two parts – grasping Vertical 

Adoption, Diagonal Adoption, Horizontal Adoption and the relationship between the 

three; and living in Vertical Adoption to live out Diagonal Adoption and Horizontal 

Adoption.  Specifically, Embracing the Heart of God seeks to 

1. examine the origin of the concept of adoption 

2. reveal Vertical Adoption’s core of love and Jewish and Greco-Roman 

cultural context  

3. walk through the Old and New Testament in light of God’s Plan of 

Adoption  

4. explore Vertical Adoption’s place in the ordo salutis, the order of salvation 

5. establish Human Adoption with Diagonal Adoption as the application of 

Vertical Adoption 

Terminology 

 Adoption can mean different things to different people.  When most people in 

the West think of adoption, they think of getting a pet dog or cat from the Humane 

Society, or they right away correlate it to infertility.  In many third-world countries, 

they don’t even have a word in their own language for adoption.  For example, 

adoption to people in Uganda is to simply keep an orphan caring for its very basic 

needs and expecting it to work as a servant as soon as it is school-aged.  There is little, 

if any, emotional involvement.  It is therefore necessary to ensure a unified 

understanding of the term adoption. 

 The word “adopt” can be broken down into the prefix ad- which means 

“toward, to, for, about” and the Latin word  optāre which means “to wish for, desire, 
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pray for, choose.”
31

  Adopt can thus be defined “to take on as one’s own something 

wished for, desired, prayed for, chosen.”  If that “something” is a child, adopt can be 

better defined as “to take into one’s family through legal means and raise as one’s 

own child.”32  The “legal means” refers to the official termination or relinquishment 

of the biological parents’ rights to the child, due to death, neglect, abuse, or self-

realized inability to provide proper care, and the official assumption of those rights in 

their entirety by the adopting parents.  While adoption requires the legal steps to take 

place, it is fundamentally rooted in love and will be further understood as such as this 

thesis unfolds and specifically addresses four interconnected types of adoption: 

• Vertical Adoption, which is God’s adoption of people; 

• National Adoption, which is God’s adoption of the nation of Israel; 

• Diagonal Adoption, which is basically man’s discipleship of another person; 

• Horizontal Adoption, which is man’s adoption of relinquished, unwanted 

and/or orphaned children. 

Also, considering the fact that the blessings incurred by Christ’s death and 

resurrection go beyond “just” redemption and salvation, using the word adoption as 

opposed to salvation or redemption in conjunction with God’s plan, gospel, order 

seems much more true to their meaning as adoption includes the from and the to.  In 

their verb form, redemption and salvation are prepositional transitive verbs; more 

specifically, verbs followed by the preposition “from.”  A person can be saved or 

redeemed from something or someone, but cannot be saved or redeemed to something 

or someone.  Thus, “saving/redeeming from” is only the incomplete first half of 

God’s plan and the gospel.  Alternatively, the word “adoption” really includes 

                                                
31 Dictionary.com Unabridged, “optāre,”http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/opt (accessed 4 

January 2010). 
32 The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 4th ed., “adopt,” 
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/adoption (Houghton Mifflin Company, 2004, accessed 4 
January 2010). 
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salvation in that a person can be adopted from something or someone; and yet goes 

further in meaning in that a person can be adopted to sonship and into a family.  

Ultimately, God’s plan is for man to be adopted to sonship and into His family.  In his 

book Grace and Gratitude: The Eucharistic Theology of John Calvin, B. A. Gerrish 

reveals “the way in which Calvin describes the gospel: it is, quite simply, the good 

news of adoption.  The gospel, according to Calvin, is that through Christ the children 

of Adam and Eve can become once more children of God.”33 To make his point, he 

quotes from a number of Calvin’s books and concludes “The quotations could be 

multiplied almost ad infinitum.”  J. I. Packer agrees that the gospel is in essence the 

good news of adoption: 

You sum up the whole of New Testament teaching in a single phrase, if you 
speak of it as a revelation of the Fatherhood of the holy Creator. In the same 
way, you sum up the whole of New Testament religion if you describe it as the 
knowledge of God as one’s holy Father.  If you want to judge how well a 
person understands Christianity, find out how much he makes of the thought 
of being God’s child, and having God as his Father.  If this is not the thought 
that prompts and controls his worship and prayers and his whole outlook on 
life, it means that he does not understand Christianity very well at all.  For 
everything that Christ taught, everything that makes the New Testament new, 
and better than the Old, everything that is distinctively Christian as opposed to 
merely Jewish, is summed up in the knowledge of the Fatherhood of God.  
'Father' is the Christian name for God… Our understanding of Christianity 

cannot be better than our grasp of adoption.34 
 

Later in the chapter, Packer affirms his claim testifying, “were I asked to focus the 

New Testament message in three words, my proposal would be adoption through 

propitiation, and I do not expect ever to meet a richer or more pregnant summary of 

the gospel than that.”
35

  Beyond the New Testament, the Old Testament and all of 

His-story focus on Vertical Adoption.  Therefore, instead of Gospel of Salvation, 

Gospel of Adoption will be used; instead of Plan of Salvation, Plan of Adoption will 

                                                
33 B. A. Gerrish, Grace and Gratitude: The Eucharistic Theology of John Calvin (Minneapolis, MN: 
Fortress Press, 1993), 89. 
34 Packer, Knowing God, 182, emphasis mine. 
35 Ibid., 194. 
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be used; instead of ordo salutis or order of salvation, ordo adoptio or order of 

adoption will be used.  Also, the Spirit of Adoption will be used as the primary name 

for the Holy Spirit.  Again, as will be shown in this thesis, the use of the term 

“adoption” in no way negates, abolishes or loses the meaning of any of the other 

doctrines or truths but encompasses them.  The reader must keep in mind that the 

focus of this thesis is on making much of Adoption (Vertical, Diagonal and 

Horizontal) in light of its historical neglect and in attempt to help raise it to its rightful 

place of doctrinal attention and application. 

Delimitations & Methodology 

 While establishing what Embracing God’s Heart for Adoption will cover in 

regards to adoption, it is important to note that no attempt will be made to rehash 

related topics that have been addressed by others over and again.  This thesis will not 

provide a step by step guide on how to adopt, parent, or disciple.  This thesis will not 

get into the current legal, cultural, social, emotional, or psychological aspects of 

Horizontal Adoption.  This thesis will not address the social and psychological issues 

related to orphans and abortions.  This thesis will not side-track to discuss related 

debates and controversies.  Information on such subjects can be readily found 

elsewhere.   

Methodically appealing to man’s God-likeness capacities of self-conscious 

rationality, moral conscience, artistic creativity, and relationships of love, and man’s 

insatiable thirst for God, as delineated by John Stott,
36

 this thesis uses the Bible, the 

writings of Biblical scholars and theologians, existing literature, trends and statistics 

to provide a comprehensive study of the Biblical appreciation of adoption, particularly 

as it relates to redemption, discipleship and missions.  Embracing God’s Heart for 

                                                
36 Dick Tripp, “Humans – Created in God’s Likeness,” Exploring Christianity, 
http://www.christianity.co.nz/ident2.htm (15 December 2012). 
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Adoption biblically, theologically, systematically, and strategically develops 

Horizontal Adoption as a ministry based on Vertical Adoption and with the goal of 

personally growing in and seeing others receive and grow in Vertical Adoption. 

All in all, the thesis reveals itself in the following manner: 

• “Chapter 1: The Origins of Adoption,” which discusses adoption in relation to 

common and special grace, rooted in God’s heart and revealed by God in 

creation, man’s conscience, and Christ; 

• “Chapter 2: The Core and Context of Vertical Adoption,” which establishes 

Love as the essence of Vertical Adoption and analyzes Vertical Adoption in 

terms of its Jewish and Greco-Roman cultural context; 

• “Chapter 3: Vertical Adoption through National Adoption,” which traces 

God’s Plan of Adoption from Creation to the coming of Jesus and reveals the 

necessity of Israel’s National Adoption by God; 

• “Chapter 4: Vertical Adoption through Jesus Christ,” which reveals Jesus to be 

the ultimate expression of God’s love in His Plan of Adoption and examine 

the ordo salutis in view of that plan, as the ordo adoptio; 

•  “Chapter 5: Diagonal Adoption,” which develops the Diagonal Adoption as 

the application of Vertical Adoption in the values and behavior that come out 

of the Biblical Worldview of Vertical Adoption; 

• “Chapter 6: Horizontal Adoption,” which reasons Horizontal Adoption to be 

an ideal method of Diagonal Adoption for Vertical Adoption ;  

• “Conclusion: Adoption and the Meaning of Life,” which summarizes God’s 

heart for adoption as fulfilling life’s meaning of knowing God and making 

Him known, whereby Vertical Adoption is the foundation and goal of Human 

Adoption coupled with Diagonal Adoption. 
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Chapter 1 

The Origin of Adoption 

 

Adoption in History 

How far back in history does adoption go?  Who actually came up with the 

idea of adoption?  According to the Adoption History Project, the first modern 

Physical Adoption law in the United States of America was passed in Massachusetts 

in 1851 “recognizing adoption as a social and legal operation based on child welfare 

rather than adult interests.”37  However, it took a while for this law to actually spread 

and take root in practice.  Starting in 1854, orphan trains became extremely popular 

where “as many as 250,000 children from New York and other Eastern cities were 

sent by train to towns in mid-western and western states, as well as Canada and 

Mexico. Families interested in the orphans showed up to look them over when they 

were placed on display in local train stations, and placements were frequently made 

with little or no investigation or oversight.”38  These Physical Adoptions were still 

very much based on adult interests, to have an extra set of hands to work on the farm.   

“Inter-country” Physical Adoptions became more popular following World War II 

and during the Cold War when orphaned children abroad became more visible to 

Americans. 

Outside of the United States, the history of Physical Adoption goes back much 

further in official written law and practice.  During his reign of Babylon in the 18
th

 

century BC, King Hammurabi wrote in his code of law, the Code of Hammurabi, 

                                                
37 Ellen Hermen, “Timeline of Adoption History,” The Adoption History Project, 
http://www.uoregon.edu/~adoption/timeline.html (Eugene, OR: University of Oregon, 22 June 2005, 

accessed 4 January 2010). 
38 Ellen Hermen, “Orphan Trains,” The Adoption History Project, 
http://www.uoregon.edu/~adoption/topics/orphan.html (Eugene, OR: University of Oregon, 22 June 
2005, accessed 4 January 2010). 
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clear definitions of Physical Adoption; however, with the primary basis on adult 

interests over child welfare.  Paragraphs 185 through 193 of the Code specifically 

detail laws pertaining to the consent of birth parents, the heir-ship of the adoptee, and 

the dissolution of the Physical Adoption.39  As a matter of fact, these paragraphs of 

the Code provided the basis of Physical Adoption law not only for the Ancient Rome 

Empire (circa 30BC-400AD), but for the United States and other modern-day 

countries. 

Based on these facts, it is quite easy to immediately assume that the concept of 

adoption finds its root and development in the mind of man.  Nevertheless, what 

Hammurabi, along with many, if not most, of the famous adopted people and the 

famous people who have adopted, not to mention most people in history and even 

today, have failed and fail to realize is that their knowledge of, ideas of, and 

involvement in Physical Adoption are instilled expressions and representations of a 

much deeper reality of adoption that has its origin before the creation of the world – in 

the heart of God. 

God’s Goodness Revealed 

Generally speaking, nothing good “created” or “thought up” by man was not 

first created or thought up by God.  As 1 Timothy 4:4 says, “everything God created 

is good,” so too everything good is created by God for upon the completion of 

everything He created, He saw that “it was very good.”40  Basically, what is good is 

synonymous with what is light, right and true – “the fruit of the light consists in all 

goodness, righteousness and truth.”41  Since God is light,42 all truth is God’s truth.  He 

                                                
39 The Code of Hammurabi, translated by L. W. King, http://avalon.law.yale.edu/ancient/hamframe.asp 
(New Haven, CT: Yale Law School, 1996, accessed 4 January 2010). 
40 Genesis 1:31; all Bible verses quoted are taken from the New International Version, unless otherwise 
indicated. 
41 Ephesians 5:9. 
42 1 John 1:5. 
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is the source of truth, the “God of truth” as Isaiah describes Him
43

 and the “Spirit of 

truth” and John describes Him.44   

Seeing as everything that comes from God is true and good, His original 

creation and created order is true and good and the study of it reveals the truth and 

goodness of God, “for His invisible attributes, namely, His eternal power and divine 

nature, have been clearly perceived, ever since the creation of the world, in the things 

that have been made.”45  Not only do the “heavens declare the glory of God,”46 “His 

righteousness,”47 and His “faithfulness,”48 but so does every created thing that they 

contain, including the minute complexities of a human being, the natural order, the 

natural laws, and the procreation and creative abilities of man made in God’s image. 

Along with original creation, the original conscience of man is good and true 

as it is also created by God.  Therefore, the study of it and of the just and righteous 

acts it produces, along with acknowledgement of the sin that opposes it,49 also reveals 

the truth and goodness of God.  Lastly and ultimately, unaffected by sin, the truth and 

goodness of God is fully found in the historical Son of God made flesh, Jesus Christ,50 

“who is true,”
51

 “the true God,”
52

 and “the Way, the Truth, and the Life.  No one 

comes to the Father [the source of goodness and truth] except through [Jesus].”53 

                                                
43 Isaiah 65:16. 
44 John 14:17; 15:26; 16:13. 
45 Romans 1:19-20. 
46 Psalm 19:1. 
47 Psalm 50:6; 97:6. 
48 Psalm 89:5. 
49 Romans 3:20. 
50 Romans 3:21-5:21. 
51 1 John 5:20 twice. 
52 1 John 5:20. 
53 John 14:6. 
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Adoption in Creation 

Even though the concept of adoption is a response to sin in the world, it is a 

truth and goodness that extends in thought before the creation of the world – in God’s 

plan of redemption.  In love, God, who is love,54 came up with the idea of adoption 

and instilled this idea in creation, in man’s conscience, and in Christ as the ultimate 

expression and demonstration of His love.  Concerning creation, it is necessary to 

understand the truth that God is not a deist God, a God who created the world and 

then left it to run on its own.  He is deeply and personally involved in His creation.  

He made the world go round and continues to make the world go round.55  In His 

gracious love, God did not abandon His creation to sin and thus self-destruction when 

the crown of His creation, Adam and Eve, gave their lives to sin and in turn saw the 

shame of their ways.  Rather, He clothed them in love sacrificing an animal of His 

creation to cover their shame.56  God continues to make the world go round in such 

love, creating loving solutions to the problems caused by sin, even to the point where 

He uses problems caused by sin and allows them to occur as a means to bring about a 

solution that demonstrates His perfect love and enables growth in that perfect love, all 

for the benefit of the “victim” and those around the “victim.”57   While examples exist 

everywhere one looks, in the natural world and human world, a prime example in the 

Bible is that of Joseph.  His brothers “meant evil against [Joseph], but God meant it 

for good, to bring about that many people should be kept alive, as they are today.”58 

Adoption is such a solution, demonstration and growth-enabler – a concept of 

truth and goodness created by God that not only gives evidence for God’s continued 

involvement in the world but furthermore declares who God is, bringing man into a 

                                                
54 1 John 4:8, 16. 
55 Psalm 104; 136; Matthew 6:26; Luke 12:24; the entire Bible. 
56 Genesis 3:21. 
57 Romans 8:28. 
58 Genesis 50:20, NKJV. 
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greater understanding of and trust in God as the essence of truth and love.  It is a 

created concept of truth and love from the very heart of God which exists not only 

throughout the history of the human world but also throughout the natural world.  

Although, because of sin, the animal world is much more of a cruel world with the 

strong preying on the weak, there are many examples where the strong have 

“adopted” the weak, and not just within a set species where, for example, a dog 

“unofficially” adopts an orphan puppy. 

In a Kitchener, Ontario (Canada) humane society, a stray Doberman pinscher 

heard the cries of newborn kittens whose mother was too ill to care for them.  

Immediately, the Doberman took on the kittens as her own nosing them, licking them, 

trying to nurse them, laying with them and allowing them to crawl all over her.  “The 

pseudo-family became inseparable, and eventually the humane society was forced to 

accommodate thm together in their own private ‘maternity ward.’”59 

In Nanjing, China, a tiger-lion hybrid cub was “unofficially” adopted by a 

nursing Labrador retriever after the liger’s birth mother abandoned him eight hours 

after birth.  Not far away, in Beijing, a lion cub was also adopted by a Labrador 

retriever because its birth mother could not provide enough milk for all of her cubs.60  

For the same reason, in yet another similar instance in Hefei, China, a nursing dog 

adopted tiger cubs.61  The fact is, numerous other reports exist of dogs and other 

animals engaging in “unofficial” cross-specie adoption. 

                                                
59 “Adoption Mania – Part I: Doberman Adopts Kittens,” The Scoop, 10 April 2002, 
http://www.dogsinthenews.com/issues/0204/articles/020410a.htm (accessed 4 January 2010). 
60 “Lions and Tigers and Dogs? Oh my,” The Scoop, 29 August 2002, 

http://www.dogsinthenews.com/issues/0208/articles/020829a.htm (accessed 4 January 2010). 
61 “Photo in the News: Dog Nurses Tiger Cubs in China,” National Geographic News, 9 May 2005, 
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2005/05/0509_050905_dogtigers.html (accessed 4 January 
2010). 
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In an article on animal adoptions, The Scoop writes, “you suppose they’re 

trying to tell us something?”62  No doubt, they “tell” man, by illustration, what life 

was like before the Fall of man and what the new heaven and earth will be like.  God, 

through Isaiah, writes, “The wolf will live with the lamb, the leopard will lie down 

with the goat, the calf and the lion and the yearling together… the cow will feed with 

the bear, their young will lie down together… for the earth will be filled with the 

knowledge of the Lord.”63  Isaiah speaks of a new law at hand – a law of love for the 

vulnerable, peace for the helpless, safety for the defenseless.  In his commentary on 

Isaiah 11:6-9, J. Alec Motyer writes, “Isaiah saw light breaking in on the dark, 

proceeding to illuminate the people, and finding its explanation in the birth of the 

Messiah.”
64

  Similarly, the animal adoptions are beams of light in a dark world, rooted 

in Jesus Christ.  S.H. Widyapranawa expounds in the International Theological 

Commentary, “Moving towards this eschatological era, the gospel message of the 

coming kingdom of God in Jesus Christ forms a basic reality and fulfillment, from 

which the Christian calling for social justice, peace, and welfare should be viewed.”65  

The animal adoptions point us to Christ and call us to follow suit in providing love, 

peace and safety for the vulnerable of society, of which orphans are the most. 

The animal adoptions also tell man that adoption is not a man-made concept 

and that it goes far beyond just being a legal term or legal act as found in the written 

laws in human history.  In reference to a lioness adopting an Oryx, conservationalist 

Daphne Sheldrick notes that “Lions, like all the other species, including human 

                                                
62 “Adoption Mania,” The Scoop, 10 April 2002, 
http://www.dogsinthenews.com/issues/0204/articles/020410a.htm (accessed 4 January 2010). 
63 Isaiah 11:6-9. 
64 J. Alec Motyer, The Prophecy of Isaiah: An Introduction and Commentary (Downers Grove, IL: 

InterVarsity Press, 1993), 124. 
65 S.H. Widyapranawa, International Theological Commentary: A Commentary on the Book of Isaiah 

1-39 (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing Company; Edinburgh, UK: The Haidsel Press, 
1990), 70. 
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beings, have this kind of feeling for babies,”
66

 especially orphaned babies.  However, 

adoption is also much more than a feeling.  It is the God-ordained solution, 

demonstration and growth-enabler of love.  More specifically, it is the actual, 

heartfelt, God-given, covenantal love of placing, treating and keeping, as a son or 

daughter in one’s family, a child who was relinquished due to parental inability to 

lovingly care for him or was abandoned through parental death, neglect or abuse.   

Adoption in Conscience 

Stemming from the heart of God and thus revealing the heart of God, adoption 

is a goodness and truth that was graciously instilled not only in creation but also in the 

conscience of man.  As God lovingly did not abandon His creation to self-destruction 

in sin, He did not abandon the crown of His creation – man – to sin.  Left alone, 

man’s conscience is totally corrupted67 and seared.68  As Paul quotes from the 

Psalms,69 “There is no one righteous, not even one; there is no one who understands, 

no one who seeks God.  All have turned away, they have together become worthless; 

there is no one who does good, not even one.”70  Left alone, man’s wickedness is 

great and “every inclination of the thoughts of his heart [is] only evil all the time.”
71

   

However, God lovingly did not leave man alone to self-destruct.  After the 

Fall, God judged Adam and Eve but did not curse them directly and personally as He 

cursed the serpent and the ground.  In fact, as James Montgomery Boice notes, “we 

find only a token judgment – pain upon the woman in childbirth, grief for the man in 

earning a living – and, wonder of all wonders, a promise of a deliverer to come.”
 72

  

                                                
66 “Lioness Adopts Third Baby Antelope,” BBC News, 1 April 2002, 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/1905363.stm (accessed 4 January 2010). 
67 Titus 1:15. 
68 1 Timothy 4:2. 
69 Psalms 14:1-3; 53:1-3. 
70 Romans 3:10-12. 
71 Genesis 6:5. 
72 James Montgomery Boice, Genesis: An Expositional Commentary, vol. 1 (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan, 1982), 161. 
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God also did not leave them naked in their shame, which they tried to cover with fig 

leaves,73 but lovingly sacrificed an animal to clothe them,74 pointing to the sacrifice of 

Jesus which covers sin with righteousness.  Arthur W. Pink explains in his book 

Gleanings in Genesis, “The Lord God clothed Adam and Eve with skins, and in order 

to procure these skins animals must have been slain, life must have been taken, blood 

must have been shed!  And in this way was a covering provided for the fallen and 

ruined sinner.  The application of the type is obvious.  The Death of the Son of God 

was shadowed forth.” 75 

What’s more, in love, God drove them out of the Garden of Eden so that they 

would not eat from the tree of life after they had eaten from the tree of good and evil, 

and thus live forever in sin, in spiritual death and constant deterioration and decay, 

with no hope of being set free, of experiencing true joy and peace, of experiencing 

what they were created to experience and lost – an unhindered relationship with 

Father.  In his book Genesis: A Devotional Exposition, Donald Grey Barnhouse 

writes, “How kind God was to prevent man from laying hold on something that would 

have kept him forever in his lost condition of death!  How terrible it would be to live 

forever as we are now!  The only thing that makes life bearable is the fact that it will 

end.”76  Merrill Unger concurs, “the Lord God sent fallen man from the garden, for 

his earthly immortality would have been a curse instead of a blessing.  With his 

corrupted nature and unlawful passions, man’s cares and labors, sorrows and miseries, 

and endless existence in this world would have become intolerable.”
77

   

                                                
73 Genesis 3:7. 
74 Genesis 3:21. 
75 Arthur W. Pink, Gleanings in Genesis, Vols. 1 and 2 (Chicago, IL: Moody Press, 1922), 44. 
76 Donald Grey Barnhouse, Genesis: A Devotional Exposition (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1973), 
27. 
77 Merrill F. Unger, Unger’s Commentary on the Old Testament, Vol. 1 (Chicago, IL: Moody Press, 
1981), 21. 
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Mankind could be set free from this intolerable sin and return to live forever as 

sons and daughters of Father “only by a literal death and resurrection”78 of a second 

Adam who has no sin – only by Jesus Christ, the Son of God.  “For since death came 

through a man, the resurrection of the dead comes also through a man.  For as in 

Adam all die, so in Christ all will be made alive.” 79 But why did God wait to send 

Jesus?  Why didn’t He send Jesus immediately after Adam’s fall?  Why did He spend 

so much time dealing with the law and allow so much suffering to take place before 

sending Jesus?  The answer is simple, but true: because He loves mankind desiring 

“all men to be saved and to come to a knowledge of truth.”80 Only through the law 

and suffering is mankind able to see just how sinful they are and their subsequent 

need for Jesus, for “sin is not taken into account when there is no law.”
81

  God’s 

timing is perfect – “at just the right time,”82 “when the time had fully come, God sent 

his Son, born of a woman, born under the law, 5 to redeem those under the law, that 

we might receive adoption to sonship.”83  

Therefore, in order for that perfect time to come, for mankind to return to 

Father as His sons and daughters through Vertical Adoption, God lovingly provided 

common grace, which, as Louis Berkhof summarizes, comprises of: 

“(a) those general operations of the Holy Spirit whereby He, without 
renewing the heart, exercise such a moral influence on man through His 
general or special revelation, that sin is restrained, order is maintained in 
social life, and civil righteousness is promoted; or, (b) those general blessings, 
such as rain and sunshine, food and drink, clothing and shelter, which God 
imparts to all men indiscriminately where and in what measure it seems good 
to Him”

84
 

 

                                                
78 Boice, 1982, 195. 
79 1 Corinthians 15:21-22. 
80 1 Timothy 2:4. 
81 Romans 5:13. 
82 Romans 5:6. 
83 Galatians 4:4-5, emphasis mine. 
84 Louis Berkhof, Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1941), 436. 
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It is by common grace that God continues to make the world go round, “sustaining all 

things by His powerful word.”85  It is by common grace that God “causes His sun to 

rise on the evil and the good, and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous.”86  

It is by “common grace that God did not at once fully execute the sentence of death 

on the sinner, but affords him an opportunity to repent.” 87  It is by common grace that 

God restrains sin by instituting civil authorities
88

 and by controlling circumstances to 

limit sinful behavior.89  It is by God’s common grace that blessings, such as medical 

and technological advancements, come through those who do not follow or even 

believe in God.  It is by God’s common grace that fallen, sinful man, in his 

conscience, knows the difference between right and wrong, retaining a sense of truth 

and morality.  Paul writes, “Indeed, when Gentiles, who do not have the law, do by 

nature things required by the law, they are a law for themselves, even though they do 

not have the law, since they show that the requirements of the law are written on their 

hearts, their consciences also bearing witness, and their thoughts now accusing, now 

even defending them.”90  It is by God’s common grace that any goodness and love 

comes out of the sin-full conscience of fallen, unredeemed man.  It is by God’s 

common grace that man is able to retain the image of God in which he was created, 

setting him apart from animals.91 

 How is this common grace administered?  Through the Holy Spirit.  In 

creation, “the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters”92 “like an eagle that stirs 

up its nest and hovers over its young.”
93

  Like a mother bird that gives life, care and 

                                                
85 Hebrews 1:3. 
86 Matthew 5:45. 
87 Louis Berkhof, Systematic Theology, 442. 
88 Romans 13:1, 6. 
89 Genesis 20:6; 1 Samuel 25:26. 
90 Romans 2:14-15. 
91 Genesis 1:26-27. 
92 Genesis 1:2. 
93 Deuteronomy 32:11. 
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nourishment to her young, the Holy Spirit gives life, care and nourishment to all that 

He, the Father and the Son – God plural (Elohim) – created.  The Spirit of Adoption94 

– also known as the breath of the Lord;95 Spirit of the Father96 and of the Son;97 the 

Spirit of grace98 and life;99 the Spirit of Truth, 100 of wisdom and understanding, of 

counsel and power, of knowledge and the fear of the Lord101 – gives and maintains 

life and truth as common grace to all.  As the Spirit was directly involved in 

creation102 bringing “order and structure out of the yet unordered universe that we 

find in the opening chapters of Genesis,”103 He is involved in administering God’s 

common grace, maintaining order and structure in a universe struck with the chaos of 

sin and Satan’s rule.  In his thorough study on common grace, Charles Hodge 

concludes, “The Bible therefore teaches  that the Holy Spirit as the Spirit of truth, of 

holiness, and of life in all its forms, is present with every human mind, enforcing 

truth, restraining from evil, exciting to good, and imparting wisdom or strength, when, 

where, and in what measure seemeth to Him good. In this sphere also He divides ‘to 

every man severally as He will.’ (1 Cor. 12:11.) This is what in theology is called 

common grace.”
104

 

Through common grace, the Spirit of Adoption maintains as much of the 

image of God in man that is needed to keep him alive and keep the world going 

round.  This maintained image includes mental likeness with the ability to reason and 

                                                
94 Romans 8:15 – the Spirit who brings about Vertical Adoption. 
95 Psalm 33:6. 
96 Matthew 10:20. 
97 Galatians 4:6; Romans 8:9. 
98 Hebrews 10:29. 
99 Romans 8:2. 
100 John 14:17. 
101 Isaiah 11:2. 
102 Job 33:4; Psalm 104:30. 
103 R.C. Sproul, “The Holy Spirit: Old Testament and Today,” 

http://christianreformedink.wordpress.com/reformed-theology-2/pneumatology/the-holy-spirit-old-
testament-and-today/ (accessed 15 December 2012). 
104 Charles Hodges, Systematic Theology, vol. 2 (Grand Rapids, MI: Christian Classics Ethereal 
Library, 2010), 654. 
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choose, moral likeness with the ability to discern right from wrong, and social 

likeness with the ability to love and be loved.  By God’s grace, this image, while it 

has been compromised due to sin and is functionally useless “when he seeks God, so 

that he can in nowise approach him by his intelligence and reason,”105 was maintained 

structurally after the fall.106  Berkhof writes, “Notice that man even after the fall, 

irrespective of his spiritual condition, is still represented as the image of God, Gen. 

9:6; I Cor. 11:7; Jas. 3:9."107  “Whenever someone writes a law, recoils from evil, 

praises good behavior, or feels guilty, he is confirming the fact that we are made in 

God’s own image”108 and the existence of God’s common grace. 

The fact is, through common grace, any thought or action that is good and 

loving comes from God.  Paul stated that godly “righteousness comes from God”
109

 

and indicated at the beginning of almost all his letters that grace and peace come from 

God.110 He also wrote that “the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance, 

kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control.”111  John declared that 

“love comes from God.”112  James pointed out that “every good and perfect gift is 

from above.”
113

  The fruit of the Spirit that Paul lists in Galatians 5:22-23What’s 

more, pure, peace-loving, considerate, submissive, merciful, fruitful, impartial, and 

sincere wisdom comes from above.114  The fact is, “the Lord is good” 115 and He is not 

just good to a few; He “is good to all; He has compassion on all He has made.”116 

                                                
105 R.J. Gore, “Doctrine of Humanity Notes,” ST202 Systematic Theology 2 (Due West, SC: Erskine 
College, 2006), http://acad.erskine.edu/facultyweb/gore/Humanity%20Notes.pdf (accessed 4 January 
2010), 2. 
106 Genesis 5:1; 1 Corinthians 11:7. 
107 Berkhof, Systematic Theology, 204. 
108 S. Michael Houdmann ed., Got Questions? (Enumclaw, WA: Winepress Publishing, 2009), 254. 
109 Romans 10:3; Philippians 3:9. 
110 Romans 1:7; 1 Corinthians 1:3; 2 Corinthians 1:2; Galatians 1:3; Ephesians 1:2; Philippians 1:2; 
Colossians 1:2; 2 Thessalonians 1:2; Titus 1:4; Revelation 1:5. 
111 Galatians 5:22-23. 
112 1 John 4:7. 
113 James 1:17; cf. Psalm 85:12. 
114 James 3:17. 
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Therefore, the concept of adoption, which is good, right and loving and is seen 

as such in the conscience of the elect and non-elect alike, is a manifestation of 

common grace from God, through the Spirit of Adoption,117 in the face of wickedness 

and the effects of sin – more specifically, in the face of relinquishment due to parental 

inability to care for a child and abandonment through parental death, neglect or abuse.  

It is out of common grace from God – specifically in regards to the conscience 

infiltrated by God with concepts of truth, goodness, righteousness, and justice – that 

Physical Adoption laws are written and actual Physical Adoption takes place.   

Adoption in Christ 

The concept of adoption revealed by God’s common grace through the Spirit 

of Adoption to all man in natural creation and human conscience is ultimately rooted 

in, ultimately points to, is ultimately fulfilled by, and is thus ultimately understood in 

God’s special grace, which is also administered through the Spirit of Adoption but is 

only given to the elect.  Common grace only exists for the administration of special 

grace, which is none other than God’s Plan of Adoption, saving grace, through Jesus 

Christ – the solution for all sin, the demonstration of perfect family love by God and 

the growth-enabler for man to return to be who God created him to be – His son.  

“Special grace removes the guilt and penalty of sin, changes the inner life of man, and 

gradually cleanses him from the pollution of sin by the supernatural operation of the 

Holy Spirit.  Its work invariably issues in the salvation of the sinner”118 – more 

expressly, the Vertical Adoption of the sinner. 

Immediately after the Fall, God graciously revealed two glimpses of His 

special Plan of Adoption: referring to Jesus Christ, (1) God said to the serpent, “He 

                                                                                                                                       
115 Psalm 100:5. 
116 Psalm 145:9. 
117 Romans 8:15 – the Spirit who brings about Vertical Adoption. 
118 Berkhof, Systematic Theology, 436. 
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will crush your head, and you will strike His heal”
119

 and (2) God symbolically 

sacrificed an animal to clothe Adam and Eve when they left the Garden of Eden.120  

However, it is important to note that God’s Plan of Adoption was not an afterthought, 

but an eternal forethought, meaning its inception and conception was and is eternally 

in Him.   Paul writes in his letter to the Ephesians that God’s “eternal purpose… [was] 

accomplished in Christ Jesus our Lord.”
121

  More specifically, God “predestined us to 

be adopted as His sons through Jesus Christ, in accordance with His pleasure and 

will.”122  This predestination is based on God’s foreknowledge of humans orphaning 

themselves from Him.  The previous verse reveals when this occurred: “He chose us 

in [Jesus] before the creation of the world to be holy and blameless in His sight.”123  

In his sermon on these verses, John Piper explains, “adoption was part of God’s plan. 

It was his idea, his purpose. It was not an afterthought. He didn’t discover one day 

that against his plan and foreknowledge humans had sinned and orphaned themselves 

in the world, and then come up with the idea of adopting them into his family. No, 

Paul says, he predestined adoption. He planned it.”124 According to Baker’s 

Evangelical Dictionary of Biblical Theology, “The believer's adoption as a child of 

God was determined by God from eternity… This adoption is not the result of any 

merit on the part of the believer, but solely the outworking of God's love and grace 

(Ephesians 1:5; Ephesians 1:7 )”125 

The concept of adoption – more specifically Horizontal Adoption which is 

rooted in common grace, and Vertical Adoption which is rooted in special grace – is 

                                                
119 Genesis 3:15. 
120 Genesis 3:21. 
121 Ephesians 3:11. 
122 Ephesians 1:4b-5, emphasis mine. 
123 Ephesians 1:4, emphasis mine; cf. 2 Timothy 1:9-10. 
124 John Piper, “Predestined for Adoption to the Praise of His Glory” (Minneapolis, MN: Bethlehem 

Baptist Church, 20 June 2004), http://www.desiringgod.org/resource-library/sermons/predestined-for-
adoption-to-the-praise-of-his-glory (accessed 25 July 2011). 
125 Walter A. Elwell, ed., “Adoption,” Baker’s Evangelical Dictionary of Biblical Theology (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 1996). 
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God’s idea originating in His very heart and existing eternally in His purpose and Plan 

of Adoption.  The fact is Horizontal Adoption as part of common grace and Vertical 

Adoption as part of special grace are not mutually exclusive and unrelated but are 

both part of God’s Plan of Adoption working together hand in hand as expressions of 

God’s love.  Louis Berkhoff writes, “Both operate in the world, but while common 

grace in the more usual sense of the term pertains to the things of the natural world 

and this present life, special grace bears on the things of the new creation.  They 

cannot but influence each other.  Common grace enriches the Church with its 

blessings; and the Church raises the fruits of common grace to a higher level by 

bringing them under the influence of the regenerate life.”126  Common grace reveals 

God, but “becomes a fuller revelation only for those who are redeemed,”
127

 for those 

who are saved through special grace.  As James Montgomery Boice notes,128 the 

goodness and beauty of nature maintained by God’s common grace is a prime 

example: “The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work of His 

hands.”129  In actuality, as encouraged by Paul to think about and put into practice, 

“whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure, whatever is 

lovely, whatever is admirable… [whatever] is excellent or praiseworthy” 130 – all such 

things are part of common grace declaring the glory of God and proclaiming the work 

of His hands, more fully to those who have received special grace; and, when it comes 

to those things that can be practiced, by those who have received special grace, thus 

declaring the glory of God and proclaiming the work of His hands all the more.  

Common grace is revealed to be part of special grace, God’s Plan of Adoption, only 

to those who have been saved through special grace. 

                                                
126 Berkhof, Systematic Theology, 440. 
127 Boice, Foundations of the Christian Faith, 159. 
128 Ibid, 159. 
129 Psalm 19:1. 
130 Philippians 4:8-9. 
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Since Horizontal Adoption is part of common grace and Vertical Adoption is 

part of special grace, Horizontal Adoption is ultimately rooted in, ultimately points to, 

ultimately paves the way for, is ultimately fulfilled by, and is thus ultimately 

understood in Vertical Adoption.  It is therefore necessary to continue on this journey 

of embracing God’s heart for adoption by understanding how man’s Vertical 

Adoption by God was brought about “according to His eternal purpose which He 

accomplished in Christ Jesus our Lord.”131  

                                                
131 Ephesians 3:11. 
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Chapter Two 

The Core and Contextual Connotations of Vertical Adoption 

 

True Love 

 What is love?  People have sought to answer this question since the beginning 

of time.  According to the world, love ranges from strong preference to deep affection 

to sexual attraction to warm attachment to benevolent concern to admiration.132  Such 

diversity of subjective, personal and emotive meanings make love complex and 

difficult to define. 

 The fact is true love has a much deeper and straightforward meaning than 

what the world defines it to be.  It is not relative, whimsical or emotionally based.  It 

is not needing, but solely giving.  It is the choice love of choice, what C.S. Lewis calls 

Charity in his book The Four Loves,133 and what classical Greek literature calls 

agape.  However, it is not a choice simply based on obligation, but on a deep, selfless 

desire and passion for someone – not in a sexual way, but in a way that desires a 

relationship with and what is best for that person.  In his commentary on Ephesians, 

John MacArthur divulges, “Biblical agape love is not an emotion but a disposition of 

the heart to seek the welfare and meet the needs of others.”134  Such love is self-

sacrificial to the extreme for the benefit of another without the expectation of love or 

recognition in return.  As God, through the Apostle Paul, puts it, 

[True] Love is patient, love is kind.  It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not 
proud.  It is not rude, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no 
record of wrongs.  [True] Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the 

                                                
132 Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, “love,” http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/love (30 
December 2009). 
The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 4th ed., “love,” 

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/love (accessed 4 January 2010). 
133 C.S. Lewis, The Four Loves (New York, NY: Harcourt, Brace & Company, 1960), Chapter VI. 
134 John MacArthur, The MacArthur New Testament Commentary: Ephesians (Chicago, IL: Moody 
Press, 1986), 14. 
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truth.  It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres.  
[True] Love never fails… And now these three remain: faith, hope and love.  
But the greatest of these is love.135 
 

God is Love 

Such love is the love of Love Himself.  It is solely rooted in and perfectly 

demonstrated by Him through common and special grace.  “Love comes from God… 

because God is love.”
136

  Everything about God is love – His nature, His character, 

His essence.  Everything He does comes out of love and is therefore good.  In fact, 

God is good and gracious because of His love, which endures forever.137  Out of true 

love comes action and devotion, best and only perfectly seen in the historical record 

of God the Father’s love for man – the Bible. 

God created the world and everything in it, with man as its crowning glory, to 

express and demonstrate His perfect love.  He acts out of His nature.  He didn’t need 

to or have to create the world and man; He wanted to out of an overflow of love 

within and between the three persons of His Trinitarian nature: Father, Son and Holy 

Spirit.  Paul reveals, "The God who made the world and everything in it … is not 

served by human hands, as if he needed anything.”
138

  In the words of C.S. Lewis, “In 

God there is no hunger that needs to be filled, only plenteousness that desires to 

give.”139  By illustration, Jonathan Edwards explains, “Tis no argument of the 

emptiness or deficiency of a fountain that it is inclined to overflow.”140 

                                                
135 1 Corinthians 13:4-8a, 13. 
136 1 John 4:7-8 
137 1 Chronicles 16:34; 1 Chronicles 5:13, 7:3; Ezra 3:11; Psalm 100:5, 106:1, 107:1, 118:1, 29, 136:1; 
Jeremiah 33:11 
138 Acts 17:24-25. 
139 Lewis, 175. 
140 Jonathan Edwards, The Works of Jonathan Edwards, vol. 8 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 
1989), 448. 
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In fact, in order to fully manifest His love, and thus Himself, God, not bound 

by time, created man knowing that man would not only disown Him for His enemy, 

Satan, but even worse would curse, torture, mock and kill Him.  As Lewis puts it,  

God, who needs nothing, loves into existence wholly superfluous creatures in 
order that He may love and perfect them. He creates the universe, already 
foreseeing - or should we say "seeing"? there are no tenses in God - the 
buzzing cloud of flies about the cross, the flayed back pressed against the 
uneven stake, the nails driven through the mesial nerves, the repeated incipient 
suffocation as the body droops, the repeated torture of back and arms as it is 
time after time, for breath's sake, hitched up. If I may dare the biological 
image, God is a "host" who deliberately creates His own parasites; causes us 
to be that we may exploit and "take advantage of" Him. Herein is love. This is 
the diagram of Love Himself, the inventor of all loves.141   
 

From a worldly, human perspective, God would only do such a thing if He were 

masochistic, insane or both.  But from God the Father’s perfect perspective, He 

created the perfect scenario to perfectly pour out and perfectly demonstrate perfect 

true love that culminates and is fully expressed in His Vertical Adoption of man 

through the sacrifice of His own Son, Jesus Christ.   

Love in Action 

In his letter to the Ephesians, Paul wrote, “In love, [the Father of our Lord 

Jesus Christ] predestined us to be adopted as His sons through Jesus Christ, in 

accordance with His pleasure and will – to the praise of His glorious grace, which he 

has freely given us in the One he loves.”142  With omniscient foreknowledge, Father’s 

plan from eternity past was to pour out and demonstrate His perfect love, the very 

essence of His being, and determined that the ultimate means to do so would be the 

Vertical Adoption of sinful, undeserving man through the death and resurrection of 

His Son, Jesus Christ.  This love is tied to God’s pleasure and will.  Karl Barth 

clarifies, “Not a grim Lord watching over the execution of his predetermined plan, but 

                                                
141 Ibid, 176. 
142 Ephesians 1:4-6. 
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a smiling Father is praised.  He enjoys imparting his riches to many children.”
143

 God, 

who is love, enjoys and wants to love and chose to go to extreme measures to express 

love, to express Himself, in the greatest way possible – through Vertical Adoption – 

thus giving Him full satisfaction and pleasure.   

Ultimately, motivated by love, the goal of Vertical Adoption is “the praise of 

His glorious grace,”
144

 “the praise of His glory.”
145

  As God and love are inseparable 

from each other, God, grace and glory are inseparable from each other.  To praise 

God’s grace and glory is to praise God Himself.  As Walter Liefeld points out, “It is 

improper to consider grace as an independent entity that we can gain and enjoy in 

itself.  Grace is really God being gracious and acting graciously.”146  God’s grace and 

love, perfectly demonstrated in His Vertical Adoption of man, is God’s glory – who 

He is and what He does.  Harold Hoekner defines God’s glory as God’s essential 

being: “God’s essential being is the summation of all his attributes.  Its manifestation 

is God’s gracious actions of the election and predestination whereby he adopted sons 

according to the good pleasure of his will.”147  As such, man was created and God’s 

Plan of Adoption was implemented for His praise.  But what does “praise” really 

mean?  In relation to God, “praise” is synonymous with “worship,” “glorification” 

and “magnification,” “especially by the attribution of perfections.”148  When it comes 

to “magnification,” particularly as it relates to God and why man was created and 

predestined for Vertical Adoption, John Piper makes an important distinction between 

magnification through a microscope and magnification through a telescope:  

                                                
143 Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics, trans. G. T. Thompson, G. W. Bromiley, et al., ed. G. W. Bromiley 
and T. F. Torrance, vol. 2, pt. 2 (Edinburgh, UK: T & T Clark, 1957), 81. 
144 Ephesians 1:6. 
145 Ephesians 1:12, 14. 
146 Walter L. Liefeld, The IVP New Testament Commentary Series: Ephesians (Downers Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 1997), 39. 
147 Harold W. Hoekner, Ephesians: An Exegetical Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 
2002), 202. 
148 Merriam-Webster’s Online Dictionary, “Praise,” http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/praise (accessed 14 November 2012). 
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We magnify his glory like a telescope not a microscope. Microscopes make 
small things look bigger than they are. Telescopes make unimaginably big 
things look more like what they really are. Our lives are to be telescopes for 
the glory of God. We were created to see his glory, be thrilled by his glory, 
and live so as to help others see him and savor him for what he really is. To 
know, to love, to show his glory.149 
 

In other words, “for the praise of His glorious grace” and “His glory” simply means 

“for the enjoyment and exhibition of God’s essential being,” of Love Himself, fully 

revealed in Vertical Adoption through the sacrificial death of Jesus.  This is why man 

was created. 

The Cultural Context of Vertical Adoption 

 To really appreciate and thus effectively display God’s love, necessity lies in 

further unpacking the doctrine of Vertical Adoption, beginning with the context and 

usage of the word “adoption” by Paul .  The word “adoption,” huiothesia in Greek, is 

found only five times in the Bible, used only by Paul;150 however, as Tim Trumper 

correctly asserts, “What determines the importance [Paul] places on adoption is not 

the number of times he uses the Greek term, but the manner in which he utilizes it.”151  

Trevor Burke concurs, “Despite being mentioned only five times by the apostle (four 

of which occur in Paul’s capital epistles), adoption… possesses an importance far 

exceeding the number of references to it in the Pauline letters.”152  After all, Paul 

mentions Regeneration only once153 and yet Regeneration has been given far greater 

attention and study by theologians than Vertical Adoption.  More importantly, Paul 

gives Vertical Adoption a unique emphasis, differentiating it from, while relating it to, 

other theological and familial terms.  As stated in the Dictionary of Biblical Imagery, 

                                                
149 John Piper, “Why did God Create the World,” Desiring God (Minneapolis, MN: Bethlehem Baptist 
Church, 22 September 2012), http://www.desiringgod.org/resource-library/sermons/why-did-god-
create-the-world (accessed 15 December 2012). 
150 Romans 8:15, 23, 9:4; Galatians 4:4-5; Ephesians 1:4-5. 
151 Tim J.R. Trumper, “From Slaves to Sons,” Foundations 55 (2006), 17. 
152 Trevor Burke, Adopted Into God’s Family (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2006), 28. 
153 Titus 3:5. 
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Vertical Adoption’s “significance is great because of its conceptual and emotive 

power and its relationship to many other familial ideas.”154 

According to W.E. Vine, the Greek term Paul uses for adoption, huiothesia, 

“from huios, a son, and thesis, a placing, akin to tithemi, to place, signifies the place 

and condition of a son given to one to whom it does not naturally belong.”155  At the 

time Paul used the term, ancient society was a rich tapestry and interconnectedness of 

Jewish, Greek and Roman cultures.  Even where there was a desire to remain separate 

from each other, the Jews and Greco-Romans lived amongst each other and interacted 

so closely together that they could not help but know about and even be influenced by 

each other’s cultures, particularly in the major cities, including those of the churches 

to which Paul wrote about huiothesia.  In fact, Paul reveals this co-existence in his 

letters to those churches. In Paul’s letter to the Christians in Rome, John Murray notes 

that “there were both Jews and Gentiles among those whom the apostle addresses.”156  

In his commentary on Galatians, John Lange writes that the Galatian churches to 

whom Paul wrote “were undoubtedly chiefly composed of Gentile Christians.”157  

However, the fact that Paul wrote to the the Galatian churches to address the different 

Gospel the Judaisers were teaching proves that there was a strong Jewish presence 

and influence as well, which Lange also recognizes: “Unquestionably there was also 

in Galatia a Jewish population, perhaps a numerous one, and so there may have been 

Jewish Christians also in the churches.”158   

                                                
154 Leland Ryken, James C. Wilhoit and Tremper Longman III, eds., Dictionary of Biblical Imagery 

(Downers Grove, IL: 1998), 14. 
155 W.E. Vine, Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Word (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Fleming H. Revell, 1981) 31-32. 
156 John Murray, The New International Commentary on the New Testament: Epistle to the Romans, 

vol. 1 (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1959), xvii. 
157 John Peter Lange, Lange’s Commentary on the Holy Scriptures: Galatians – Hebrews, vol. 11 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1960), 2. 
158 Lange, 1960, 2-3. 
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Paul’s letter to the Ephesians was most likely a circular letter which centered 

on Ephesus as the capital of the region, but included other churches in the region.  As 

a major port and trading center, Ephesus “had become a rendezvous of many 

nationalities… Jew and Gentile rubbed shoulders in its streets.”159  Acts 19:17 clearly 

states that there were both Jews and Greeks living in Ephesus, many of whom were 

believers.  While Paul wrote in his letter to the Ephesians, “I, Paul, the prisoner of 

Christ Jesus for the sake of you Gentiles,”160 during his second missionary journey he 

arrived at Ephesus and “went into the synagogue and reasoned with the Jews.”161  The 

fact that Paul writes in his letter to the Ephesians about unity and reconciliation 

between the Jews and Gentiles162 further implies that the churches around Ephesus 

contained both Jewish and Gentile believers.   

In addition to the diverse tapestry of cultures within society and the church, 

Paul’s own cultural heritage was richly diverse.  He was a true Jew, “circumcised on 

the eighth day, of the people of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of Hebrews; 

in regard to the law, a Pharisee; as for zeal, persecuting the church; as for legalistic 

righteousness, faultless.”
163

  He was fluent in Aramaic
164

 and Greek.  He was a native 

of Tarsus in the Greek East,165 and he was a Roman citizen.166  Based on the 

integration of various cultures in ancient society, the early church and Paul’s own life, 

Paul’s use of the term huiothesia must be understood in light of both the Jewish and 

Greco-Roman understanding, as opposed to an “either-or” understanding, of the term 

at that time. 

                                                
159 E.K. Simpson and F.F. Bruce, Commentary on the Epistles to the Ephesians and the Colossians 

(London, UK: Marshall, Morgan & Scott, 1957), 15. 
160 Ephesians 3:1. 
161 Acts 18:19. 
162 Ephesians 2:11-22, 3:6. 
163 Philippians 3:5-6. 
164 Acts 21:40; 22:2. 
165 Acts 9:11; 21:39; 22:3. 
166 Acts 16:37-39, 22:25-29, 25:7-12. 
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Vertical Adoption and Jews 

First, in regards to Vertical Adoption’s root in Jewish culture, while there are 

no laws pertaining to Horizontal Adoption and no direct mention of Vertical Adoption 

in the Old Testament, many scholars agree that Vertical Adoption is evident in the 

relationship between Jehovah and the nation of Israel, foreshadowing the Vertical 

Adoption through Jesus Christ.  In his commentary on Galatians, John Ziesler writes, 

“Despite the absence of the word from LXX, in the OT the idea that Israel has been 

chosen (adopted?) by God as his child is clearly present.”167  Douglas Moo concurs in 

his commentary on Romans, “While the institution is a Greco-Roman one, the 

underlying concept is rooted in the OT and Judaism.” 168   

In Romans 9:4-5, Paul writes, “Theirs [the people of Israel] is the adoption as 

sons; theirs the Vertical glory, the covenants, the receiving of the law, the temple 

worship and the promises.  Theirs are the patriarchs, and from them is traced the 

human ancestry of Christ, who is God over all, forever praised!  Amen.”  Paul does 

not just include huiothesia in a list of all of Israel’s historical blessings, but he puts it 

at the very beginning of the list, suggesting that it is out of Vertical Adoption that the 

following blessings flow.  “In the apostle’s mind, at least, God had taken Israel, one 

of the most insignificant groups of people in the Ancient Near Eastern world, to be his 

adopted son,”169 “set aside by God from other peoples for blessing and service.”170   

By using the term huiothesia, Paul is no doubt referring to Exodus 4:22-23, 

when God told Pharaoh, through Moses, “Israel is my firstborn son… Let my son go, 

so he may worship me;” to Deuteronomy 7:6-7 which states, “The Lord your God has 

chosen you out of all the peoples on the face of the earth to be his people, his 

                                                
167 John Ziesler, The Epistle to the Galatians (London, UK: Epworth Press, 1992), 58. 
168 Douglas Moo, The New International Commentary on the New Testament: The Epistles to the 
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169 Burke, 2006, 48. 
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treasured possession.  The Lord did not set His affection on you and choose you 

because you were more numerous than other peoples, for you were the fewest of all 

peoples.  But it was because the Lord loved you;” to Hosea 11:1, when God said 

through the prophet, “When Israel was a child, I loved him, and out of Egypt I called 

my son;”171 and to all the other passages that describe the Father-son relationship 

between God and Israel.
172

  “The pervasiveness of the general idea of sonship is 

where Paul’s understanding of huiothesia is rooted in the Old Testament.” 173  

Foundationally, Vertical Adoption in the Old Testament finds its meaning in the 

Covenant God made with Israel, “you will be my people, and I will be your God.”174   

As such, huiothesia was a term that the Jewish people could understand and 

relate to on a collective, national level based on their history, and appreciate as a 

fulfillment of the Old Testament, in which a much deeper, personal and intimate 

relationship with God is made available in Vertical Adoption through Jesus Christ.  

“In early Jewish literature the expectation of the re-establishment of God’s covenant 

adoption of his people became closely tied to the prophetic promises of God’s Spirit 

on His Messiah and on His people in the time of restoration (Is. 42:1; 44:3; Ezek. 

36:27; 37:14; 39:29; Joel 2:28-29; Zech. 12:10; cf. Jubilees 1:24-25; Testament of 

Judah 24:3).”175 

Vertical Adoption and Greco-Romans 

Huiothesia also has its root in Greco-Roman culture, of which not only Paul 

but most Jews, and of course most Greeks and Romans, would be well aware 

considering it was so pervasive and they lived in the very midst of it.  Douglas Moo 

                                                
171 Hosea 11:1. 
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writes, “That Paul alludes to the Greco-Roman institution is certain since the term 

[huiothesia] does not occur in the LXX or in Hellenistic Jewish authors; nor was the 

legal practice of adoption officially recognized among Jews.”176 According to Roman 

law – which was the primary rule of law across the entire Roman Empire, including 

Galatia and Ephesus – a married man who was not able to have children or who, as 

John MacArthur shares in his commentary on Romans, “was disappointed in his 

natural son’s skill, character, or any other attribute… would search diligently for a 

boy available for adoption who demonstrated the qualities he desired.”177   

For a boy to be available for adoption, he, first of all, could be of any age, 

even an adult, but he had to be younger than the adopter.  Paul Sampley discovered 

that, “although exceptions can be cited, Romans clearly expected the adopter to be 

older than the one adopted, and it appears that a gap of eighteen years became the 

accepted convention.”178  Secondly, he had to be a Roman citizen.  In his thorough 

studies of Roman law, Alan Watson learned that “a non-Roman could not be a filius 

in potestate [adopted son] to a civis [citizen] Roman.”179  Thirdly, he had to be an 

orphan, a slave who became a freedman,
180

 or, as was most often the case, have a 

father who wanted to give him up for adoption, transferring him from his own natural 

family to a new family and terminating rights of control over him.  Roman Historian, 

Jane Gardner, wrote that adoption in Roman law was a “device for taking a person out 

of one familia [family] and placing him into another, under the potestas [power] of its 

pater familias [head of the family].”
181
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Herein lies one of the primary connections to Vertical Adoption that Paul is 

making in his use of the word huiothesia.  It’s not that a man needs to be of a certain 

age or of a certain citizenship.  It’s not that a man has to have a father willing to give 

him up for adoption.  After all, man is under the control of Satan and there is no way 

Satan would willingly give him to God.  No, what Paul is no doubt referring to is 

simply the legal transfer of a person from one family to another.  Vertical Adoption 

simply “means that believers, formerly labeled as ‘sons of disobedience’ and ‘children 

of wrath’ (Eph 2:2-3), have absolutely no responsibility and/or obligation to their old 

father the devil (cf. John 8:38, 44), the ruler of the realm of the air (Eph 2:2).  Rather, 

they are now God’s sons and daughters and he controls their lives and property.”182 

The Cost of Vertical Adoption 

The question that immediately arises is: why would a Roman father give up 

his son for adoption?  Generally, adoptees came from families living in poverty.  By 

giving up a son for adoption, a father would not only be free from the financial burden 

of raising that son, but would be paid for that son.  In his commentary on Ephesians, 

Harold Hoehner reveals that “under Roman law… the son had to be released from the 

control of his natural father… by a procedure whereby the father sold him as a slave 

three times to the adopter.  The adopter would release him two times and he would 

automatically again come under his father’s control.  With the third sale, the adoptee 

was freed from his natural father.”183    At that time, to “give up” one’s son for 

adoption was, in fact, to sell him.  However, “selling” his son did not necessarily 

mean the father was callously selfish and did not love his son.  In fact, many fathers 

“sold” their sons into adoption because they were not able to provide for them and 

wanted a better life for them.  In his handbook, Paul in the Greco-Roman World, Paul 
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Sampley reveals that “an economically hard-pressed pater familias [head of family - 

father] could give one of his sons in adoption as a means of,”184 quoting Keith 

Hopkins, “maintaining a son’s status from someone else’s funds.”185  Often the son’s 

status was more than maintained, the most well known examples being that of Roman 

emperors who were adopted, including Caesar Augustus, Tiberius and Nero – of 

which all people within the Roman Empire would have known, including the Jews. 

The correlation to Vertical Adoption here is threefold, none of which include 

the natural father’s willingness to give up his son or his desire for his son to live a 

better life.  Satan would never dream of such a thing.  His desire is to steal, kill and 

destroy.186  No, the first correlation is found in the fact that a payment is required, by 

law, from the adopter, and no doubt a large payment to appease the natural father.  Of 

course, no payment could ever match what was legally required and paid for the 

Vertical Adoption of man: the very life of God’s one and only Son.  “For you know 

that it was not with perishable things such as silver or gold that you were redeemed 

from the empty way of life handed down to you from your ancestors, but with the 

precious blood of Christ, a lamb without blemish or defect.”
187

 While it may be a 

stretch, the three-point sale of the son in which the final sale set the son free to be 

adopted could correlate to the insufficiency of the law and the sacrificial system of the 

Old Testament and the sufficiency of Christ as the final and full payment.  Paul 

writes, “For what the law was powerless to do because it was weakened by the flesh, 

God did by sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh to be a sin offering.”
188

  

It could also possibly correlate to the third day Christ arose from the tomb, thus 

completing what was required for the Vertical Adoption of man.   
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The Witnesses of Vertical Adoption 

Secondly, according to Roman law, adoption not only required payment, but 

witnesses.  As Frederick. Bruce writes, “The Roman process of adoption required the 

presence of seven witnesses.  Their testimony was crucial if, after the adoptive 

father’s death, his ‘natural’ heirs contested the validity of the adoption: the witnesses 

had to testify that a valid adoption had taken place in their presence.”
189

  At that time, 

particularly for the Jews, based on the Law of Moses,190 only two or three witnesses 

were the required norm for dealing with any issue.191  The fact that Roman law 

requires seven witnesses, in addition to three separate payments, indicates how 

significant the act of Horizontal Adoption was considered.  In regards to this specific 

contextual background of the term huiothesia, Paul certainly has in mind the 

witnesses of the process of Vertical Adoption.  How much more significant, and valid, 

Vertical Adoption must be considering the sheer number of witnesses, not to mention 

the payment, that surround its process.   

  Just before Jesus ascended into heaven, He said to His apostles, “You are 

witnesses of these things,”
192

 and “you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and all 

Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth”193  referring to His death and 

resurrection, the price paid for the Vertical Adoption of man.  And indeed they were, 

especially in the presence of those who contested the validity of the Vertical 

Adoption.194  In addition to the apostles, there is “a great cloud of witnesses”195 that 

surrounds those who are Vertically Adopted, like a full stadium of spectators.  These 
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witnesses are “those champions of the faith and perseverance of earlier generations… 

who have proved themselves”196 as Vertically Adopted sons and daughters.  

More than just the apostles and the great cloud of witnesses, Jesus, as the 

payment for Vertical Adoption, is a witness to the payment for Vertical Adoption.197   

While the self-witness of any man would not be considered trustworthy, Jesus’ self-

witness is perfectly valid in and of itself because Jesus is omniscient God.  John 

Henry Bernard explains, Jesus “claims that the Vertical origin and dignity of which 

He is conscious justify Him in bearing witness to Himself.  This is the very badge of 

Deity, although it is true that no individual man could claim it.”198  To validate His 

self-testimony, as if that weren’t enough, Jesus appeals to the testimony of John the 

Baptist, His own miraculous signs, Father, the Scriptures, and Moses,
199

 all of which 

bear witness that Jesus is the Christ, the payment for the Vertical Adoption of man.  

Last but not least, to complete the trinity, the Spirit is a witness to the man who claims 

to be Vertically Adopted, “the Spirit you received brought about your adoption to 

sonship… The Spirit Himself testifies with our spirit that we are God’s children.”200   

The Privilege of Vertical Adoption 

The third more obvious parallel between Horizontal Adoption during the 

Greco-Roman period, as described above, and Vertical Adoption is the fact that the 

adoptee moves from a life of poverty and hopelessness to a life of much greater status 

and privilege.  In his letter to the Galatian church, Paul writes that through Vertical 

Adoption, “you are no longer a slave but a son, and if a son, also an heir through 
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God.”
201

  More than that, through Vertical Adoption, the adoptee becomes a saint,
202

 a 

priest and a king.203  

The Purpose of Vertical Adoption 

As for the motive of the adopter in Greco-Rome, it was not out of altruistic 

concern for the adoptee that he adopts a son.  “In Roman society, unlike our own, the 

purpose of adoption in law was not to safeguard the rights and privileges of the 

child.”204  If that is the case, why would a Roman father adopt?  Hoehner gives the 

answer: “The purpose of this adoption was so that the adoptee could take the position 

of a natural son in order to continue the family line and maintain property 

ownership.”205 Carrying on the family line and having an heir to their property were 

highly valued in Roman culture as not just bases of pride and prestige, but more so as 

related to ancestor worship.  Both Greeks and Romans believed that the spirits of 

those who die physically would live on after death and would need care, “comfort, 

refreshment, and perennial renewal of life” 206 through the worship given them by 

their living family members.  In fact, as Emily Susina points out, “the spirits of 

ancestors would continue to live on as long as they were remembered and had a 

connection back to earth.”207  It’s no wonder Roman fathers wanted to ensure they 

had an heir to inherit and care for their property and perpetuate their worship, both of 

which were essential connections back to earth.  Sampley writes, “Adoption was so 

regularly focused on perpetuating the line that there are few examples of persons 
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adopting someone who already had living sons or of adopting females.”
208

  What 

Sinclair Ferguson deduced is that the purpose of adoption in Greco-Rome “was 

exclusively thought of in terms of the benefits and blessings which the adopter 

received.”209   

In relation to Vertical Adoption, God does not adopt out of a need to continue 

His family line or to maintain property ownership.  He does not adopt out of a need 

for care, comfort, refreshment, or perennial renewal of life.  He is eternal.210  He is the 

owner of everything.211  He is self-sufficient.212 Where Horizontal Adoption in the 

Greco-Roman context as described in the preceding paragraph does correlate with 

Vertical Adoption is in the desire of the adopter to be praised and glorified.  As 

already established, the primary purpose of Vertical Adoption is for the praise of 

God’s glory,213 His “essential being.”214  But doesn’t that make God a selfish 

megalomaniac?  Albert Mohler responds, “When we think of God, our reflex is to 

think in human terms.  We are trapped in the knowledge that our efforts to glorify 

ourselves are perverse.  Yet, if we are to think rightly of God, we must think in 

infinitely different terms, and the only way we can do this is by the gift of 

revelation.”215  That gift of revelation is God’s Word, which, first of all, clearly 

establishes the fact that God is not selfish because He is holy216 and cannot sin.217  

God is the one perfect being218 and therefore, as Herman Bavinck expresses, “God 
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can rest in nothing other than Himself and cannot be satisfied with anything less than 

Himself.  He has no alternative but to seek His own honor.”219  God cannot not 

display His glory or else He would not be perfect and thus would not be God.  

Moreover, He would actually be selfish if He did not display His glory because “when 

God displays and exhibits his glory, he shares joy with his creatures and wholeness 

with all creation… Our greatest joy is found in beholding his glory and in glorifying 

the triune God for all eternity.”220  In other words, mankind was created for God’s 

glory and therefore he is most satisfied when God is most glorified.  God’s glory, His 

very essence, is perfect love, ultimately displayed in the cross of Christ, by which 

Vertical Adoption is made possible.  “In the adoption of sons and daughters [God] 

restores for Himself that glory of the image of his Son which was marred and 

shattered at the Fall.”221  

The Inheritance of Vertical Adoption 

While adoption during the Greco-Roman period was instituted for the sole 

benefit of the adopter, it also brought about benefits and blessings to the adoptee.  As 

mentioned, the adoptee moved from a life of poverty to a life of financial, material 

and social privilege and status.  Central to that privilege and status was the adoptee’s 

heir-dom – his legal right to his father’s inheritance.  In his commentary on Galatians, 

Leon Morris gives important insight on being an heir at the time of Paul,  

We tend to think of an heir as one who inherits possessions on the death of the 
owner… But we must bear in mind that on a large estate in antiquity the 
owner’s heir was an important person even during the lifetime of that owner.  
Everybody knew that one day the estate would be his and, even though this 
had not yet taken place, deference was paid to him and all sorts of privileges 
went with his position.222 
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Still, the adoptee would have to wait until his father dies to receive his full 

inheritance, so there is somewhat of an already/not-yet element in regards to the 

inheritance of an adoptee in Greco-Rome.   

The same is true in Vertical Adoption.  Paul writes to the Ephesian Christians, 

“You were marked in [Christ] with a seal, the promised Holy Spirit, who is a deposit 

guaranteeing our inheritance until the redemption of those who are God’s 

possession,”223 and to the Roman Christians, “The Spirit you received brought about 

your adoption to sonship… The Spirit himself testifies with our spirit that we are 

God’s children.  Now if we are God’s children, then we are heirs.”224  Already, 

adopted children of God have received their inheritance, the Spirit and all that He 

provides, but they have not yet received it in full.  In his commentary on Ephesians, 

Rudolf Schnackenburg explains that “the Spirit is bestowed on us in plentiful 

abundance out of God’s uncompelled loving-kindness, but not yet in the fullness 

which this divine gift contains.  God Himself reveals in this present ‘guarantee’ His 

intention to bestow the full ‘inheritance’ on us.”225  The inheritance God’s children 

will receive in full is full, unhindered communion with Father and the Son.  Really, 

their inheritance is God Himself, in which they will see Jesus as He is226 and be with 

Him227 and be like Him,228 have bodies transformed to be like Jesus glorious body,229 

“share in the glory of our Lord Jesus,”230 know as they are fully known,231 sit with 
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Jesus on His throne
232

 and be given a crown of righteousness,
233

 of life
234

 and of glory 

that will never fade away.”235   

Paul further reveals that Father’s adopted children are actually “co-heirs with 

Christ.”236  Similarly, in the Greco-Roman period, “if an adopter begets a natural son 

after the adoption has been carried out, his adopted son will still be entitled to inherit 

an equal share of his property.”
237

  However, there is a distinct difference.  Jesus 

Christ, the natural born Son, was begotten before God’s adopted children, and God’s 

adopted children were begotten through Jesus’ self-sacrificial death.  In other words, 

Jesus, who is rightfully “heir of all things,”238 willingly chose to die so that mankind 

could become not only children of His Father, but also co-heirs of everything with 

Him.  Jesus died to share His Father and His inheritance with the very people who 

killed Him.  That is love.   

What makes the inheritance of Vertical Adoption all-the-more superior to that 

of Horizontal Adoption during Paul’s time is that it “can never perish, spoil or 

fade”239 and that it will be received in full not at the death of Father, but at the 

physical death and resurrection of the adopted child, all through the death and 

resurrection of God’s “biological” Son, Jesus.  What’s more, in his letter to the 

Colossians, Paul writes that it is “the Father who has qualified you to share in the 

inheritance of His holy people in the kingdom of light.”240  While a Roman father 

would choose an heir, whether it be a biological son or an adopted son, based on 

certain skills, character and other qualifications as he saw fit for an heir, God’s 
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chooses His heirs not based on anything they have done, but solely based on His 

extreme love and grace. 

Vertical Adoption and Horizontal Adoption 

All in all, rooted in the very heart of God, before the creation of the world, the 

concept of adoption goes far beyond any immediate, human framework of 

understanding.  As part of common grace and special grace, the good and loving 

aspects of Horizontal Adoption as understood by the Jews, Greeks and Romans 

during the time of Paul, and Vertical Adoption, respectively, are not mutually 

exclusive and unrelated but both work together in God’s Plan of Adoption.  More 

specifically, as John Murray observes, “common grace [Horizontal Adoption] serves 

the purpose of special or saving grace [Vertical Adoption], and saving grace has… its 

ultimate end in the glory of God’s name.”241  The context of Horizontal Adoption 

during the Greco-Roman period in which Paul lived acts as a launch-pad, as a 

doorway, to understand, appreciate and receive Vertical Adoption, the full extent of 

God’s love.  As part of common grace, Horizontal Adoption “provides not only the 

sphere in which, but also the material out of which, the building [Vertical Adoption, 

as part of special grace] fitly framed together may grow up unto a holy temple in the 

Lord.”242  Horizontal Adoption is an element of common grace which, when put in 

man’s mind, becomes, as John Murray further explains,  

the apperceptive content that makes the gospel meaningful to his 
consciousness… in the operations of common grace we have what we may 
call the vestibule of faith. We have as it were the point of contact, the 
Anknüpfungspunkt, at which and upon which the Holy Spirit enters with the 
special and saving operations of His grace.  Faith does not take its genesis in a 
vacuum. It has its antecedents and presuppositions both logically and 
chronologically in the operations of common grace. 243    
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God gave common grace, and in so doing instituted Horizontal Adoption, “so that 

men would seek Him and perhaps reach out for Him and find Him,”244 so that men 

would understand, appreciate and receive Vertical Adoption, and ultimately glorify 

God.  

For those who do become saved through Vertical Adoption, Horizontal 

Adoption “becomes a fuller revelation.”
245

  Horizontal Adoption declares the glory of 

God and proclaims His love, more fully to those who have received Vertical 

Adoption; and, when it comes to the actual practice of Horizontal Adoption, by those 

who have received Vertical Adoption, thus declaring the glory of God and 

proclaiming His love all the more.  Horizontal Adoption, as all common grace, is 

revealed to be part of Vertical Adoption, special grace, only to those who have been 

saved through Vertical Adoption.  “Common grace provides the sphere of operation 

of special grace and special grace therefore provides a rationale of common grace.”246 

Since Horizontal Adoption is part of common grace and Vertical Adoption is 

part of special grace, Horizontal Adoption is ultimately rooted in, ultimately points to, 

ultimately paves the way for, is ultimately fulfilled by, and is thus ultimately 

understood in Vertical Adoption.  It is therefore necessary to continue on this journey 

of embracing God’s heart for adoption by understanding the plan and process of 

Vertical Adoption, beyond the launch-pad of Horizontal Adoption in the Greco-

Roman context, “according to His eternal purpose which He accomplished in Christ 

Jesus our Lord.”
247
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Chapter Three 

Vertical Adoption through National Adoption 

 

Orphans No More 

In anticipation of His crucifixion, Jesus makes a powerful promise to His 

disciples, “I will not leave you as orphans.”
248

 According to the immediate, historical 

context, Jesus used the word “orphans” in reference to “disciples left without a 

master.”249  However, in light of the literary context, John is most certainly speaking 

of the literal meaning of “orphans,” as children left without a father, yet in the 

spiritual sense.  The central focus of this passage is on Father, on Jesus’ relationship 

with Father and the disciples’ relationship with Father.  Immediately prior to making 

the promise not to leave His disciples as orphans, as part of the same discourse, Jesus 

talks about preparing a place in His Father’s house for His disciples, about Himself as 

the way to Father and about His relationship and oneness with Father.250  Following 

His promise, Jesus explains that Father will send the Holy Spirit, Father will love 

them and Father, and Jesus Himself, will make His home with them.
251

 

John Phillips describes how the disciples must have felt upon hearing about 

Jesus’ forthcoming departure: “The news that the Lord was going away devastated the 

disciples.  They felt orphaned.  They felt helpless and hopeless, bewildered, 

frightened, lost.”252  According to John Clarke’s commentary on John 14:18, the 

Greek word for orphan,  

ορφανος, is by some derived from ορφνος, obscure, dark, because, says 
Mintert, an orphan (one deprived of father and mother) is little esteemed, 
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neglected, and is obliged to wander about in obscurity and darkness. Others 
derive it from the Hebrew חרף charaph, to strip or make bare, despoil, because 
such a child is destitute of comfort, direction, and support, and is a prey to 
misery and disease, to sin and to death.253 
 

To be sure, Jesus was going to leave them in that He was going to depart from them, 

at His death and again at His ascension.  However, Jesus would not leave them in the 

sense that He would not allow them to remain, to continue to stay, in that orphan 

state, for, really, that was the spiritual state in which they had always been even when 

Jesus was physically with them.  By definition, a full orphan is a child who has lost 

both parents due to death, abandonment or neglect, or due to relinquishment or 

termination of parental rights.  In describing them as orphans, Jesus is implying that 

there was a time when they weren’t orphans, and in saying that He would not allow 

them to remain as orphans, He is implying that they were going to be adopted.  Of 

course, for adoption to legitimately take place today, the adoptee must be an orphan.  

Therefore, it would seem that the process of adoption begins at the point a child is 

officially estranged from his birth parents.  However, because not all orphans are 

adopted and because orphans really have no say in whether or not they get adopted, 

the process of adoption actually begins in the mind and heart of the adopter, which 

may be before or after the child to be adopted is orphaned. 

The Beginning of Vertical Adoption 

In the case of Vertical Adoption, as already established, the process began in 

the heart of God, Love itself, before the creation of the world.
254

  Its implementation, 

however, began at the very onset of Creation, as an outpouring of love.  Therefore, the 

literary context – and thus deeper understanding, appreciation and receptivity – of 

Vertical Adoption begins at the Beginning, at Creation.  For five days, with intention 
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and purpose, God created the perfect home for Himself and mankind to live in 

together – full of goodness and beauty.  He wanted everything to be just right and to 

be sure that all His work of creating was done before creating man on the sixth day so 

that they could enter into rest together on the seventh day and just spend time being in 

each other’s presence and enjoying each other in that perfect love environment, as 

Father and son.  And when God created man, He did not create him like He did the 

rest of creation, in which He just spoke them into existence.  The Bible says that “the 

Lord God formed the man.”255  He took time to intimately shape man, “like clay in the 

hand of the potter.”256  And He formed man in His likeness,257 as His son,258 

indicating a deep connection between God and man, Father and son.  Recognizing 

this, Luke directly labels Adam as “the son of God.”
259

  According to the historical 

context when Genesis was written, “Mesopotamian traditions speak of sons being in 

the image of their fathers.”260  

This intimate Father-son relationship is seen all the more when He “breathed 

into his nostrils the breath of life,”261 in essence lovingly kissing man and filling him 

with His Spirit.  Stuart Briscoe comments, “God was not only portraying man’s total 

dependence but also showing His desire for a relationship with man.”262  One can 

only imagine what it must have been like: being lovingly cradled in Father’s arms, 

Adam opened his eyes for the first time to see his Father smiling down at him.  

Adam’s first sight was Love itself.  The total love of all God’s being poured into 
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Adam’s soul like the waters of Niagara Falls pouring into the gorge beneath.  Adam 

was being loved by all the love there is.   

God’s love doesn’t end there.  As a loving Father, God blessed man.  A 

powerful ceremonial custom in Ancient Mesopotamia, practiced by the patriarchs of 

the Old Testament, was that of a father giving his son “the blessing,”263 which was 

really the son’s inheritance.  In his commentary on Genesis 27, Victor Hamilton 

remarks, “The blessing of Isaac on Jacob has three parts: (1) a statement of what 

Jacob is, v. 27; (2) a statement of what he will receive, v. 28; (3) a statement about his 

relationship with others, v. 29.”264  Similarly, God blesses Adam and Eve by first of 

all stating who they are: His image-bearers,265 His children.266  Secondly, He blessed 

them by providing for them physically and emotionally.  He gave man “every seed-

bearing plant on the face of the whole earth and every tree that has fruit with seed in 

it… for food.”267  He gave Adam a “helper suitable for him… and they became one 

flesh.”268  “Genesis 2:18-25 tells the story of God’s creation of Eve as a suitable 

helper and companion for Adam, illustrating once again the special nature of God’s 

love for his creatures.  God expresses His love by providing what is best for the 

human persons themselves,”269 and at the same time what glorifies Him the most.  

“God knew what Adam needed: ‘a helper suitable for him’ (v. 18 NIV).  There was no 

such helper among the animals, so God made the first woman and presented her to the 

man as his wife, companion and helper.  She was God’s special love gift to Adam 
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(3:12)”
270

  They were a means for each other to put to practice their “image” and 

“likeness” of God, namely, to love.  Another way God applied His image in man was 

in the third part of His blessing, regarding man’s relationship with others.  God 

blessed man by making him father of mankind in His command to be “fruitful and 

increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it;”271 and by making him ruler over His 

creation,
272

 put into effect when God brought all the animals “to the man to see what 

he would name them; and whatever the man called each living creature, that was its 

name.”273   

God, as the loving Father, involved man in His creative work.  The fact is, 

boys want to grow up to be like their fathers.  Michael Thompson, a consultant, author 

and psychologist specializing in children and families, says, "the human brain is wired 

for imitation. Every boy loves his father and wants to be able to do what he does, both 

to honor him, to earn his praise.”274  God created man this way and honors His 

creation by giving him the tasks of creating names for the animals,275 of 

procreating,276 and of caring for the garden of Eden277 and protecting the earth.278  

God created man as His image,
279

 as His son, in form and function, thus giving man 

dignity, worth and purpose – the purpose of representing God, his Father, in the world 

as loving, creative, productive, responsible, and life-giving, protecting and enjoying 

children.  
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Spiritual Orphans 

In creating man as His son, out of an overflow of love, Father instilled in man 

a core need to love and be loved by Him in a Father-son relationship so that His love, 

the only true love, can be fully and completely enjoyed and expressed by Him as the 

perfect Father with man as His son.  However, that love was soon destroyed when 

Adam and Eve, representing all mankind, were deceived to selfishly want rather than 

give.  They believed the lie that Father God was not looking out for their best interest 

and believed their lives would be better without their Father.  When Adam and Eve 

ate the fruit from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, they made a legal deal 

with the Devil disowning God as their Father and declaring Him dead to them, much 

like the prodigal son did to his father when he asked for his share of the inheritance,
280

 

something one would normally only receive upon the death of his father.  At that 

point, Adam and Eve, and every man in them, became Fatherless and adopted an 

orphan spirit, exchanging their inheritance of life and love for an inheritance of 

suffering and mortality.  

At that point, man became united with and similar to Satan, the ultimate 

orphan spirit who was once a perfect angel, “the model of perfection, full of wisdom 

and perfect in beauty,”281 “created… anointed… ordained”282 by God, but became 

proud and rejected God, desiring to kill and take God’s place.283  Man’s orphan spirit, 

essentially his sinful nature, is what binds him to Satan, “the prince of this world,”284 

of which man is a part.  As spiritual orphans, all men have “the spirit of the world.”
285
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They are “worldly,”
286

 “of the world.”
287

  They “live by the standards of this 

world.”288  They are “in slavery under the basic principles of the world.”289  They are 

taken “captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy, which depends on… the 

basic principles of this world.”290  They are “polluted by the world,”291 the world with 

which they chose to be friends,292 through Adam, and which they love.293  They 

follow “the ways of this world and of the ruler of the kingdom of the air, the spirit 

who is at work” in them.294   

The truth is “the whole world is a prisoner of sin.”295  “The whole world is 

under the control of the evil one,”296 “the ancient serpent called the devil, or Satan, 

who leads the whole world astray.”297  John writes, “He who does what is sinful is of 

the devil, because the devil has been sinning from the beginning.”
298

  Since “all have 

sinned and fall short of the glory of God”299 and all have gone astray, each turning to 

his own way,300 all are “of the devil.”  All are “sons of disobedience,” following 

Satan, the ultimate orphan spirit who is at work in them.301  In fact, John clearly states 

that those who are not children of God, those who are spiritual orphans, are actually 

“children of the devil.”
302

  Simon Kistemaker observes, “In this entire letter John 

presents our existence in terms of two categories: you are either a child of God or you 
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are a child of the devil.”
303

  There is no middle-ground.  Jesus made this clear when 

he told the Pharisees, “you belong to your father, the devil, and you want to carry out 

your father’s desires.  He was a murderer from the beginning, not holding to the truth, 

for there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a 

liar and the father of lies.”304  In his commentary on the Gospel of John, William 

Hendriksen writes,  

Suddenly Jesus speaks out openly; i.e., he no longer hints but plainly names 
their father… Physically these Jews, to be sure, are children of Abraham; but 
spiritually and morally – and that was the issue – they are the children of the 
devil… Jesus not only makes this charge but also proves it.  Identity of inner 
passions and desires establishes spiritual descent: they are constantly desiring 
(present continuative tense) to carry out the wishes (desires, yearnings) of the 
devil; so he must be their father.305 

 
In his very nature, his very spirit, man is like Satan.  Man’s orphan spirit, his sinful 

nature, originates from and was implanted by the ultimate orphan spirit, the ultimate 

sinful nature – Satan himself.  As Adam Clarke writes, “Like father like son.  What 

Satan desires, you desire, because you are filled with his nature.”306 

However, Satan is by no means a true father – a father that man needs, a father 

of which man was created to be a son.  He is not affectionate and loving.  He does not 

provide for or protect man, but uses and abuses him for personal gain.  He does not 

care for what is best for man, but really for what is worse for man.  In his spiritual 

state as the ultimate orphan, Satan leads man into an orphan way of life.  He tempts, 

feeds and fosters the orphan spirit within man, keeping him from becoming or living 

as a child of Father.  Satan is the accuser,
307

 the enemy,
308

 the destroyer
309

 of man, his 
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“child.”  He is a hideous monster, a cruel, vicious, bloodthirsty dragon
310

 “looking for 

someone [his ‘child’] to devour.”311  He is “the evil one,”312 tempting man, his 

“child,” into evil.313  He does not look out for the best interests of “his children,” but 

is determined to deceive, divide, discourage, depress, devour, and destroy them.  He is 

the epitome of worthlessness and hopeless ruin314 for man.  He is by no means a true 

father who loves his children.  Satan is only a father to man, and man is only a child 

of Satan by the mere fact that they share the same orphan-spirit, the fact that man has, 

as Albert Barnes notes, “the temper, disposition, or spirit of the devil.”315  

The reason that people apart from Father fail to recognize that they are 

“children” of Satan having the same sinful nature, the same orphan-spirit, as Satan, 

and that Satan is their “father,” the originator and nurturer of the orphan-spirit within 

them, is because Satan is “the father of lies”316 and “masquerades as an angel of 

light.”317 He is a wolf in sheep’s clothing,318 blinding people from seeing their real 

spiritual state as orphans and their need to be what they were created to be – sons and 

daughters of the perfect Father.  Everyone apart from Father is living a lie, living out 

of touch with reality, disillusioned from the truth of their spiritual state.  Everyone 

who lives in this “false way, as Jesus’ opponents were doing, do but reflect their 

kinship with the devil,”319 their kinship as spiritual orphans.  Obviously, those that 

more directly oppose Father’s plan to get his children back, thus demonstrating their 
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kinship with Satan all the more, are directly spoken of as having Satan as their 

father,320 as being a child of the devil321 and as being Satan himself.322 

In essence, the lie from Satan that people continue to believe, and that thus 

keeps them separate from Father, is the same one Adam and Eve believed: you do not 

need God, you are your own God.  All men continue to eat from the tree of the 

knowledge of good and evil.
323

  Satan instilled selfish pride in the heart of man, which 

keeps him from acknowledging, let alone desiring, God as his Father.  In his book 

Christian Behavior, C.S. Lewis writes: 

According to Christian teachers, the essential vice, the utmost evil, is Pride. 
Unchastity, anger, greed, drunkenness, and all that, are mere fleabites in 
comparison: it was through Pride that the devil became the devil: Pride leads 
to every other vice: it is the complete anti-God state of mind.

324
 

 
As Satan convinced Adam and Eve that they would be like God,325 Satan’s ultimate 

goal is to feed the inherent sin of pride getting man to believe and think that he is 

number one, that the world revolves around him, that he is the center of the universe.  

Pride’s essence is competitiveness and humanism.  David writes, “In his pride the 

wicked does not seek Him; in all this thoughts there is no room of God.”
326

  With a 

sinful nature, a nature that is self-indulging, self-pleasing and self-glorifying, man is 

hostile to God, not willing or able to submit to God,327 not willing or able to return to 

be Father’s son on his own accord.   

Choosing to live according to this orphan-spirit, man is destined for a life that 

can be best understood in correspondence to that of a physical or psychological 
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orphan,
328

 compared to that of a son truly loved by his parents.  Just like a physical or 

psychological orphan, a spiritual orphan intrinsically feels unloved, unwanted, and 

alone.  A son, on the other hand, knows he is loved and wanted by Father and never 

feels alone because Father is always with him.  An orphan has no sense of home, no 

sense of belonging.  A son knows he belongs to Father and is at home with Father.  

An orphan is vulnerable to being used and abused and therefore is insecure and lacks 

peace; he is full of fear and worry.  A son is secure and at rest in the protection of 

Father’s arms.  An orphan thinks negatively about himself and is always comparing 

himself to others.  A son is positive and affirmed about himself and is content to be 

the son Father created him to be.  An orphan is ashamed of who he is and therefore 

lives in pretense putting on a false front to be accepted.  A son is proud to be a son of 

Father and can be himself as that son.  An orphan feels he has to prove himself 

through performance.  A son has nothing to prove and does not need to perform to be 

loved.  An orphan strives to impress and gain the praise, approval and acceptance of 

others or simply gives up on life.  A son desires to please Father out of gratitude for 

being unconditionally loved and accepted by Father.  An orphan is selfish, concerned 

with only looking out for himself.  A son is selfless, concerned with loving his Father 

and loving others.  An orphan is independent wanting to run his own life.  A son 

submits to and is dependent on Father knowing that Father knows best and thus 

wanting Father to direct him and guide him.  An orphan has to fight for everything he 

needs or wants and has no sense of inheritance ever coming.  A son relaxes in 

Father’s provisional care and guaranteed inheritance.  All in all, an orphan has a 

totally different way of living and a whole different set of values than a son.   
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The fact of the matter is that God created people to be in a loving Father-son 

relationship with Him, to need His Fatherly love.  However, while anyone in their 

right mind would not choose to be an orphan, that is exactly what all people, deceived 

by Satan, have chosen to be, deciding that they do not need God’s love, that they can 

be their own gods and live for themselves.  From that moment on, a huge God-shaped 

hole was left in their lives.  Satan cannot fill it nor does he care to fill it.  He simply 

desires to distract man from recognizing it and leave him in disillusioned despair, 

which he does through the five senses.  Because of Satan’s deception, “the eyes of 

both of them [Adam & Eve] were opened, and they realized they were naked”329 in 

the sense that they became sense-oriented creatures and their perception of life was 

changed from spiritual to physical.  Satan knows that “if [man’s] perception of life is 

blinded by his senses, he will live as a natural mortal creature of the senses and seek 

to gratify selfish desires and cravings of the flesh.”330  Ultimately, in following 

Satan’s orphan ways, “gratifying the cravings of [his] sinful nature and following its 

desires and thoughts,”331 man is destined to destruction,332 to death333 and to live 

eternally in hell, forever apart from his true Father.
334

  As the Westminster Larger 

Catechism states, “The punishments of sin in the world to come, are everlasting 

separation from the comfortable presence of God, and most grievous torments in soul 

and body, without intermission, in hell fire forever.”335 
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Omni-God 

However, God, who is full of great love and mercy, would not leave His 

prized possession as orphans.336  He had a perfect, fail-proof plan to get his children 

back, a plan that only an Omni-God could have. Because God is infinite, not bound by 

time, He is omnipresent, which is “when infinity is applied to space.”337  In Jeremiah 

23:23-24, God rhetorically asks, “Am I only a God nearby, and not a God far away?  

Can anyone hide in secret places so that I cannot see him?  Do I not fill heaven and 

earth?” God is everywhere all the time.  Nothing escapes His notice.  “The eyes of the 

Lord are in every place, watching the evil and the good.”338  Jonah learned all too 

quickly that he could not run away and hide from God – whether he’s in the middle of 

the sea, on a ship, below deck
339

 or at the bottom of the sea in the belly of a fish.
340

  

As David corroborates, 

Where can I go from your Spirit? Where can I flee from your presence? If I go 
up to the heavens, you are there; if I make my bed in the depths, you are there. 
If I rise on the wings of the dawn, if I settle on the far side of the sea, even 
there your hand will guide me, your right hand will hold me fast. If I say, 
“Surely the darkness will hide me and the light become night around me,” 
even the darkness will not be dark to you; the night will shine like the day, for 
darkness is as light to you.

341
 

 
Whether man knows it and feels it or not, God is here, God is there, He is indivisibly 

everywhere.  “No point is nearer to God than any other point.  It is exactly as near to 

God from any place as it is from any other place.  No one is in mere distance any 

further from or any nearer to God than any other person.”342 
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Since God is the Creator of the world and everything in it and since He is 

omnipresent, He is omniscient, all-knowing.  In Psalm 139:1-18, at the same time 

David recognizes God’s omnipresence, he recognizes His omniscience.  So do Job, 

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Zechariah, Matthew, Luke, John, and Paul.343  A.W. 

Pink concludes, "God knows everything: everything possible, everything actual; all 

events and all creatures, of the past, present, and the future. He is perfectly acquainted 

with every detail in the life of every being in heaven, in earth, and in hell.”344  When 

God created the world He knew man would fall into sin and become a spiritual 

orphan.  He knows the depth of man’s sin.  He knows the tactics of Satan.  He knows 

what man ultimately needs and He knows the best way and timeframe for man to get 

what he ultimately needs. 

In regards to God’s omnipotence, God can do all things,345 nothing is too hard 

for Him,346 and with Him all things are possible.347  As the Creator of the entire 

universe and everything in it, God has all the power over it and the power to do 

whatever He wishes with it.348  God even has full power over life and death349 and 

Satan.
350

  While He has the power to do absolutely anything, He will not do anything 

against His character or will.  “The exercise of God’s omnipotence is limited by His 

own wise and holy and loving will.  God can do anything, but will do only what 

infinite wisdom and holiness and love dictate.”351  God has the power to save every 
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man but chooses not to because He is just.  God has the power to destroy every man 

and Satan but chooses not to because He is love.  Instead, God is using His limitless 

power to put into effect a perfect plan that demonstrates His justice and, above all, His 

love – a plan that only He can pull off – a plan of powerful love.  He even uses 

Satan’s malevolence to work out His benevolent plan.  As David puts it, “When I 

consider Your heavens, the work of Your fingers, the moon and the stars, which You 

have put in place, what is man that You are mindful of him, the son of man that You 

care for him?”352 

In light of God’s omniscience, omnipresence and omnipotence, along with the 

fact that everything He is and does is good and loving, man can trust that God’s plan 

to get his children back is the perfect loving plan and also trust that the reason God 

waited to send Jesus is because it was the best and the most loving thing to do.  The 

problem is that man doesn’t believe and trust due to the blinding work of sin and 

Satan.  So, building on trust with reason, God revealed His plan in history, better 

known as His story, the Bible. 

From the moment He promised Satan that Eve’s offspring, fulfilled in Jesus, 

would crush Satan,353 Father has been working and waiting to get as many of His 

children back to be what they were created to be – His sons and daughters.  Before 

God could send His Son to bring His children back, He knew man needed to be 

reacquainted with Him, to have his eyes opened to see who God really is; to see his 

design, purpose and need to be God’s child; to see the depth of his sin and his orphan 

state; and to see his need for a Savior in order to be God’s child again.  God also knew 

that man is a slow learner and has to learn the hard way.  If God were to simply tell 

man who He is, that man is a sinner and spiritual orphan and that man needs God to 
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be his Father, man would be able to neither comprehend nor believe God.  

Consequently, God put man on a journey of discovery according to man’s rate of 

learning.   

National Adoption 

As recorded in the Old Testament, God chose to interact with man through a 

particular group of people, who would serve as examples for those around them and 

those of the rest of the world that followed them.  The primary means God used to 

interact with man and open his eyes was through making a covenant with His chosen 

people, Israel.  Basically the covenant God made and reiterated again and again was, 

“I will be your God and bless you, if you will be my people and obey Me.”354  

Foundationally, this covenant was the proclamation of the National Adoption of Israel 

by God.  In fact, God called the nation of Israel His son,355 His treasured 

possession.356 He called the members of Israel His children,357 His sons and 

daughters,358  and He is called their Father.359  Paul labeled this established Father-son 

relationship with Israel adoption in Romans 9:4.  However, over and again, God’s 

adopted nation broke the covenant they made with God, running away from their 

Father and exposing their spiritual state as orphans and propensity to remain as 

orphans.  And yet, over and again, God showed mercy and love, not fully punishing 

them as they deserve, and forgiving and continuing to interact with them, exposing 

more and more of Himself to them.  Ultimately, according to God’s Plan of Adoption, 

the National Adoption of Israel was purposed to show mankind that God is not only 

holy and just, but also faithful, trustworthy, and extremely merciful and loving; and to 
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reveal to mankind his orphan-spirit, how unfaithful and sinful he is.  Furthermore, the 

National Adoption of Israel served to anticipate Vertical Adoption through Jesus.  

“God declared them a nation three months after he delivered them from Egypt.  Thus, 

God redeemed them before He adopted them.  He redeemed them in order to adopt 

them… Through Israel, God’s corporate son through adoption, the eternal and perfect 

Son would be sent to redeem humanity, thereby preserving God’s perfect plan”
360

 of 

Vertical Adoption. 

Central to the National Adoption covenant was the Law – the list of rules, 

regulations, rituals, and the sacrificial system that showed God’s chosen people how 

they were to act as God’s son and relate to God as their Father.  The Law, given at Mt. 

Sinai three months after Israel was redeemed from Egypt, constituted Israel as God’s 

corporate son.  The purpose of this Law is three-fold, as delineated by J. Hampton 

Keathly, III in his article “The Mosaic Law: Its Function and Purpose in the New 

Testament.”361  First of all, the Law reveals who God is, exposing His standards of 

righteousness, holiness and goodness,362  and thus the utter sinfulness of sin.363  

Secondly, “the Law reveals to man just who and what he is – sinful and separated 

from God by an infinite gulf that he is unable to bridge in his own human strength.”364  

Paul writes in his letter to the Roman Christians, “Now we know that whatever the 

law says, it says to those who are under the law, so that every mouth may be silenced 

and the whole world held accountable to God.  Therefore no one will be declared 

righteous in God’s sight by the works of the law; rather, through the law we become 
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conscious of our sin.”
365

  More personally Paul writes, “I would not have known what 

sin was except through the law. For I would not have known what coveting really was 

if the law had not said, ‘Do not covet.’”  Since “sin is the transgression of the law,”366 

the Law brings the knowledge of sin and breaks man of his pride, self-righteousness 

and self-justification, helping him to see that he is guilty and deserving of hell.  

Thirdly, the Law reveals to man that it is impossible for him to live up to God’s 

standard and be God’s son in his own ability and will, and that he is in need of God’s 

gracious intervention.367  “The Law was put in charge to lead us to Christ that we 

might be justified by faith”368 and become sons of God through Vertical Adoption.  

As such, “the Law is good” and “was made not for the righteous but for lawbreakers 

and rebels, the ungodly and sinful, the unholy and irreligious; for those who kill their 

fathers or mothers, for murderers, for adulterers and perverts, for slave traders and 

liars and perjurers”369 – basically for every man, woman and child; and simply to 

open their eyes to their orphan state and to prepare their hearts to receive Jesus and 

become sons and daughters of Father. 

Suffering 

Another major element of the covenant God made with His people was 

punishment and suffering, also used to reveal who He really is; to reveal who they 

are; and to reveal man’s original design, purpose and need to be His children.  God 

does not enjoy seeing men suffer.  He “does not willingly bring affliction or grief to 

the children of men.”
370

  However, omniscient God knows that man needs suffering; 
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thus, omnipotent God allows and even causes suffering.  In Genesis 3:17, God says, 

“Cursed is the ground for your sake.”371  In love, 

God foresaw man's fall, and provided that the penalty of sin, "dying thou shalt 
die" (Gen. 2: 17, margin), instead of being suddenly inflicted, as by a lightning 
stroke or some other speedy method, should be served out gradually by 
conflict with the unfavorable conditions of climate, thorns, weeds, sterility of 
soil, storms, floods, earthquakes, etc., of the unprepared earth… The convicts 
[Adam and Eve] esteemed it a mercy to be let die gradually rather than 
suddenly; while to the Creator and Judge this was expedient because of His 
plan for their future, in which such experience with imperfect conditions 
would be of great value.372 
 
The great value of not just imperfect conditions but targeted suffering was to 

humble not just His people, but those around them and those that follow them, up to 

today (which is why it is recorded in the Old Testament) – to break them of their pride 

and help them see their current spiritual state as orphans in need of the Father. 

“Before his downfall a man’s heart is proud, but humility comes before honor,”373 

honor of being a son of the Father.  Pain and suffering wakes man up to see his need 

for a Savior.  In his book The Problem of Pain, C.S. Lewis correctly concludes, “God 

shouts in our pains; it is His megaphone to rouse a deaf world.” 374  Philip Yancy 

adds, “The existence of suffering on this earth is, I believe, a scream to all of us that 

something is wrong.  It halts us in our tracks and forces us to consider other values… 

suffering is a ‘rumor of transcendence’ that the entire human condition is out of 

whack.”375  Suffering opens the eyes of man to see and embrace the constant groaning 

– the expression of anxious hope – of the whole world for redemption and restoration, 
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373 Proverbs 18:12. 
374 C.S. Lewis, The Problem of Pain (New York, NY: The Macmillan Company, 1962), 93. 
375 Philip Yancy, Where is God When it Hurts? (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 
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for the Vertical Adoption of God’s sons, to be finally and ultimately revealed,
376

 and 

for God to be ultimately glorified. 

If God did not allow suffering, He would not be just or loving in that He 

would not allow the results of sin to take effect and He would keep man from seeing 

who he really is as a spiritual orphan.  In speaking of providing for Israel and not 

allowing them to suffer, God said, “When I fed them, they were satisfied; when they 

were satisfied, they became proud; then they forgot me.”377  Essentially, by not 

allowing suffering, God would allow all men to end up in hell as forever orphans 

separate from their Father, suffering beyond anything experienced or imagined on 

earth.378   

The same is true of total destruction.  While man justly deserves to suffer and 

be destroyed completely, God lovingly refrains from doing so, ultimately for His own 

sake, for His glory – His grace and love – to shine brightly.  God says, through Isaiah, 

“For my own name’s sake I delay my wrath; for the sake of my praise I hold it back 

from you, so as not to destroy you completely. See, I have refined you, though not as 

silver; I have tested you in the furnace of affliction. For my own sake, for my own 

sake, I do this. How can I let myself be defamed? I will not yield my glory to 

another.”379  What about His own sake keeps God from destroying His people?  What 

about His fame and glory does He not want to lose?  It’s clear that God’s essence and 

the essence of His glory, what He most wants to be known for, is grace and love.  In 

his commentary on these verses, John Oswall writes, “The question is not one of 

legality or justice, but rather what the nations will think of God when the just 

destruction should occur.  Thus, the real question is not whether God is just, but 

                                                
376 Romans 8:22-23. 
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whether He is gracious.  Will the nations looking at God’s justice accuse Him of 

capriciousness (like all their gods)?  Or will they see a God who is unlike all the rest 

in His incredible patience and mercy?”380  Therefore, God, the loving Father who 

“wants all men to be saved and come to a knowledge of the truth,”381 chooses 

discipline, rather than total indulgence or total destruction, in order “to bring them to 

their senses as they experience some of the results that their rebellion deserves.”
382

  

The Promise of Vertical Adoption 

Of course, God did not make a covenant, give the Law, and punish His people 

just to show them what they lost, were designed and need to have, do not have, and 

are not able to get in their own strength, without giving them any remedy in sight.  To 

do so would be sadistic, providing only misery.  Rather, God continually promised 

and prophesied about Jesus, in conjunction with immediate events to prove His 

trustworthiness and miracles and wonders to prove His power to deliver.  Of the 

31,124 biblical verses of the Old Testament, more than ten percent, 3,348 verses to be 

exact, relate to the life of Christ.383 Jesus’ promise, “I will not leave you as 

orphans,”
384

 was an age-old promise repeated over and again starting with God’s 

words to the serpent after the fall of man, “He will crush your head, and you will 

strike His heel.”385 God continually provided hope, and in so doing, revealed Himself 

to be omnipresent, omniscient and loving.  

In a very real sense, God’s revelation of Himself and His plan to man, as 

recorded in the Old Testament, was His dossier.  In terms of adoption, “a dossier is a 
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compilation of paper work said to demonstrate elements of your ‘fit-ness’ to 

adopt.”386  The Old Testament is God’s demonstrated and written-out adoption dossier 

proving His perfect qualifications to be man’s adoptive Father and His perfect 

capability to adopt man. 

It is obvious that before Jesus could come, all that took place in the Old 

Testament needed to take place and be recorded in order to put things in proper 

perspective for and progressively prepare the hearts and minds of not just His adopted 

son, the nation of Israel, but also those around them and all who followed them, until 

the end of time – specifically to see their spiritual state as orphans and God’s plan to 

get them back to be His children through Jesus Christ.  As mentioned, it is this 

background that Paul appeals to in helping the Jews understand Vertical Adoption.
387

  

On a national level, Israel was God’s son, God’s chosen (adopted) people, His 

treasured possession, from among the nations,388 foreshadowing and fulfilled in God’s 

definitive Vertical Adoption of people to become members of the church, His family.  

Upon adopting Israel as His son, God gave them the glory of His presence, the 

covenants, the law, temple worship, promises, and ultimately the Messiah in order to 

have a relationship with sinful man, and to make known to the whole world who He 

is, who man is and what price needs to be paid for Satan’s paternal rights to be 

terminated and for God to truly adopt man and have a true, unhindered, unbreakable, 

forever father-son relationship with man – a price that they, as spiritual orphans, could 

not pay; a price that only Father God, as the Adopter, could pay.  All in all, all that 

Israel received should have prepared them to receive Vertical Adoption through Jesus. 

                                                
386 International Adoption Stories, “What is a dossier?,” 
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The Dilemma of Vertical Adoption 

However, to Paul’s “great sorrow and unceasing anguish,”389 when the time 

came for the payment to be made, for the Messiah to come, many Jews rejected Him 

as the Way to Father’s heart.  But how could that be?  Wasn’t the nation of Israel 

already adopted to sonship?  Weren’t the His special, chosen people, His treasured 

possession?  As Paul assured his readers, their rejection of Vertical Adoption “is not 

as though God’s Word had failed,”390 as though Jesus was not the fulfillment of 

Israel’s adoption, the covenants, the law, the temple worship, and the promises.  The 

fact is, Israel was not adopted in the sense of Vertical Adoption, but “as a nation that 

God sovereignly bestowed on Israel His special calling, covenant, blessing, and 

protection,”
391

 a nation that “had a special relationship to Himself in contrast to other 

nations.”392  

The Jews’ rejection just proved, once again, the depth of man’s orphan spirit 

and that the purpose of God’s “adoption” of Israel, the reason why God “bore with 

great patience the objects of His wrath,” was “to make the riches of His glory known 

to the objects of His mercy, whom He prepared in advance for glory,”
393

 whom He 

predestined “for adoption to sonship, through Jesus Christ, in accordance with His 

pleasure and will.”394 The objects of His mercy are the children of the promise, those 

God chose to receive Vertical Adoption, not based on who “they were or would be or 

because of what they had done or would do, ‘but because of Him who calls’ (v. 11), 

that is, wholly on the basis of God’s sovereign will.”
395

  While it is beyond human 
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comprehension and appears to man as unfair, God “has mercy on whom He wants to 

have mercy”396 and adopts who He wants to adopt, while leaving others to what all 

men deserve – eternity in hell.  In other words, Vertical Adoption does not “depend 

on human desire or effort, but on God’s mercy.”397  God takes the initiative in 

Vertical Adoption.  His “choosing of men always precedes their choosing Him.”398 

And even men’s choosing of Him is really not their choosing at all.  Jesus said, “No 

one can come to me unless the Father who sent me draws them.”399 

And yet, man is held responsible to receive Vertical Adoption by faith in 

Jesus.  The phrase “by faith” is found almost fifty times in the Bible.  Basically, “by 

faith” means “by complete confidence and conviction that God has done, does and 

will do what He says.”  Man can only receive Vertical Adoption by faith.  Paul writes 

in Romans 10, “the message concerning faith that we proclaim: If you declare with 

your mouth, ‘Jesus is Lord,’ and believe in your heart that God raised him from the 

dead, you will be saved. For it is with your heart that you believe and are justified, 

and it is with your mouth that you profess your faith and are saved.”400  Herein lies the 

apparent dichotomy: God’s sovereignty versus human responsibility – “God, by His 

own sovereign choice, elects human beings to salvation; human beings, by a 

responsible choice of their will, must believe in order to be saved.”401  The fact is, as 

Robert H. Mounce states in his commentary on Romans, “human logic cannot 

harmonize divine sovereignty and human freedom, but both are clearly taught in 

Scripture.”
402

  Therefore, John MacArthur concludes, “For those who receive God’s 
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Word as inerrant, there will always be a tension between fully acknowledging God’s 

sovereign will and fully acknowledging His requirement of human faith.  We can only 

believe what Scripture teaches, accepting in our hearts what we cannot explain with 

our minds.”  In the end, to give God all the glory, man’s faith to receive Vertical 

Adoption must include the belief and trust in God’s sovereignty, that it “is always 

expressed righteously and ever tempered with mercy.”
403

 

The Timing of Vertical Adoption 

One of the evidences that God’s sovereignty is trustworthy is realized in the 

fact that Jesus came at the perfect time.  There are two Greek words for time.  The 

first is kairos which means “opportune time.”   At the beginning of His ministry, 

Jesus declared that “the time [kairos] is fulfilled.”
404

  In his letter to the Romans, Paul 

wrote that “at just the right time [kairos], when we were still powerless, Christ died 

for the ungodly.”405  The second is kronos, from which comes our word chronology, 

indicating the orderly arrangement of events, in which everything follows the proper 

sequence.  In his letter to the Galatians, Paul wrote, “when the set time [kronos] had 

fully come, God sent his Son, born of a woman, born under the law, to redeem those 

under the law, that we might receive adoption to sonship.”406  In essence, Jesus came 

at the perfect, predetermined time of best opportunity in which everything was 

accomplished that needed to be accomplished, including God’s dossier and the 

purpose of the Law.  The stage was set, the road was paved, “the days were 

accomplished”
407

 for God to get His children back. 
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God strategically and perfectly orchestrated the timing, as He had done so 

many times before.  During the four-hundred years prior to Jesus’ coming, God had 

remained silent, creating great longing for and hope in Him.  However, God was still 

present, working behind the scenes.  Ray Stedman writes, 

After Malachi had ceased his prophesying and the canon of the Old Testament 
closed -- that is, the number of the books in the Old Testament was fulfilled 
and the inspired prophets ceased to speak -- God allowed a period of time for 
the teachings of the Old Testament to penetrate throughout the world. During 
this time, he rearranged the scenes of history, much as a stage crew will 
rearrange the stage sets after the curtain has fallen, and when the curtain rises 
again there is an entirely new setting.408 
 

From Malachi to Jesus, political power shifted from Persia to Greece and eventually 

to Rome.  The Roman Empire was reaching its territorial peak of approximately six-

and-a-half million square kilometers, encompassing much of the ancient world.  It 

was the time of Pax Romana (Latin for Roman Peace), a time of relative peace that 

instilled unity, one main language, relative religious tolerance, education, the 

development of roads, and freedom of travel.  Moreover, it was a time in which 

Horizontal Adoption laws were instituted and the practice of Horizontal Adoption was 

widespread and well-known.  

In regards to Judaism, it was a time in which the Septuagint, the translation of 

the Old Testament from Hebrew to the universal language of Greek, was written 

bringing about universal reading, teaching and understanding of who God is, who 

man is, and God’s plan to get His children back.  It was a time in which sects 

developed (Pharisees, Sadducees, Essenes, Herodians, and Zealots) and an even 

greater rift occurred separating the Jews from the Samaritans, bringing about disunity 

and disarray.  It was a time in which Jews, with great respect for the Scripture, spread 

out and established synagogues in every city where they would study, read and 
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discuss the Old Testament.  It was a time in which children underwent intense 

teaching and memorization of the Old Testament and in which the teacher-disciple 

relationship was established.  Everything was perfectly put in place for Jesus to do 

what He had to do and for God’s family to grow and spread like wildfire.  Only God 

the Father could have arranged such an opportune time and plan for the most number 

of people to become His children. 
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Chapter 4 

Vertical Adoption through Jesus Christ 

 

Father 

Jesus came fully revealing the extreme love Father has for man, fully 

demonstrating the extreme measures Father took to get people back to be what they 

were designed to be – His children.  Jesus came as the fulfillment of the Old 

Testament, as the cornerstone409 of Father’s plan.  Jesus came to finally expose God 

for who He is: Father.  From the Fall onward, God had been revealing Himself to man 

using names that, as Elmer Towns notes in his book My Father’s Names, emphasize 

“different aspects of His nature, or different ways He relates to us.”
 410

  The names of 

God in the Old Testament center on Elohim, meaning “Strong Creator,” 
Jehovah (or 

Yahweh), meaning “Self-existent One,” and Adonai, meaning “Master.”411  Off of 

these primary names came many further descriptions forming dozens of compound 

names that further describe God’s character, such as El-Shaddai, which means “God 

Almighty,”
 412

 El-Olam, which means “Everlasting God,”
413

 Jehovah-Jireh, which 

means “The Lord Will Provide.” 414
  All in all, J. I. Packer notes, “The whole spirit of 

the Old Testament religion was determined by the thought of God’s holiness… Again 

and again it was stressed that man must keep his place, and his distance, in the 

presence of a holy God.  This emphasis overshadowed everything else.”415 
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However, the most personal and intimate name of God, Pater, Greek for 

“Father,” was not revealed until Jesus came and used it as His favorite title for God, 

calling God His Father 156 times in the Gospel of John.  Elmer Towns writes,  

Neither the Jews nor their Scriptures regularly called God by the name Father.  
To them, God was the majestic, powerful Creator or Master.  They did not 
know Him or approach Him in the intimate relationship as Father.  On a few 
occasions the Old Testament does identify God as having paternal instincts, as 
in Jeremiah 31:9 where God says “I am a father to Israel.”  But this was a 
metaphor or a picture, not a name or relationship… Jesus revealed a loving 
relationship with God by calling Him Father.416 
  

The great news is that Jesus did not come to show off His relationship with Father.  

He came to share it with sinful man, spiritual orphans separate from Father, by 

making Vertical Adoption possible. 

The Way of Vertical Adoption 

Remember, because man disowned God as his Father and aligned himself with 

Satan, he legally became the son of Satan and took on Satan’s likeness with a sinful 

nature.  Since “the sting of death is sin,” 417 man deserved immediate death.  In fact, 

by choosing to abandon God as his Father, man made death necessary and 

immediately became spiritually dead, a spiritual orphan separated from his Holy 

Father.418  Really, physical death seals man’s eternal destiny in hell as a forever 

spiritual orphan with no hope for Vertical Adoption.  In his book The Problem of 

Hell: A Philosophical Anthology, Stephen Davis describes hell as 

a place of separation from God… not total separation, of course, for that 
would mean that hell could not exist.  Moreover, the biblical tradition affirms 
that nothing can ever be totally separated from God (Ps. 139:7-12).  But hell is 
separation from God in the sense of being cut off from the source of all love, 
joy, peace, and light.  There is no deep or ultimate joy in hell and I believe its 
denizens are miserable.  To be apart from the source of love, joy, peace, and 
light, is to live miserably.419 
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While Satan is the author of sin and thus “holds the power of death,”420 Father is 

sovereign and can decree when death will occur.  He had every right to order the 

immediate death of man the moment man sinned, but, because of His love and grace, 

He defers physical death for each person according to His preordination.421  To be 

sure, while his physical death-sentence and thus destiny in hell is delayed, man still 

remains spiritually dead and therefore lives as a slave to sin in his orphan-state, his 

sinful nature,422 “held in bondage under the elemental things of the world,”423 those 

human religions which, according to John MacArthur, “inevitably involve the idea of 

achieving divine acceptance by one’s own efforts.”  As such, delayed death alone just 

dooms man to a life of always striving and never arriving, until he dies and arrives in 

hell, where there is absolutely no love, joy, peace, or light.   

 Of course, Father did not leave man in such a sorrowful state, as a spiritual 

orphan.  He made a way for man to be His son again, to live with Him forever in the 

fullness of His love, joy, peace, and light.  That way is through Jesus,”424 His “one 

and only Son.”
425

   

Father sent Jesus, as the full expression of His love.  John writes, “This is how 

God showed his love among us: He sent his one and only Son into the world that we 

might live through Him,”426 that man might receive, as Paul writes, “adoption to 

sonship through Jesus Christ.”427  Father gave-up his only Son, Jesus, and sent Him 

into a world full of destitute orphans destined for death, to serve and save those 

orphans, so that they would not remain as orphans, but become Father’s children.  On 
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the cross, Jesus willingly allowed His Father to lay on Him
428

 man’s sinful orphan-

state, “the likeness of sinful flesh to be a sin offering.”429     

Because He was sinless, He legally did not deserve to physically die.  So, 

when Satan had Jesus killed through Judas, by Father’s sovereign decree, Satan sealed 

his own destiny.  Satan had no legal rights to kill Jesus, and yet, no doubt in extreme 

hatred and irrationality, he did so anyway.  In essence, Satan, along with sin and 

death, committed suicide.  John Piper explains in his book Spectacular Sins,  

Satan saw that his efforts to divert Jesus from the cross had failed. Time after 
time Jesus kept the course. His face was set like flint to die (Luke 9:51, 53), 
and Satan concluded that there was no stopping him. Therefore, he resolved 
that if he couldn’t stop it, he would at least make it as ugly and painful and as 
heartbreaking as possible… If he could not stop it, he would drag others into it 
and do as much damage as he could. It was a spectacular sequence of sins that 
brought Jesus to the cross.

430
 

 
By dying on the cross, Jesus, Father’s one and only perfect Son, acted as man’s 

substitute,431 taking on Himself the legal punishment for sin, the just discipline of 

Father on those who orphaned themselves from Him.  When He said, “It is 

finished”432 on the cross, He used the legal term tetelistai which literally means “paid 

in full.”  Just as payment is a normal part of the Horizontal Adoption process today, 

payment was required by the law for Vertical Adoption, God’s law according to His 

holy and just nature.  While Horizontal Adoption can be quite expensive, it’s nothing 

compared to the price of Vertical Adoption: “In Him we have redemption through his 

blood, the forgiveness of sins, in accordance with the riches of God’s grace that he 

lavished on us.”
433

  God sent His one and only Son to redeem man with His very life.   
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By dying on the cross, Jesus also legally terminated Satan’s parental rights 

over man and the legal hold of death Satan had over man, because Satan had killed 

Jesus as if Jesus were his son, as if Jesus were a spiritual orphan, and he had no legal 

right to do so.  In his book Know the Christian Life, Sinclair Ferguson explains this 

first transaction that makes adoption possible, “The old authority under which the 

individual stood had to be broken.  Even when the New Testament does not use the 

language of adoption these ideas appear.  The legally established dominion of sin has 

to be broken… This God has done in Christ.”434    

 The second transaction is the actual adoption to sonship.  “God inaugurates us 

into a new relationship with Himself by adopting us into His family and bestowing 

upon us the rights and privileges of true children of God.”
435

  Since death is the result 

and punishment of sin, and since Jesus did not sin and yet died, it was impossible for 

Him to remain in death because He did not legally deserve death.  In fact, because of 

His obedience “to death, even death on a cross… God exalted Him.”436  Jesus was 

God and was therefore more powerful than death.  By rising from the grave, Jesus 

proved that He is God and that His sacrifice was acceptable to Father.  In his 

Institutes, John Calvin expounds, “Paul accordingly affirms, that He was declared to 

be the Son of God by His resurrection (Rom. 1:4), because He then fully displayed 

that heavenly power which is both a bright mirror of His divinity, and a sure support 

of our faith; as he also elsewhere teaches, that ‘though He was crucified through 

weakness, yet He liveth by the power of God’ (2 Cor. 13:4).”
437

  Sinclair Ferguson 

describes the resurrection as “not only an act of divine power in Jesus’ life; it is an act 

of legal adoption… The Son of God, who came into the far country for our sake, has 
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returned from death and has been welcomed by Father!  By God’s grace, we share 

that welcome!”438  

What Jesus’ death removed, that is sin and death, Jesus’ resurrection replaced, 

that is righteousness and life.  They come hand in hand.  Paul writes, “He was 

delivered over to death for our sins and was raised to life for our justification”439 and 

ultimately adoption to sonship.  Calvin, again, explains it best:  

By His death sin was taken away, by His resurrection righteousness was 
renewed and restored. For how could He by dying have freed us from death, if 
He had yielded to its power?  How could He have obtained the victory for us, 
if He had fallen in the contest? Our salvation may be thus divided between the 
death and the resurrection of Christ: by the former sin was abolished and death 
annihilated; by the latter righteousness was restored and life revived, the 
power and efficacy of the former being still bestowed upon us by means of the 
latter.

440
 

 
Jesus’ death freed believing man from Satan’s control, from the slavery to sin, from 

the punishment of death.  Jesus’ resurrection freed believing man to Father’s control, 

to adoption to sonship, to the reward of life with Him and Father.  Paul declares, “we 

know that since Christ was raised from the dead, He cannot die again; death no longer 

has mastery over Him.  The death He died, He died to sin once for all; but the life He 

lives, He lives to God.  In the same way, count yourselves dead to sin but alive to God 

in Christ Jesus.”441  All in all, the termination of Satan’s parental rights through Jesus’ 

death enables man to say to Satan, “You are dead to me.”  And the subsequent 

transfer of those parental rights to Father through Jesus’ resurrection enables man 

adopted by Father to cry out to Father, “Abba, Father,”
442

 and Father, as He had done 
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with Jesus at His baptism, to proudly announce to the world about His adopted son, 

“This is My son, whom I love; with him I am well-pleased.”443   

Ordo Adoptio 

As already established, Father’s adoption of man to sonship through His Son – 

in other words, Vertical Adoption – was, from before He even created the world, His 

plan for fully expressing and exhibiting the extent of His love.
444

  To more fully grasp 

how wide and long and high and deep is this love,445 Vertical Adoption must be 

understood as both a transformational (not just judicial) point in time and a process of 

transformation.  The instant of Vertical Adoption is the one-time transformation in 

which the parental rights are transferred from Satan to Father, the point in which man 

puts his faith in Jesus and thus, in which man moves from being a spiritual orphan to 

being an adopted son of God.  However, that point is made up of a process that 

includes instantaneous concurrent steps sandwiched between preliminary and 

subsequent gradual steps.  According to Karl Braune in his commentary on Ephesians, 

“Adoption is a rich conception, not at all a simple matter, and its actualization has a 

very significant history; it did not come to maturity at once, but has a development 

from primary stages, preceded by grand preparatory Old Testament.”446  These 

conceptual stages of Vertical Adoption are commonly known as the ordo salutis, the 

order of salvation, summarizing His story concurrently on a global level and on an 

individual personal level.  Louis Berkoff defines the ordo salutis as describing “the 

process by which the work of salvation, wrought in Christ, is subjectively realized in 

the hearts and lives of sinners. It aims to describing in their logical order, and also in 
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their interrelations, the various movements of the Holy Spirit in the application of the 

work of redemption.”447   

However, this definition is lacking, as is the title for it.  The fact is, as 

explained in the Introduction, the blessings incurred by Christ’s death and resurrection 

go beyond “just” redemption and salvation.  They include justification and, as the 

highest blessing, adoption.  A more inclusive title is ordo adoptio, “order of 

adoption.”  The basic ordo adoptio is found in Romans 8:29-30, which is traditionally 

known as the catena aurea or armilla aurea, the golden chain:448 “For those God 

foreknew He also predestined… And those He predestined, He also called; those He 

called, He also justified; those He justified, He also glorified.”449
  However, “the 

doctrine of the ordo adoptio… does not rest upon Rom 8:30 alone but upon a host of 

collated texts from the whole canon of Scripture,”450 such as Ephesians 1:3-14, 2 

Thessalonians 2:13-14, and 1 Peter 1:1-5.  In the end, the historically agreed-upon 

Reformed ordo adoptio is: 

• Foreknowledge 

• Election 

• Predestination 

• Calling 

• Regeneration 

• Conversion 

• Justification 

• Adoption 
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• Sanctification 

• Glorification 

What is important to keep in mind is that these ten stages or steps are more logical 

than chronological in that not all occur sequentially or progressively; some occur 

instantaneously.  Also, the factor that binds and encompasses all the steps is Love. 

Foreknowledge, Election and Predestination 

To begin with, the first three steps, foreknowledge, election and predestination 

are closely tied together and occur simultaneously.  Foreknowledge is the basis of 

election and predestination when rightfully understood in terms of what John Murray 

concludes to be 

the meaning so frequently given to the word “know” in the usage of Scripture; 
“foreknow” merely adds the thought of “beforehand” to the word “know.”  
Many times in Scripture “know” has a pregnant meaning which goes beyond 
that of mere cognition.  It is used in a sense practically synonymous with 
“love,” to set regard upon, to know with particular interest, delight, affection, 
and action.451 
 

As such, “foreknowledge” would mean “forelove,” which makes much more sense in 

the context than “foresight” in that “forelove” is an active verb like the rest of the 

verbs in the golden chain, is more in line with God’s nature of love, and is a 

meaningful foundation for all that follows.  Sovereign, determined, distinguishing 

love from Love itself makes the difference, not mere passive, cold recognition of 

faith.
452

 

Therefore, God elected those He loved.  Peter writes, God’s elect “have been 

chosen [elected] according to the foreknowledge [forelove] of God the Father.”453  

Election is God’s choosing of individuals to be adopted before the foundation of the 
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world, “out of His mere free grace and love, without any foresight of faith, or good 

works, or perseverance in either of them, or any other thing in the creature, as 

conditions, or causes moving Him thereunto.”454  As already concluded, this truth of 

God’s sovereign choice cannot be reconciled with the truth of human responsibility to 

choose, and therefore must be accepted by faith.  Along with election comes 

predestination.  One cannot exist without the other as election deals with the “who” 

and predestination deals with the “to what.”  Predestination is about the purpose of 

election and all that follows in the ordo adoptio:  the praise of God’s glory,455 the full 

expression and exhibition of the very essence of God’s being – love.  God determined 

in eternity that the best way to reach that end goal was to adopt sinful man to be His 

son through the sacrifice of His one and only Son, Jesus.  John writes, “This is how 

God showed His love among us: He sent His one and only Son into the world that we 

might live through Him”456 as children of God.457  And so, the Gospel of Adoption 

begins before the creation of the world, in the mind and heart of God.  “Adoption 

therefore predates the universe itself.  Only God and His triune love are ‘bigger’ than 

adoption.”
458

 

Calling 

Putting His plan into play, God created the call, the fourth step in the ordo 

adoptio.  Calling is God’s work in history made effective and applied personally to 

and within an individual.  God’s adoption of Israel, with the covenants, the law, the 

temple worship, the discipline and suffering, and the promises, is a necessary element 

of calling because it reveals to elected man, by way of example, his utter sinfulness, 
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his orphan-state, in contrast to God’s holiness, mercy, grace and love.  In Romans 

9:22-24, Paul explains that God “bore with great patience the objects of wrath… to 

make the riches of His glory known to the objects of His mercy whom He prepared in 

advance for glory – even us, whom He also called.”  Without common grace for the 

Old Testament to take place, special grace in the New Testament would not have 

occurred and elected man could not be called.  God intervened in and used human 

history to reveal Himself, because He created man in the framework of time, to live 

and learn by experience in that time.  History, then, is really His-story, written, 

directed and produced by God according to His perfect Plan of Adoption.  Therefore, 

God’s calling of elected man must involve the proclamation of His-story.  However, 

the external call through gospel proclamation is only one half of chosen man’s 

effectual call.   

Chosen man cannot understand, believe or accept His-story on his own.  Paul 

writes, “The god of this age has blinded the minds of unbelievers, so that they cannot 

see the light of the gospel that displays the glory of Christ, who is the image of 

God.”
459

  Man is spiritually dead to sin,
460

 a spiritual orphan who cannot choose to 

become a son of God or to make God his Father.  Gordon Clark writes, “a man cannot 

will to be saved.  He cannot convert himself, nor even make preparation for 

conversion.  The simple reason is that he is dead to sin.”461  Paul tells the Ephesian 

Christians, “you were dead in your transgressions and sins… But because of His great 

love for us, God, who is rich in mercy, made us alive with Christ even when we were 

dead in transgressions – it is by grace you have been saved.”462  Only God, through 

His Spirit, can personally apply the gospel message of Vertical Adoption within 
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elected man and thus effectually call him “out of darkness into His wonderful 

light.”463  To the Thessalonians, Paul writes, “we know, brothers loved by God, that 

He has chosen you, because our gospel came to you not simply with words, but also 

with power, with the Holy Spirit and with deep conviction.”464  Effectively, the Holy 

Spirit “guides chosen man into truth”465 by convicting them of sin, of the 

righteousness Jesus brought through His death and of Satan’s sealed judgment.
466

  

Only God, through His Spirit, can open chosen man’s eyes to see his orphan-state, his 

need to be adopted by Father and Father’s desire and way for him to be adopted.  

Millard Erickson explains, “special calling is in large measure the Holy Spirit’s work 

of illumination, enabling the recipient to understand the true meaning of the gospel.  It 

also involves the Holy Spirit’s work of conviction, of which Jesus spoke in John 16:8-

10.  This working of the Holy Spirit is necessary because the depravity characteristics 

of all humans prevents them from grasping God’s revealed truth.”467  A prime 

example of both the external and internal call is found in Acts 16:14, “The Lord 

opened [Lydia’s] heart to respond to Paul’s message.” 

Regeneration 

The two-fold call is effectual in that it guarantees immediate regeneration, the 

fifth step in the ordo adoptio. As revealed by Paul in his letter to Titus, regeneration is 

“rebirth and renewal by the Holy Spirit.”468  To Nicodemus, Jesus says, “I tell you the 

truth, no one can see the kingdom of God unless he is born again.”469  Regeneration is 

God reviving a spiritually dead person to new life through the Holy Spirit,
470

 much 
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like a doctor resuscitates a person who has died with a defibrillator.  Once “reborn,” 

chosen man can open his eyes and see Jesus as the Way, the Truth and the Light.471   

But, how does regeneration relate to adoption?  They seem to be in conflict 

with and redundant of each other.  Why would you need adoption if you have 

regeneration, and why would you need regeneration if you have adoption?  Because 

of this apparent paradox, many scholars have resorted to considering adoption as the 

same as regeneration.  However, in his book Redemption Accomplished and Applied, 

John Murray distinguishes adoption from regeneration, “Regeneration is the renewing 

of our hearts after the image of God… By adoption the redeemed become sons and 

daughters of the Lord God Almighty; they are introduced into and given the privileges 

of God’s family.”
472

  James Montgomery Boice agrees, “Although in Christian 

experience regeneration and adoption take place simultaneously, adoption 

nevertheless emphasizes the Christian’s new status while regeneration emphasizes the 

newness of life.”473  Millard Erickson is also of the same opinion, emphasizing that 

John himself makes the distinction:474 “Yet to all who received Him, to those who 

believed in His name, He gave the right to become children of God [through 

adoption] – children born not of natural descent, nor of human decision or a 

husband’s will, but born of God [regeneration].”475  Wayne Grudem adds, “But it is 

possible that God could have creatures who are spiritually alive and yet are not 

members of His family and do not share the special privileges of family members.”476  

Sinclair Ferguson exegetes on this verse, “We are born again, and thus given the 
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nature of sons, but we are also given an adoptive right so that we have a true status as 

sons commensurate with our new nature… we are called children because adopted; 

but this is not a title which has no bearing upon our actual experience.  It is a title 

which is matched in our hearts by the work of regeneration.”477   

Conversion 

Calling and regeneration efficaciously produce an automatic positive response.  

“God works in a particularly effective way with the elect, enabling them to respond in 

repentance and faith, and rendering it certain that they will.”478  This is known as 

irresistible grace – grace that is so appealing that chosen man cannot not believe and 

accept it.  Wayne Grudem defines irresistible grace as referring “to the fact that God 

effectively calls people and also gives them regeneration, and both actions guarantee 

that we will respond in saving faith.”479  And so, the next step is conversion, the 

ordained response of chosen man to change from being a spiritual orphan to being a 

son of God.  Louis Berkhoff explains, “The change that is effected in the 

subconscious life in regeneration passes into the conscious life in conversion.”480 

through faith and repentance.  Faith and repentance are inseparable – one cannot exist 

without the other.  “Repentance,” says Berkoff, “is wrought by the law and faith by 

the gospel,”481  Whereas repentance is turning away from sin and being a spiritual 

orphan, faith is turning to God and being His son.  Repentance necessitates a deep 

realization and thus sorrow of one’s spiritual state as a child of Satan, really an 

orphan, destined to hell.  Paul writes that such “godly sorrow brings repentance that 

leads to salvation and leaves no regret;” it produces “earnestness… eagerness… 
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indignation… alarm… longing… concern… readiness.”
482

  Saving faith necessitates a 

deep confidence, acceptance, yielding to, and trust in Jesus for salvation and sonship.  

Paul defines it as “being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not 

see.”483 

Justification 

Conversion automatically and immediately leads to the seventh step, 

justification.  Paul makes this connection in Romans 3:28, “we maintain that a person 

is justified by faith,”484 Basically, justification is a one-time legal act that declares the 

believer righteous not based on his actual state of righteousness but based on Christ’s 

righteousness imputed on the believer through His atonement, the shedding of His 

blood for the appeasement of God’s just law and His wrath against sin.  In regards to 

imputation, Erickson says that justification “is a matter of the two, Christ and the 

believer, becoming one in the sight of God.  Thus, Paul is able to speak of the 

believers having died with Christ and having been made alive with Christ (Rom. 6:3-

4).”485    Justification centers on the forgiveness of all sins, past, present and future, 

which thus removes all guilt and punishment and gives the believer peace with God. 

As with regeneration, justification is distinct from adoption.  While Louis 

Berkoff,486 Francis Turretin,487 and Charles Hodge488 considers adoption to be a 

positive element of justification, most contemporary theologians see them as different 

steps in the ordo adoptio, but of course, as with all the other steps, not separable.  To 

be sure, both justification and adoption are judicial acts.  John Murray states that both 
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are “the bestowal of a status, or standing, not the generating within us of a new nature 

or character.  [They concern] a relationship and not the attitude or disposition which 

enables us to recognize and cultivate that relationship.”489  However, Murray states, 

“Justification means our acceptance with God as righteous and the bestowal of the 

title to everlasting life… But these blessings in themselves, however precious they 

are, do not indicate what is conferred by the act of adoption.  By adoption the 

redeemed become sons and daughters of the Lord God Almighty; they are introduced 

into and given the privileges of God’s family.”490  Wayne Grudem concurs, 

“Regeneration has to do with our spiritual life within.  Justification has to do with our 

standing before God’s law.  But adoption has to do with our relationship with God as 

our Father, and in adoption we are given many of the greatest blessings that we will 

know for all eternity.”491  Basically, the difference is that justification is the act of a 

merciful judge setting a prisoner free declaring that he is not liable to the death 

penalty he deserves because Jesus took his place, while adoption is the act of a loving 

father embracing a son for the first time. 

While distinct from each other, justification and adoption are closely 

connected, particularly in light of the Greco-Roman cultural context in regards to 

Horizontal Adoption.  In his book, Slaves, Citizens, Sons: The Legal Metaphors in the 

Epistles, Francis Lyall sheds light on an important implication of a Greco-Roman 

legal adoption: “the profound truth of Roman adoption was that the adoptee was taken 

out of his previous state and placed in a new relationship of son to his new father, his 

new paterfamilias.  All his old debts were cancelled, and in effect the adoptee started 
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a new life as part of his new family.”
492

  Similarly, through justification, all of a 

believer’s debts and obligations, all that he owes God because of his sin, are 

cancelled.  By way of parable, Jesus tells of a king who cancelled the debt of a servant 

who owed far more than he could pay back.493  The king is God and the servant is 

man.  Debt, in this case, is not something borrowed, but is still something owed.  

Kenneth Bailey defines debts as “responsibilities that one has failed to fulfill… failure 

to do good.”494  The main responsibility man owes God is obedience.  George Moore 

explains, “man owes God obedience, and every sin, whether of commission or 

omission, is a defaulted obligation, a debt.”495  As such, man’s debt is so big that he 

could never pay it off.  However, through Christ, his debts are forgiven and he is free 

from his slavery to them.  Paul writes, “He forgave us all our sins, having canceled 

the written code [certificate of indebtedness in the debtor’s handwriting], with its 

regulations, that was against us and that stood opposed to us; He took it away, nailing 

it to the cross.”496  Ultimately, when a man is forgiven his debt, it is the one he owes 

the debt to that loses out, that suffers, that even has to pay the consequences.  Jesus 

did such on the cross.  And so, through justification by faith, the believer is set free 

from all ties with his old family, and is free to be adopted by God.  Truly, adoption is 

the realization of the reconciliation found in justification. 

Adoption 

In the ordo adoptio, adoption is greater than all of the other benefits that come 

through Jesus’ death and resurrection. James Montgomery Boice states that “adoption 
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is much more than either of these acts of grace [regeneration and justification].”
497

  

Referring to Vertical Adoption, Herman Ridderbos concludes, “It is evident that the 

redeeming activity of God commencing with justification of the sinner communicates 

itself in ever spheres.”498  Similarly, J. I. Packer writes that “adoption is the highest 

privilege that the gospel offers: higher even than justification… Adoption is higher, 

because of the richer relationship with God that it involves.”
499

 He then emphasizes 

that “the entire Christian life has to be understood in terms of [adoption].”500  Paul 

reveals that the end goal of Father’s plan, and thus all that leads up to it, is Vertical 

Adoption: “In love He predestined us for adoption to sonship through Jesus Christ”501 

and “God sent His Son… that we might receive adoption to sonship.”502 

Glorification 

God’s plan to express and exhibit His love in the best way possible, through 

Vertical Adoption, is ultimately accomplished in “bringing many sons and daughters 

to glory.”503  The last two steps in the ordo adoptio, sanctification and glorification 

are closely related to each other not because they occur instantaneously of each other, 

but because sanctification is the process in the Christian life that reaches its end in 

glorification, the death and resurrection of the Christian.  Glorification is the point in 

which the image and likeness in which God created those He adopted is fully restored; 

in which those God adopted are fully restored as His children; in which God’s glory, 

the very essence of His being – Love – is fully made manifest in His children.  

Glorification is when God’s children receive their inheritance as “co-heirs with 
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Christ… that they may also share in His glory.”
504

  Basically, as described in chapter 

two, the inheritance of man adopted by God is that of being fully and forever like 

Jesus with a new resurrected body, as a son of God.  In Romans 8:29, Paul reveals, 

“For those God foreknew He also predestined to be conformed to the image of His 

Son”505 and in 1 Corinthians 15:49, “Just as we have borne the likeness of the earthly 

man, so shall we bear the likeness of the man from heaven.”
506

  The image and 

likeness in and for which God created man is made known in Jesus, the perfect 

reflection of Father, of Love.  Jesus said, “If you knew me, you would know my 

Father also,”507 “the Father knows me, and I know the Father,”508 and “I and the 

Father are one.”509  Jesus is the spitting image of Father.510  He is the essential being 

of Father, namely love, manifested in human likeness.  As such, Jesus is Father’s 

glory,511 the full expression and exhibition of Father’s love.  Jesus’ one desire is “that 

the Father may be glorified in [Him],”512 that Love may be fully expressed and 

displayed in His life.  In order for Jesus to fully express and display Love in His life, 

He had to be Love.   

While on earth, Jesus revealed the source of Father’s image is Father, that the 

source of love is Love Himself.  As such, the image necessitates close connection to 

the source.  As the image of Father, Jesus had a close, unhindered, intimate, loving 

relationship with Father.513  He had a oneness with and a deep understanding of 

Father, of Love, in its full form and expression.  He was completely dependent on 
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Father.
514

  He was completely obedient to Father, even to death on a cross.
515

  He 

always did what pleases Father.516 

Therefore, the likeness and image of Jesus is that which Jesus displayed and 

demonstrated while on earth, namely the likeness and image of Father.  Jesus said, 

“Anyone who has seen me has seen the Father… I am in the Father, and the Father is 

in me.”
517

  To be like Jesus is to be like Father.  To be like Jesus is to be a true son of 

Father.   

To be sure, man adopted by God is not yet a child of God in the fullest sense, 

as Jesus is, and he won’t be until he reaches the final step of glorification: “But we 

know that when He appears, we shall be like Him, for we shall see Him as He is.”518  

Paul writes that “the whole creation has been groaning as in the pains of childbirth 

right up to the present time.  Not only so, but we ourselves, who have the firstfruits of 

the Spirit, groan inwardly as we wait eagerly for our adoption to sonship, the 

redemption of our bodies.”519  The groans of man adopted by Father are his expressed 

frustration in not being able to fully be who he was made to be – Father’s son.  Isaiah 

captures these groans well, “My soul yearns for you in the night; in the morning my 

spirit longs for you.”520  God’s children long to be clothed with his heavenly 

dwelling.521  They long to go home and be with Father.  They hunger and thirst for the 

great banquet feast Jesus is preparing for them in heaven.522  They burn within for 

deep face-to-face fellowship with Jesus and Father.  They crave to be fully conformed 

into Jesus’ image, to be the “spitting image” of Jesus.  They yearn for their full 
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inheritance which will include bodies that are totally free from the effects of sin and 

cleansed from sin itself.523  They desperately desire glorification, “the full 

manifestation of the status of believers when they are invested as sons and daughters 

of God and enter on the inheritance which is theirs by virtue of that status.”524   

However, man adopted by Father is already a child of Father: “How great is 

the love the Father has lavished on us, that we should be called children of God!  And 

that is what we are!”525  This is confirmed by the Spirit of Father’s Son, Jesus, in 

adopted man’s heart, enabling him to cry out to Father, “Abba” which is Aramaic for 

“Daddy.”526  John MacArthur points out that Abba “was a term of endearment used by 

young children of their fathers and could be translated ‘daddy’ or ‘papa.’  The Holy 

Spirit brings us into a personal intimate relationship with our heavenly Father, whom 

we may approach at any time and under any circumstance, knowing that He always 

hears us and lovingly cares for us, because we are truly His own.”527  It is the Spirit 

that enables Gods’ children to raise their arms up to Father and cry out from their 

heart, “Daddy,” thus confirming and testifying to and with them that they really are 

children of God and giving them assurance of their adoption.
528

   

The fact that Jesus addressed Father as “Daddy” at a time of great distress and 

sorrow529 indicates the deep-seated emotion and relationship such a term denotes, but 

also unites adopted man with Jesus as His brother.  Indeed, as Paul asserts, “Jesus is 

not ashamed to call [children of God] brothers.”530  In Matthew 12:50, Jesus says, 
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“whoever does the will of my Father in heaven is my brother and sister and mother.”  

In Romans 8:29, Paul states that the end-goal of God’s plan is for Jesus to be 

“firstborn among many brothers and sisters” who are conformed into His image.  

While acknowledging Jesus’ unique relationship with Father, Wayne Grudem 

comments, “Jesus does call us His ‘brothers’ (Heb. 2:12) and He is therefore in one 

sense our older brother in God’s family (cf. Heb. 2:14), and can be called ‘the 

firstborn among man brethren’ (Rom. 8:29)”531  In giving Jesus the title of firstborn, 

Paul affirms His headship over the adopted children of God’s household while 

maintaining His fraternal relationship with them.  In essence, Jesus is their respected, 

superior, loving, Elder Brother who they will see as He is,532 who they will be with533 

and who they will be like
534

 when they are glorified. 

Sanctification 

Between the already and not yet of sonship, between the believer’s adoption 

and glorification “to [the] Son and through the Son to the Father,”535 lies the step of 

sanctification in the ordo adoptio.  Sanctification is the “transformation of the 

character and condition of a person” not as an instantaneous occurrence like that of 

justification and adoption, but as “a process requiring a lifetime for completion.”536  

Sanctification is the act of “being renewed in knowledge in the image of its 

Creator.”537  The verb combination being renewed is in the present progressive 

passive tense – present progressive as an ongoing activity; passive as an activity 

happening to the subject by someone else.  The same verb tense is found in another 

                                                
531 Grudem, Systematic Theology, 737.  
532 1 Corinthians 13:12; 1 John 3:2; Revelation 22:4. 
533 John 14:3. 
534 1 John 3:2. 
535 Herman Bavinck, Reformed Dogmatics: Sin and Salvation in Christ, vol. 3 (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Baker Books, 2006), 572. 
536 Erickson, Christian Theology, 982. 
537 Colossians 3:9-10, emphasis mine. 
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description of sanctification that Paul gives: “And we all, who with unveiled faces 

reflect the Lord’s glory, are being transformed into His image with ever-increasing 

glory, which comes from the Lord, who is the Spirit.”  The Spirit of Adoption538 is the 

One who applies ongoing transformation, also known as sanctification.  Those being 

transformed have unveiled faces in that they have received “the Light of the 

knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ.”
539

  They have already been 

transformed in the sense that the instantaneous privileges of regeneration, conversion, 

justification, and adoption have already been applied to them.  As such, with the Spirit 

of Adoption in their hearts, they are able to behold and, like a mirror, reflect Jesus 

Christ, who is “the radiance of God’s glory and the exact representation of His 

being.”
540

  However, because they have not been glorified and have not seen Jesus 

face to face, they are not yet fully transformed into Jesus’ likeness, into sonship.  

Because they see “but a poor reflection [of Jesus] as in a mirror,”541 they are “but a 

poor reflection [of Jesus] as in a mirror,” a mirror not like today’s, but like those 

during the time of Paul, which “were flat disks cast of bronze (Job 37:18; Ex 38:8) 

and then polished to be as reflective as possible.”
542

  Not able to fully see Jesus face to 

face, they are not able to fully know Him and subsequently cannot fully reflect Him.  

Nevertheless, the Spirit of Adoption is at work in them recasting and re-

polishing them leading them from glory to glory, from adoption to full sonship, from 

one level of love to another.  However, this process of sanctification is not just the 

work of the Spirit of Adoption.  Sanctification involves the efforts of both the Holy 

Spirit and those adopted by God.  J. I. Packer states, “God's method of sanctification 

is neither activism (self-reliant activity) nor apathy (God-reliant passivity), but God-

                                                
538 Romans 8:15 – the Spirit who brings about Vertical Adoption. 
539 2 Corinthians 4:6. 
540 Hebrews 1:3. 
541 1 Corinthians 13:12. 
542 Leland Ryken, Dictionary of Biblical Imagery, 560. 
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dependent effort (2 Cor. 7:1; Phil. 3:10-14; Heb. 12:14).”
543

  Paul puts it this way, 

“God works in you to will and to act according to His good purpose.”544  The Spirit of 

Adoption works from within, replacing lies with truth,545 providing assurance of 

Vertical Adoption,546 replacing sinful desires with godly desires (fruit),547 helping 

pray,548 filling with wisdom and understanding,549 equipping with spiritual gifts,550 

and giving power to witness.
551

  Man adopted by Father humbly surrenders more and 

more to the control and leading of the Spirit.  He puts to action and practice what the 

Spirit of Adoption instills within, essentially: (1) putting “off [his] old self, which is 

being corrupted by its deceitful desires… (2) [putting] on the new self, created to be 

like God in true righteousness and holiness;”552 (1) putting “to death, therefore, 

whatever belongs to your earthly nature… (2) [and putting] on love.”
553

   

In a very real way, when it comes to sanctification, Vertical Adoption parallels 

Horizontal Adoption.  An older child who is adopted takes with him into his new 

family many unhealthy beliefs, attitudes, characteristics, values, and habits he learned 

from his experiences with his previous family or families or previous way of living.  

Out of a desire to please and love his new father, he slowly lets go of his old ways and 

becomes more and more like those in his new family.  For such a change to occur, he 

will need perseverance, and from his family, particularly his father, love, grace and 

patience… and discipline.  He will also need loving discipline. 

                                                
543 J. I. Packer, Concise Theology: A Guide to Historic Christian Beliefs (Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale 
House Publishers, 2001), 170-171. 
544 Philippians 2:13. 
545 Isaiah 11:2-3; John 14:26; 16:8-13; 
546 Romans 8:16. 
547 Galatians 5:13-25. 
548 Romans 8:26. 
549 Exodus 31:3; 35:31. 
550 Romans 12:3-8; 1 Corinthians 12. 
551 Acts 1:8. 
552 Ephesians 4:22-23. 
553 Colossians 3:5-14. 
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For raising children, discipline is as important in Vertical Adoption as it is in 

Horizontal Adoption. The writer of Hebrews explains,  

Endure hardship as discipline; God is treating you as his children. For what 
children are not disciplined by their father?  If you are not disciplined—and 
everyone undergoes discipline—then you are not legitimate, not true sons and 
daughters at all.  Moreover, we have all had human fathers who disciplined us 
and we respected them for it. How much more should we submit to the Father 
of spirits and live!  They disciplined us for a little while as they thought best; 
but God disciplines us for our good, in order that we may share in his holiness.  
No discipline seems pleasant at the time, but painful. Later on, however, it 
produces a harvest of righteousness and peace for those who have been trained 
by it. 
 

The fact is, hardships and suffering are means Father uses to sanctify His children, to 

make them more like His Son, Jesus.  James encourages his readers to “consider it 

pure joy, my brothers and sisters, whenever you face trials of many kinds, because 

you know that the testing of your faith produces perseverance.  Let perseverance 

finish its work so that you may be mature and complete, not lacking anything.”554  

Discipline is doing what is best for the child.  It is an act of love: “The Lord 

disciplines those He loves, as a father the son He delights in.”555 

Love is the key word in sanctification, as it is in each step of the ordo adoptio.  

The Spirit of Adoption is the Spirit of God – the Spirit of Father556 and the Spirit of 

Jesus557 – and is therefore the Spirit of Love.  Paul asserts, “God’s love has been 

poured out into our hearts through the Holy Spirit, who has been given to us.”558  

Similarly, in praying to Father for all believers, Jesus promises, “I have made you 

known to them, and will continue to make you known in order that the love you have 

for me may be in them and that I myself may be in them.”559  Sanctification is about 

growing in, being more and more filled of, understanding, appreciation of, and 

                                                
554 James 1:2-4, emphasis mine. 
555 Proverbs 3:12. 
556 Matthew 10:20; Romans 8:11. 
557 Acts 16:7; Romans 8:9; Galatians 4:6; Philippians 1:19; 1 Peter 1:11. 
558 Romans 5:5. 
559 John 17:26. 
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relationship with Love, fully made known in God’s Plan of Adoption.  Paul’s prayer 

for those in Ephesus who have received Vertical Adoption, which is no doubt God’s 

desire for all His adopted children, describes this growth of sanctification well:  

I pray that out of his glorious riches he may strengthen you with power 
through his Spirit in your inner being, so that Christ may dwell in your hearts 
through faith.  I pray that you, being rooted and established in love, may have 
power, together with all the Lord’s holy people, to grasp how wide and long 

and high and deep is the love of Christ, and to know this love that surpasses 
knowledge—that you may be filled to the measure of all the fullness of God.   
 

Increase of grasp, knowledge and filling of Love automatically and concurrently 

results in the second part of the sanctification process, increase of loving God and 

others.  To be more and more filled with the Spirit is to be more and more filled with 

Love; to be more and more filled with Love is to be more and more loving; to be more 

and more loving is to be more and more like Jesus.  Jesus exhorts, nay commands, 

man again and again to love.560  Paul does likewise,561 urging those adopted to 

sonship to “follow God’s example, therefore, as dearly loved children, and walk in the 

way of love, just as Christ loved us and gave Himself up for us as a fragrant offering 

and sacrifice to God.”
562

 

The fact is, the entire plan and process of Vertical Adoption is all about Love.  

It is rooted in Love, created in Love, implemented in Love, accomplished in Love, 

and results in love – all by Love and for Love, God Himself.  Therefore, sanctification 

is all about increasingly knowing and enjoying, and displaying and demonstrating 

Love to the world.  Considering Love’s expression of Vertical Adoption, an extremely 

powerful way in which sanctification can be practiced is Horizontal Adoption.     

                                                
560 Matthew 5:44; Mark 12:30-33; Luke 6:27, 35; 10:27; John 13:34; 15:12, 17.  
561 Romans 13:8-9; 1 Corinthians 14:1; 15:14; Galatians 5:13-14; Ephesians 5:2, 25, 28, 33; Colossians 
3:14, 19; 1 Timothy 1:5. 
562 Ephesians 5:1-2. 
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Vertical Adoption raises the fruits of Horizontal Adoption to “a higher level 

by bringing them under the influence of [Vertically Adopted children].”563  The first 

main fruit is that the practice of Horizontal Adoption becomes a “fuller revelation”564 

of Vertical Adoption for those who have received Vertical Adoption.  Horizontal 

Adoption makes Vertical Adoption more tangibly understood and appreciated, and 

thus more enjoyed by recipients of Vertical Adoption.  As such, by practicing 

Horizontal Adoption, those who have received Vertical Adoption become more 

rooted and established in Vertical Adoption.  Secondly, Horizontal Adoption displays 

and demonstrates Vertical Adoption to the world.  Because Horizontal Adoption 

parallels Vertical Adoption on so many levels, it declares the glory of God and 

proclaims Him to those who have not yet experienced or understood it, those who 

have not received it.  As with the National Adoption of Israel and Greco-Roman 

Horizontal Adoption, Horizontal Adoption today can create a point of contact that the 

Holy Spirit can use to apply Vertical Adoption in the lives of other spiritual orphans.  

All in all, as further developed in the next chapter in terms of worldview and 

discipleship, Horizontal Adoption is a valuable component of the sanctification 

process, an excellent means to increase (1) knowledge and enjoyment, and (2) display 

and demonstration of Vertical Adoption.   

                                                
563 Berkhof, Systematic Theology, 440. 
564 Boice, Foundations of the Christian Faith, 159. 
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Chapter 5 

Diagonal Adoption 

 

The Biblical Worldview 

A person’s view of reality and the world around them is called their 

worldview.  According to the American Scientific Affiliation,  

A worldview is a theory of the world, used for living in the world.  A 
worldview is a mental model of reality — a framework of ideas & attitudes 
about the world, ourselves, and life, a comprehensive system of beliefs… it is 
the basic way of interpreting things and events that pervades a culture so 
thoroughly that it becomes a culture's concept of reality — what is good, what 
is important, what is sacred, what is real.  Worldview is more than culture, 
even though the distinction between the two can sometimes be subtle.  It 
extends to perceptions of time and space, of happiness and well-being.  The 
beliefs, values, and behaviors of a culture stem directly from its worldview.

565
 

 
In essence, a person’s worldview is like the roots of a tree (see Figure 1566).  

From the roots comes the trunk, representing 

a person’s beliefs.  From the trunk grow the 

branches – a person’s values.  From the 

branches grow the leaves and fruit – a 

person’s behavior.  Whether they know it or 

not, everyone has a worldview from which 

their beliefs, values and behavior stem. 

According to Dick Tripp, there are four major worldviews in the world: 

Atheistic Materialism; Hinduism, Buddhism and New Age Thinking; Postmodernism; 

and Christianity.567  Gailyn Van Rheenen also identifies four major worldviews: 

                                                
565 Craig Rusbult, ed. “What is a worldview? – Definition & Introduction,” American Scientific 

Affiliation, http://www.asa3.org/ASA/education/views/index.html (accessed 15 December 2012). 
566 Image mine. 
567 Dick Tripp, “Four major worldviews,” Exploring Christianity, 
http://www.christianity.co.nz/truth2.htm (accessed 15 December 2012). 

Figure 1 
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secular, animistic, pantheistic, and theistic.
568

  While there are many sub-categories of 

worldviews, ultimately a person holds only one of two: Satanic or Christian/Biblical.  

Of those two, the latter is the only one that is true.  The Satanic worldview covers all 

sub-worldviews that Satan instills in his “children” to block them from seeing the one 

true Biblical Worldview, from seeing reality as it really is, and thus keep them 

spiritual orphans.  It is a sick worldview, diseased roots that get their nutrients and 

nourishment from toxic, spoiled soil and tainted water – from sin and Satan.  The 

disease spreads into the trunk (beliefs), which in turn spreads into the branches 

(values), thus producing diseased leaves and fruit (behavior) that may look good on 

the outside, but inside are rotten and taste terrible.  The end result is an abhorrent, 

weak tree that will easily break and quickly die. 

The Barna Research Group defines the Biblical Worldview as:  

believing that absolute moral truth exists; the Bible is totally accurate in all of 
the principles it teaches; Satan is considered to be a real being or force, not 
merely symbolic; a person cannot earn their way into Heaven by trying to be 
good or do good works; Jesus Christ lived a sinless life on earth; and God is 
the all-knowing, all-powerful creator of the world who still rules the universe 
today.

569
 

 
With such a definition, they found that “only 9% of all American adults have a 

Biblical worldview… even among born again Christians, less than one out of every 

five (19%) had such an outlook on life.”570  One has to wonder what the percentage is 

of Americans that have a much deeper Biblical worldview – a worldview that sees 

God as all-loving and that embraces all the truths of Vertical Adoption. 

                                                
568 Gailyn Van Rheenen, “Worldview and Syncretism,” Distinctively Christian, Distinctively 

Mongolian [symposium], 11 March 2003, http://www.missiology.org/?p=482 (accessed 15 December 
2012). 
569 The Barna Group, “Barna Survey Examines Changes in Worldview Among Christians over the Past 

13 Years,” Barna Update, 6 March 2009, http://www.barna.org/barna-update/article/12-
faithspirituality/252-barna-survey-examines-changes-in-worldview-among-christians-over-the-past-13-
years (accessed 15 December 2012). 
570 Ibid. 
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 In order for such a Biblical worldview to take root, much loving work needs to 

be done by God Himself.  First and foremost, the sinful tree in a person’s life must be 

cut down, uprooted and completely burned, which only God can do and involves a lot 

of pain and suffering for that person.  Next, God lovingly cultivates the soil by 

hacking it and breaking it down with a hoe, which can symbolize suffering, not just 

on the surface level, but deep down in the ground; mixing in just the right amount of 

perfect fertilizer, which can represent the Law, so as not to kill the soil; and adding 

just the right amount of clean, pure water, which can represent Truth, so as not to 

flood it.  In so doing, God makes the soil fertile and ready to receive His Word.  

While He is cultivating the soil, the seed, symbolizing the Biblical worldview that 

God had prepared in advance, is planted by God’s workers, His already-adopted 

children.  As Jesus shared in the Parable of the Sower,571 the ground needs to be 

cultivated or the seed will not properly grow, if at all.  Seeds that fall on packed-down 

soil don’t even have a chance to grow and get quickly taken by birds (Satan).  Seeds 

that fall on rocky soil grow but quickly wither away under the sun (suffering) because 

they were not able to grow roots.  Seeds that fall among thorns and weeds grow but 

“the worries of this life, the deceitfulness of wealth and the desires for other things 

come in and choke the word, making it unfruitful”572 and immature.573  Only the seeds 

that are sown in good, cultivated soil will grow and flourish.   

While the seed grows, God continues to cultivate around it, adding more 

fertilizer and water as needed and removing any remaining roots from the previous 

tree, rocks and weeds, which represent Satanic influence that keep the Biblical 

worldview from taking root.  He also keeps the tree properly pruned to ensure 

effective growth.  As long as the soil and tree are willing to be worked on, the tree 

                                                
571 Mark 4:1-20; Matthew 13:1-23; Luke 8:4-15. 
572 Mark 4:19. 
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will continue to grow and, in time, gain deep and wide roots (Biblical worldview), a 

strong, thick trunk (beliefs), and strong, thick branches (values).  From those 

branches, beautiful, healthy leaves (behavior) will grow to take in the rays of the sun 

which provide further nutrients for growth, to offer shade-comfort for others, and to 

provide fertilizer that God can use in cultivating the soil in other people’s lives.  Soon, 

the tree will also produce sweet fruit (behavior) that provides nutrients and 

nourishment for others to grow and seeds that can be prepared and planted in the 

cultivated soil of other people’s lives, “a crop yielding a hundred, sixty or thirty times 

what was sown.”574  And any branches that produce bad leaves and fruit, God will cut 

off and burn.  From one such strong, fruitful tree, a vast orchard can be grown. 

Enjoying Vertical Adoption 

As is illustrated in the tree metaphor, embracing the Biblical worldview of 

Vertical Adoption has huge personal and missional implications.  When a person 

discovers and embraces His identity in Christ as an adopted child of Father, growing 

in faith and hope in that identity, he begins to see life in a new bright light.  He sees 

that he is incredibly loved.  He sees that he can live without fear, trusting in the 

goodness and power of Father.  He sees God created him intimately, intentionally and 

purposefully deciding who,575 when and for how long,576 where,577 and in what 

circumstances He created him to be.  He sees that he was created in God’s image by 

God,578 for God579 and to be like God.580  The impact of seeing and believing these 

truths causes man to be in awe with John when he writes, “How great is the love the 

                                                
574 Matthew 13:23. 
575 Psalm 139:13-15. 
576 Psalm 139:16. 
577577 Acts 17:26. 
578 Genesis 1:26, 27. 
579 Colossians 1:16. 
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Father has lavished on us, that we should be called children of God! And that is what 

we are!”581 

The more a man knows, accepts and embraces the truth and extent of God’s 

love and his identity in that love as an adopted child of God, the more he joyfully 

desires to spend time with his Divine Elder Brother and Father, growing in 

relationship with them.  Paul writes, “And this is my prayer: that your love may 

abound more and more in knowledge and depth of insight.”582  The word abound 

denotes growth.  Growth in knowledge and depth of insight of God’s love for man 

creates growth in man’s love for God.  “If there is no knowledge then you’re claiming 

to love a stranger. Love doesn’t grow without knowledge.”583  And, as adopted man 

spends more time with his Divine Elder Brother and Father out of love for Them, he 

gains more knowledge and insight about Them and Their extreme love for him, 

making him desire to enjoy and be with them all the more.  And the cycle continues 

upward until the day Jesus comes again, for “when He appears, we shall be like Him, 

for we shall see Him as He is.”584 When God’s children are fully like Jesus, they will 

be in perfect relationship with Him and with Father because they will fully “grasp 

how wide and long and high and deep is the love of Christ, and know this love that 

surpasses knowledge.”585  In the meantime, God’s children have the Spirit of 

Adoption living in them and drawing him to God.  Jesus declared, “No one can come 

to me unless the Father who sent me draws him.”586  Paul wrote, “For it is God who 

works in you to will and act according to His good purpose.”  God the Father works in 

                                                
581 1 John 3:1. 
582 Philippians 1:9. 
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His children and draws them to Vertical Adoption through the Spirit of Adoption.  

“For those who are led by the Spirit of God are children of God… the Spirit you 

received brought about your adoption to sonship.”  When the Holy Spirit is 

understood to be and embraced as the Spirit of Adoption, how much more is man 

drawn to God, giving him all the more of a desire to want to know God! 

The more a man knows, accepts and embraces the truth and extent of God’s 

love and his identity in that love as an adopted child of God, the more he also joyfully 

desires to please his Father by seeking to be like his perfect Elder Brother and in so 

doing resemble his Father.  Most young children look up to their older siblings 

wanting to be like them and copying whatever they do.  How much more will God’s 

adopted children seek to be like and copy Jesus when they see Him for who He is – 

their perfect, loving Elder Brother, who doesn’t get annoyed if they copy Him, but 

strongly encourages it. 

Displaying Vertical Adoption 

As such, man’s two purposes of enjoying God’s love and displaying God’s 

love fully come together as a single purpose when he embraces the extent of God’s 

love as revealed in Vertical Adoption.  The more a man knows, accepts and embraces 

the truth and extent of God’s love and his identity in that love as an adopted child of 

God, the more joy he has in God’s love in all things, including suffering.  The more 

true joy he has in God’s love, the more he displays God’s love.  The more he displays 

the joy he has in God’s love, particularly in suffering, the more others will see, desire, 

and embrace God’s love.  Essentially, as John Piper notes, “enjoying God makes Him 

look supremely valuable.”587  People pay particular attention when they see others 

suffering with an inner peace and joy.  They are drawn to such people, wondering 
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what the source of their strength, peace and joy is.  The fact is, true joy, rooted in the 

truth of Vertical Adoption, is infectious and contagious.  It infects every part of a 

person’s life to the point where it emits from them and spreads to others.   

It has long been said that laughter is the best medicine.  Gelotology, the 

psychological and physiological study of laughter, has proven that laughing reduces 

the production of stress-causing hormones, hormones that negatively affect the 

immune system.  What’s more, laughter can activate the immune system, can serve as 

a total body workout, and can be cathartic in releasing negative emotions.588  If 

laughter is healthy, happiness must be all the more.  According to a study conducted 

by Sheldon Cohen, happiness and other related emotions play a large and important 

role in illness resistance.
589

  In another study, happy people were found to have lower 

cortisol (stress hormone) levels, lower heart rate and, following a stressful task, lower 

levels of the fibrinogen molecule which makes blood sticky and relates to coronary 

heart disease problems.590   

By definition, happiness is a state or experience that comes and goes and is 

often characterized by good luck or fortune.  If happiness is healthy, healthier than 

laughter, joy must be extremely healthy – joy which is defined as permanent inner 

faith, hope, peace, comfort, and strength that can only be found in knowing ones true 

God-determined identity and purpose as an adopted child of God.  Joy in Vertical 

Adoption brings about ultimate health – eternal life in the family of God with a 
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perfect Elder Brother and a perfect Father.  If laughter is the best medicine, true joy is 

the cure. 

True joy in God’s love is not just spread passively and indirectly, but actively, 

directly and intentionally, all of which come automatically out of that true joy.  The 

more a man knows, accepts and embraces the truth and extent of God’s love and his 

identity in that love as an adopted child of God, the more joy in that love permeates 

through his entire life and radiates out of his entire life.  Jesus said, “Out of the 

overflow of the heart the mouth speaks.”591  Out of the overflow of a heart of joy, the 

mouth speaks joy for the joy of others.  Out of a heart filled with joy in God’s love 

overflows hope and love by the power of the Holy Spirit.  Paul prays for the Roman 

Christians, “May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace as you trust in Him, 

so that you may overflow with hope by the power of the Holy Spirit.”592  For the 

Thessalonian Christians, Paul prays, “May the Lord make your love increase and 

overflow for each other and for everyone else.”593  The overflowing of joy, hope and 

love results in their transmission to the Gentiles – to the nations.594 

Being Filled with the Spirit of Adoption 

Such a genuine hope, joy and love can only come out of being filled with the 

Holy Spirit, who is the Spirit of Adoption.595  Paul correlates being filled with the 

Spirit to being drunk on wine,596 not in the sense of being stupid and unable to control 

oneself, but in the sense of being addicted to and controlled by the Spirit of Adoption.  

Just as a drunkard always thinks about and is committed to his “spirit” and its purpose 

of getting him drunk, a person filled with the Holy Spirit always thinks about and is 

                                                
591 Matthew 12:34; Luke 6:45. 
592 Romans 15:13, emphasis mine. 
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committed to God and His purpose of adopting as many people as possible.  Just as a 

drunkard gives beyond a tithe to his “spirit” and its purpose, a person filled with the 

Holy Spirit gives beyond a tithe to God and His purpose.  Just as a drunkard goes to 

whatever lengths for his “spirit” and its purpose, a person filled with the Holy Spirit 

goes to whatever lengths for God and His purpose.  Just as a drunkard fasts for his 

“spirits” and its purpose, a person filled with the Holy Spirit fasts for God and His 

purpose.  Just as a drunkard parties away with his “spirit” and its accomplished 

purpose, a person filled with the Holy Spirit worships God and rejoices, sings and 

dances with Him in His purpose accomplished in each person that becomes His 

adopted child. 

To be filled with the Spirit of Adoption is to be filled with the fruit of the 

Spirit, primarily love and joy, from which the rest of the list (patience, kindness, 

goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control) stems.597  To be fully filled with 

“love that surpasses knowledge” is to “be filled to the measure of all the fullness of 

God.”598  To be fully filled with love that abounds “more and more in knowledge and 

depth of insight” is to be “filled with the righteousness that comes through Jesus 

Christ – to the glory and praise of God.”599  To be “filled with an inexpressible and 

glorious joy” is to be filled with life from God. 600  Those who have not embraced 

Vertical Adoption, and thus are not filled with the Spirit of Adoption, are filled with 

the same spirit as Satan.  Basically, as Paul writes, 

They have become filled with every kind of wickedness, evil, greed and 
depravity.  They are full of envy, murder, strife, deceit and malice. They are 
gossips, slanderers, God-haters, insolent, arrogant and boastful; they invent 
ways of doing evil; they disobey their parents; they are senseless, faithless, 
heartless, ruthless.  Although they know God's righteous decree that those who 
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do such things deserve death, they not only continue to do these very things 
but also approve of those who practice them.601 
 
To be filled with the Spirit of Adoption is to have an all-encompassing passion 

(hope, joy and love) to enjoy and display God’s love, perfectly demonstrated in 

Vertical Adoption, in all things for the joy of all peoples.  Jesus promised to His 

disciples before He ascended, “You will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes 

on you; and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and 

to the ends of the earth.”602  It is by the filling of the Spirit of Adoption603 that God’s 

children automatically become powerful witnesses of God’s truth and love in Vertical 

Adoption.  When the Spirit of Adoption came upon and filled the disciples at 

Pentecost, they immediately responded by boldly and joyfully sharing about and 

fellowshipping in God’s love.604  In fact, every person filled with the Spirit that the 

Bible mentions automatically and powerfully proclaims God’s truth.  Micah was 

“filled with power, with the Spirit of the Lord, and of justice and might, to declare to 

Jacob his transgression, to Israel his sin.”605  John the Baptist, “filled with the Holy 

Spirit even from birth,”
606

 preached “a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of 

sins,”607 fulfilling the prophecy of Isaiah: “A voice of one calling in the desert, 

'Prepare the way for the Lord, make straight paths for him. Every valley shall be filled 

in, every mountain and hill made low.  The crooked roads shall become straight, the 

rough ways smooth.  And all mankind will see God's salvation.'”608  Upon being filled 

with the Holy Spirit, Elizabeth loudly exclaimed God’s truth,  

                                                
601 Romans 1:29-32. 
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Blessed are you among women, and blessed is the child you will bear!  But 
why am I so favored, that the mother of my Lord should come to me?  As soon 
as the sound of your greeting reached my ears, the baby in my womb leaped 
for joy. Blessed is she who has believed that what the Lord has said to her will 
be accomplished!609 
 

As soon as John the Baptist was born, Zechariah, who was stricken dumb for not 

believing,610 was filled with the Spirit and prophesied about God’s love.611  Filled 

with the Holy Spirit, Peter, an unschooled, ordinary man, courageously confronted the 

Sanhedrin with the gospel of Jesus.612  Upon hearing from John and Peter what had 

happened, fellow believers prayed for boldness and they too were filled with the 

Spirit, speaking the word of God boldly.613  Saul, who was stricken blind, made an 

about-face turn from persecuting Jesus to preaching Jesus after his sight was given 

back and he was filled with the Holy Spirit.
614

  From that point on, there was no 

stopping him, not even extreme persecution and suffering, from intentionally, actively 

and outspokenly spreading the joy of God’s love that was in him. 

The Great Commandment 

In being filled with the Holy Spirit, God’s children joyfully desire to please 

their Father by seeking to be like their perfect Elder Brother and in so doing resemble 

their Father, reflecting God’s heart of love.  In reflecting God’s heart of love, God’s 

children follow God’s example of true love and obey God’s greatest command to 

love.  As defined in and by God, who is love,615 “this is love: not that we loved God, 

but that He loved us and sent His Son as an atoning sacrifice for our sins.  Dear 

friends, since God so loved us, we also ought to love one another.”
616

  Basically, love 

                                                
609 Luke 1:42-45. 
610 Luke 1:20-22. 
611 Luke 1:62-79. 
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is sacrificing oneself for the benefit of another.  Out of extreme love, Jesus sacrificed 

Himself to for the benefit of mankind, giving man what he ultimately needs – a loving 

Father and Divine Elder Brother, and identity and purpose as an adopted child of God.  

Therefore, the command to love is a command to go to extreme measures of self-

sacrifice so that others may see, know, accept and embrace the Vertical Adoption that 

is available to them.   

The command to love is a command to selectively suffer for others – to serve 

them.  Jesus said, “Whoever wants to become great among you must be your servant, 

and whoever wants to be first must be your slave – just as the Son of Man did not 

come to be served, but to serve, and give his life as a ransom for many.”617  One 

would be hard-pressed to find a better exposition on service than Rick Warren’s in his 

book Purpose-Driven Life.  He states that service “is the heart of the Christian life.  

Jesus came ‘to serve’ and ‘to give’ – and those two verbs should define your life on 

earth, too.”618  The command to love is a command to do what man was created to do 

– “For we are God’s workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good works.”619  It is 

a command to do what man was adopted to do – “Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in 

view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as living sacrifices, holy and pleasing to 

God – this is your spiritual act of worship.”620  Rick Warren writes, “We are healed to 

help others.  We are blessed to be a blessing.  We are saved to serve, not to sit around 

and wait for heaven.”621  Paul puts it this way, “Now if we are children, then we are 

heirs – heirs of God and co-heirs with Christ, if indeed we share in His sufferings in 

order that we may also share in His glory.”  Suffering as Jesus suffered is loving as 

Jesus loved.  To share in Jesus’ suffering is to share in His love.  Loving others by 

                                                
617 Matthew 20:28. 
618 Rick Warren, Purpose-Driven Life (Grand Rapids,MI: Zondervan Publishing, 2002), 230-231. 
619 Ephesians 2:10. 
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intentionally suffering for them proves sonship to God, that one has received Vertical 

Adoption. 

Lastly, the command to love is a command to do what man is called to do.622  

“Regardless of your job or career, you are called to full-time Christian service.  A 

‘non-serving Christian’ is a contradiction in terms… Anytime you use your God-

given abilities to help others, you are fulfilling your calling.”
623

  God’s adopted 

children are called to “serve one another humbly in love.”624  Warren continues, 

“Maturity is for ministry!  We grow up in order to give out.  It is not enough to keep 

learning more and more.  We must act on what we know and practice what we claim 

to believe.  Impression without expression causes depression.  Study without service 

leads to spiritual stagnation.”
625

  In his book The Meaning of Service, Harry Emerson 

Fosdick best illustrates service versus no service by comparing the Sea of Galilee with 

the Dead Sea:   

The Sea of Galilee and the Dead Sea are made of the same water. It flows 
down, clean and cool, from the heights of Herman and the roots of the cedars 
of Lebanon. the Sea of Galilee makes beauty of it, the Sea of Galilee has an 
outlet. It gets to give. It gathers in its riches that it may pour them out again to 
fertilize the Jordan plain. But the Dead Sea with the same water makes horror. 
For the Dead Sea has no outlet. It gets to keep.626 
 
True, purposeful, meaningful, joyful life can only be found in Christ-like 

loving service as an adopted child of God.  Jesus said, “For whoever wants to save his 

life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for me and for the gospel will save it,”627 

knowing what it really means to live as a child of God.  Warren concludes, 

We are only fully alive when we’re helping others… If you aren’t serving, 
you’re just existing, because life is meant for ministry.  God wants you to 
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learn to love and serve others unselfishly… Service is the pathway to real 
significance.  It is through ministry that we discover the meaning of our 
lives… As we serve together in God’s family, our lives take on eternal 
importance… What matters is not the duration of your life, but the donation of 
it.  Not how long you lived, but how you lived.628 
 
In so loving others, God’s children love God.  Referring to the hungry, the 

thirsty, the stranger, the poor, the sick, the prisoner, Jesus said, “Whatever you did for 

the least of these brothers of mine, you did for me.”
629

  To the Colossians, Paul wrote, 

“Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as working for the Lord, not men… 

It is the Lord Christ you are serving;”630 and to the Ephesians, he wrote, “Serve 

wholeheartedly, as if you are serving the Lord, not men.”631  By so loving others more 

people receive Vertical Adoption and thus find ultimate satisfaction in God.  Since 

“He is most glorified in us when we are most satisfied in Him,”
632

 the more people 

become most satisfied in Him, the more He is glorified.  Each person that is satisfied 

in God, and thus glorifies Him, joyfully lives according to the purpose for which he 

was created: “the single, all-embracing, all-transforming reason for being: a passion to 

enjoy and display God’s supremacy in all things for the joy of all peoples.”633  And 

so, God’s glory can only grow when people live for what they were created to live for 

– loving God and loving others, the first and second greatest commandments634 which 

in fact come hand in hand as one great commandment: simply, love.   In his book 

Adopted for Life, Russell Moore writes, “As soon as you peer into the truth of the one 

aspect, you fall headlong into the truth of the other, and vice versa.  That’s because 
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it’s the way the gospel is.  Jesus reconciles us to God and to each other.  As we love 

our God, we love our neighbor; as we love our neighbor, we love our God.”635 

The Great Commission 

 The command to love is simply a loving command from a loving Father for 

His loved child to be like his loving Divine Elder Brother and do what gives him the 

most satisfaction and joy in life, to do what he was created to do, based on who he 

was created to be – an adopted child of God.  Truly loving others so that they may 

embrace Vertical Adoption and become adopted children of God not only fulfills the 

Great Commandment, but also the Great Commission to  “make disciples of all 

nations.”636   

Yet, how does one go about making disciples and in so doing spread the love, 

hope and joy of Vertical Adoption?  Discipleship begins with embracing Vertical 

Adoption and in so doing being filled with the Spirit of Adoption and thus boldly 

speaking God’s truth of Vertical Adoption into the lives of others.  However, to 

lovingly help people to truly embrace their identity and purpose as adopted children 

of God and to be filled with the Spirit of Adoption, and thus true hope, joy and love, 

discipleship necessitates much more.   

Ella Wheeler Wilcox wrote a poem in 1883 which states, “Laugh, and the 

world laughs with you; weep, and you weep alone.”637  Recent research concurs 

proving that laughter is extremely contagious, as summarized by Molly Edmunds.638  

In a study by Sophie Scott, the simple sound of laughter triggered involuntary smiles.  

Actual laughter is more likely to spread within group settings, even if the members of 
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the group are unknown to each other.
639

  Happiness is also contagious, but 

necessitates closer social relationships than laughter in order to spread.  According to 

a 2008 study published in the British Medical Journal, “Happiness is a network 

phenomenon, clustering in groups of people that extend up to three degrees of 

separation (for example, to one’s friends’ friends’ friends).  Happiness spreads across 

a diverse array of social ties.”
 640

 

Since laughter simply requires group presence and happiness loose social 

networks to spread, true lasting joy, rooted in Vertical Adoption and the filling of the 

Spirit of Adoption, requires close relationships to spread.  Discipleship is thus 

relational, something that everyone is called to be and can be, since each person is 

created in God’s image.  However, it is not just a relationship as an end in itself, but it 

is a relationship of love desiring for others to embrace Vertical Adoption and become 

adopted children of God as well.  To be successful in its purpose, discipleship 

demands an intense and intimate relationship, requiring in-depth conversations and 

discussions and quantitative and qualitative time together.  True discipleship calls for 

a relationship in which a more mature child of God, the disciple-maker, humbly walks 

alongside a less mature child of God, the disciple-becomer, realizing that they are 

siblings and are on the same journey as disciples of Jesus, to grow in likeness to Jesus, 

to be and do what children of God are meant to be and do.  It is a relationship in 

which the disciple-becomer is able to observe, interact with and learn from and with 

the disciple-maker, and the disciple-maker is able to teach, advise, guide, be an 

example, serve, and also learn from the disciple-becomer through the circumstances 
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that come up in daily living – through what the disciple-maker does when no one is 

watching, through those endless little choices that demonstrate the kind of person who 

is becoming like Jesus, like what a true child of God is meant to be and do, and who 

the disciple-becomer is to become.   

The Context of Discipleship 

The background and basis of discipleship in the New Testament came out of 

the Rabbinic tradition in Galilee, where Jesus was born, effectively described by Ray 

Vander Laan in his DVD and Discovery Guide In the Dust of the Rabbi.641  At the 

time of Jesus, particularly in Galilee, there was great reverence for the Scriptures and 

a great desire to learn, study, memorize, interpret, and apply the Scriptures, in 

particular the Torah (the Teachings/Law/Way), the Pentateuch.  Jewish children 

began their study, at the age of four or five, learning to read, write, recite, and 

memorize the Torah.  According to Ray Vander Laan, “at about age thirteen, the very 

best male students advanced to Beth Midrash, while the majority of boys ended their 

formal schooling and began working in the family trade.  By this age, girls had 

completed their formal schooling and remained at home.”
642

  Only the best of the best, 

the ones who effectively memorized the entire Torah, would continue studying and 

memorizing the Navi’im (the Prophets), the Ketubim (the Writings).643 

Upon completion of Beth Midrash, the very few most outstanding students 

would then each seek to be chosen by a specific, revered rabbi (teacher) to be his 

talmid (disciple), “someone who wants to be what the rabbi is,”
644

 not just know what 
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he knows; someone who has an all-consuming passion and gives up everything to be 

like the rabbi.  “The rabbi would get to know the potential talmid, test him, and 

evaluate him based on his knowledge, commitment, character, and other desirable 

qualities”645 to see if he has what it takes to be like the rabbi.  If chosen, which would 

rarely be the case, the rabbi would say, “Come follow me,” “Come be like me.”  The 

talmid would then leave his home, his family, everything to live and travel with the 

rabbi – to walk closely behind their rabbi everywhere he went for several years in 

order to know everything the rabbi knows and be like the rabbi.  And so, when a 

person was chosen to be a talmid of a rabbi, he would be blessed with the words, 

“Follow a Rabbi, drink in his words, and be covered with the dust of his feet”646 (and 

whatever else he stepped in). 

 With such an educational system set up, Jesus came at the perfect time, able to 

not just build on, but effectively revolutionize that foundation for the successful 

spread of the Gospel truth of Vertical Adoption.  The revolutionary factor is that 

Jesus, the perfect Rabbi, chose His talmidim without them ever seeking to be His 

talmidim.  Jesus said, “You did not choose me, but I chose you.”
647

  More than that, 

He chose ordinary tradesmen – men who had completed their studies with Beth Sefer, 

but then just went on to learn their families’ trades; men who were not “the best of the 

best” and were not following another rabbi – to be His disciples.  The first disciples 

Jesus called were mere fishermen whom He had never met and when Jesus called 

them, “at once they [Peter and Andrew] left their nets and followed Him,”
648

 

“immediately they [James and John] left the boat and their father and followed 
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Him.”
649

  Why would anyone in their right minds do such a thing?  Because when the 

Rabbi says, “Come, follow me,” what He is really saying is, “I think you could be like 

me.  I believe in you.”650  And those He chose passionately spent every moment of 

every day with Him intently learning every detail about how to be like Him, until His 

resurrection, except for the three days He was in the grave.   

Discipleship is Diagonal Adoption 

The fact is, when Jesus chose His disciples, He effectively, not necessarily 

officially or explicitly, Diagonally Adopted them in the sense that He brought them 

into an intense relationship like that of a parent and child in which they were 

necessarily together all the time so that Jesus could effectively teach and demonstrate 

to them what it means to be a child of God.  By living, eating, sleeping, traveling and 

working with Jesus, the disciples were daily and hourly inundated and infiltrated with 

the Biblical Christ-centered worldview.  They could see in Jesus’ example and learn 

from His teaching how to walk daily with Father, how to love Father and others, how 

to please Father in everything that they do, how to overcome Satan’s influence, how 

to embrace their identity and live lives of true purpose as children of God – basically, 

how to be like Jesus, the perfect Son of God, and in so doing also resemble Father. 

Discipleship, truly loving others so that they will embrace Vertical Adoption 

and become fellow adopted children, in a very real way requires God’s adopted 

children to Diagonally Adopt others.  Discipleship as Diagonal Adoption basically 

involves an adopted child of God choosing a receptive, willing person – not based on 

the worldly standards of race, ethnicity, status, appearance, or power, but based on 

God’s standard of unhindered, impartial love for all humbled people – to come into 

his life and walk alongside him learning what it means to be an adopted child of God.  
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Discipleship as Diagonal Adoption is intentionally and self-sacrificially investing 

one’s life, including one’s space, time, energy and money, in another person’s life.  It 

is a disciple-maker inviting a disciple-becomer to literally move into the disciple-

maker’s home and live with him shadowing him wherever he goes.  In the Western 

world, where individualism and privacy are highly valued, discipleship as Diagonal 

Adoption puts children of God out of their comfort zone in that it requires inviting 

others into their comfort zone.  It requires great intimacy, vulnerability and 

transparency.  It entails living by the Spirit of Adoption and being full of the Spirit of 

Adoption.  It necessitates “love, joy, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 

gentleness and self-control.”651  It calls for the disciple-maker to be able to say with 

Paul, “Follow my example, as I follow the example of Christ.”
652

 

Discipleship as Diagonal Adoption begins with “baptizing [the disciple] in the 

name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,”653 by bringing them to the 

point of publicly embracing the truth of Vertical Adoption and of a committed 

relationship with, personal allegiance to, and union with all three Persons of the 

Trinity (united by the singular form of “name”), for “the experience of God in these 

three Persons is the essential basis of discipleship.” 654  It then continues with 

“teaching [the disciple-becomer] to obey everything [Jesus] commanded,”655 – 

expressing and exhibiting for the disciple-becomer how to be like Jesus; how to put 

off the old habits learned as a spiritual orphan and put on the new habits as a child of 

God; how to enjoy and display God’s love in all things for the joy of all peoples; how 

to be satisfied and glorify God at the same time; how to love – fundamentally, 
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expressing and exhibiting the Biblical worldview and how to be a son of Father.  The 

fact is, as John MacArthur recognizes, “studying, understanding, and obeying ‘the 

whole purpose of God’ (Acts 20:27) is a lifelong task of every true disciple”656 that, 

particularly in its initial phases, requires the example, direction and guidance of a 

more mature disciple.  Such a mature disciple effectively teaches the Biblical 

worldview and its ensuing values and behaviors not only in what he says, but also in 

what he does, demonstrating true love in his actions and in so doing preparing the 

Diagonally Adopted disciple-becomer to truly love and make disciples of others.  For 

the disciple-becomer to become like the disciple-maker, who is more like Christ than 

the disciple-becomer, the disciple-becomer must be with the disciple-maker as much 

as possible following the disciple-maker wherever he goes in order to see and 

understand how the Biblical worldview is lived out day-to-day in every circumstance. 

Yet how can such discipleship as Diagonal Adoption actually take place, 

especially in the West with values of selfish materialism, individualism, and privacy?   
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Chapter 6 

Horizontal Adoption 

 

Marriage and Family 

Providentially, God has instilled a natural system through which His adopted 

children can effectively learn to embrace the Biblical worldview and the ensuing 

purpose of enjoying and displaying God’s love in all things for the joy of all peoples – 

marriage and family.  In marriage, an adopted child learns to self-sacrificially give of 

himself to his spouse, and thus be and love more like Christ, to a much greater degree 

than if he were to live alone or even with roommates.  That true Christ-like love 

develops even further when he has children.  “Nothing changes life as dramatically as 

having a child.”657  The fact is, as Henry Ward Beecher wrote in his sermon “Love-

Service,” “There is no love, like that of the parent to the child.”658  Parenting 

necessitates, and for most automatically instills, extreme, loving self-sacrifice, putting 

the desires and needs of the child before one’s own, and in so doing instills a greater 

understanding and appreciation for the heart of Father.  In her book Whole 

Child/Whole Parent, Polly Berends writes, “Most of us would do more for our babies 

than we have ever been willing to do for anyone, even ourselves.  In this way the 

child (seemingly so helpless) performs the mighty work of awakening in us a 

tremendous appetite for understanding and so brings us to the table of love,”659 

Father’s love.  Similarly, Charlene Ramirez testifies,  

There is nothing more life-changing to teach you the depths of love and of 
responsibility like becoming a parent.  It gives you an insight into the heart of 
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God and the depths of love he has for us.  When I became a parent, my 
understanding of God’s love, and my appreciation of his love grew 
enormously.  The heart of the Father was more perfectly revealed to me 
through the love I felt as a parent towards my child.  My relationship and 
understanding of God took a much turn towards a much deeper, devoted 
relationship.  This is not to say that those who don’t have children can’t 
comprehend God’s heart, but for me, it gave me a personal insight that 
revolutionized my faith.660 
 

Not only does having children give man adopted by Father deeper insight into Jesus’ 

and Father’s love, it also gives him a perfect opportunity to effectively and 

intentionally love like Them and be a disciple-maker in an already-established, ideal 

setting designed for true discipleship to take place.   

Earthly fathers were created to reflect God the Father to their children and 

guide their children to Father through Jesus.  Over and again, God compares His 

fatherly love to that of a human father.  In Deuteronomy 1:31, God, through Moses, 

declared to His adopted nation, “Do not be terrified; do not be afraid of them. The 

LORD your God, who is going before you, will fight for you, as he did for you in 

Egypt, before your very eyes, and in the desert. There you saw how the LORD your 

God carried you, as a father carries his son, all the way you went until you reached 

this place.”  “In Psalm 103:13, David writes, “As a father has compassion on his 

children, so the Lord has compassion on those who fear Him.”  In Proverbs 3:12, 

Solomon writes, “the Lord disciplines those He loves, as a father the son he delights 

in.”  In Matthew 7:11, Jesus says, “Which of you, if your son asks for bread, will give 

him a stone? Or if he asks for a fish, will give him a snake?  If you, then, though you 

are evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how much more will your 

Father in heaven give good gifts to those who ask him!”  Hebrews 12:7 states, 

“Endure hardship as discipline; God is treating you as sons. For what son is not 
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disciplined by his father?”  Children are able to get a glimpse God’s fatherly love 

toward them through their Christian fathers’ love toward them.  Andrew Murray, in 

his book How to Raise Your Children for Christ, states, “Every experience of the love 

and blessing of a home on earth can be a ladder by which to rise up and get nearer to 

the great Father-heart in heaven.”661  And so, the loving provision and discipline by 

Christian parents is intrinsically discipleship, reflecting God’s active love for His 

adopted children.662  Russell Moore explains that human fatherhood not only displays 

but also finds its example in God’s fatherhood, much like Horizontal Adoption and 

Vertical Adoption: 

The Bible tells us that human families are reflective of an eternal fatherhood 
(Eph. 3:14-15). We know, then, what human fatherhood ought to look like on 
the basis of how Father God behaves toward us. But the reverse is also true. 
We see something of the way our God is fatherly toward us through our 
relationships with our own human fathers. And so Jesus tells us that in our 
human father’s provision and discipline we get a glimpse of God’s active love 
for us (Matt. 7:9-11; cf. Heb. 12:5-7). The same is at work in adoption.663 
 
Furthermore, the setting of family is ideal for discipleship because children are 

with their parents all the time observing, learning, imitating, and adopting their 

parents’ Biblical worldview and its ensuing values and behavior.  The fact is 

everyone’s worldview is established during his forming, childhood years and he 

generally lives his entire life according to that worldview.  “Learning starts in infancy, 

long before formal education begins, and continues throughout life. Early learning 

                                                
661 Andrew Murray, How to Raise Your Children for Christ (Minneapolis, MN: Bethany House 
Publishers, 1975), 17. 
662 Matthew 7:9-11; cf. Hebrews 12:5-17. 
663 Russell Moore, “Curious about Adoption or Orphan Care Ministry?” Moore to the Point (Louisville, 
KY: Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 10 February 2010), 
http://www.russellmoore.com/2010/02/10/curious-about-adoption-or-orphan-care-ministry/ (accessed 
15 December 2012). 
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begets later learning and early success breeds later success, just as early failure breeds 

later failure.”664  According to a thirteen year study, the Barna Group has found that  

a person’s worldview is primarily shaped and is firmly in place by the time 
someone reaches the age of 13; it is refined through experience during the teen 
and early adult years; and then it is passed on to others during their adult life. 
Such studies underscore the necessity of parents and other influencers being 
intentional in how they help develop the worldview of children.665 
 

While all things are possible with God and the power of the Spirit of Adoption, firmly 

established worldviews are much more difficult to influence than worldviews that are 

still in the shaping process – those of people thirteen years old and younger. 

Fundamentally, Jesus’ example and command to love and make disciples 

affirms the command God gave to parents centuries before to truly disciple their 

children, teaching them the Biblical Worldview:  

Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one.  Love the LORD your 
God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength.  
These commandments that I give you today are to be upon your hearts.  
Impress them on your children. Talk about them when you sit at home and 
when you walk along the road, when you lie down and when you get up.  Tie 
them as symbols on your hands and bind them on your foreheads.  Write them 
on the doorframes of your houses and on your gates.666  
 

Paul affirms this command to parents writing, “Be imitators of God, therefore, as 

dearly loved children and live a life of love, just as Christ loved us and gave Himself 

up for us as a fragrant offering and sacrifice to God.”667  He then gives them specific 

ways in which to live a life of love, one of which is for fathers to bring up their 

children “in the training and instruction of the Lord.”668   

                                                
664 James J. Heckman, “Invest in the very young,” Encyclopedia on Early Childhood Development (1 
September 2004), http://www.child-encyclopedia.com/documents/HeckmanANGxp.pdf (accessed 15 
December 2012). 
665 The Barna Group, “Barna Survey.” 
666 Deuteronomy 6:4-9. 
667 Ephesians 5:1. 
668 Ephesians 6:4. 
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Discipleship of Orphans 

However, Jesus takes the command a step further to “make disciples of all 

nations.”669  Discipleship for others to be adopted children in God’s family goes 

beyond one’s biological children.  True love, and therefore discipleship as Diagonal 

Adoption, knows no boundaries, be it familial, political, geographical, racial, ethnic, 

cultural, tribal, or linguistic.  God’s family is to be made up of people “from every 

nation, tribe, people and language.”670   

If children are the best age to be truly discipled and family is the best setting 

for discipleship as Diagonal Adoption, one of the best ways parents can follow Jesus’ 

commission to “make disciples of all nations”671 is through Horizontal Adoption – the 

actual, innate, heartfelt, covenantal love of placing, treating and keeping as a life-long 

son or daughter in one’s family a child who was relinquished due to parental inability 

to lovingly care for him or was abandoned through parental death, neglect or abuse.  

To be sure, God loves all the people of the world as all people are born spiritual 

orphans.  Whether they know it or not, all people are spiritually destitute, oppressed, 

sick, imprisoned, hungry, naked, weak, needy, and afflicted and God desires that they 

would all know the truth of His love and become His children.672  However, God has 

a particular heart for the “the least of these”673 – those who are physically poor,674 

destitute,675 oppressed,676 sick, 677 in prison,678 hungry,679 need shelter,680 are naked,681 

                                                
669 Matthew 28:19; emphasis mine. 
670 Revelation 7:9. 
671 Matthew 28:19; emphasis mine. 
672 1 Timothy 2:4; 4:10; Titus 2:11; 2 Peter 3:9. 
673 Matthew 25:40. 
674 Exodus 23:6, 11; Leviticus 14:21; 19:10; 23:22; 25:35, 39; Deuteronomy 15:7, 11; 24:14; Psalm 
14:6; 22:26; 35:10; 68:10; 112:9; 113:7; 140:12; Proverbs 14:31; 17:5; 19:17; 21:13; 22:9, 22; 28:3, 27; 
31:9, 20; Isaiah 10:1-2; 14:30; 25:4; 58:7; Jeremiah 22:16; Zechariah 7:10; Matthew 11:5; Luke 4:18; 
6:20; 7:22; 14:13; Acts 9:36; 10:5, 31; James 2:5. 
675 Psalm 102:7; Proverbs 31:8. 
676 Psalm 9:9; 10:18; 82:3; 103:6; 146:7; Isaiah 1:17; 58:6, 10; Daniel 4:27; Luke 4:18. 
677 Matthew 4:23; 8:16; 9:35; 12:15; 14:14; 25:36. 
678 Psalm 68:6; 146:7; Isaiah 42:7; 51:14; Matthew 25:36; Hebrews 13:3. 
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weak,
682

 needy,
683

 and afflicted
684

 – mentioning the need to care for them 

approximately 2,100 times in the Bible.  Of these “least of these,” God is especially 

concerned for three groups of people – the aliens (or refugees), the widows, and the 

orphans.   

God loves the orphan,685 defends the orphan,686 and opposes those who afflict, 

take advantage of, and do not stand up for the orphan.
687

  His children are to thus do 

the same following His commands to care for the orphan.688  According to the United 

Nations Children’s Fund latest estimates (2009) there are an estimated 153 million 

orphans in the world due to all death causes of one or both parents; seventeen million 

due to AIDS; eighteen million of both parents.689  It is important to emphasize that 

these numbers do not include abandoned, abused, trafficked children, the tens of 

millions street children,690 or the orphaned children in many non-reporting countries, 

such as the Democratic Republic of Congo where there are over four million 

orphans.691  It is also important to realize that the majority of the world’s remaining 

parents of “single orphans” are unable to provide for the basic needs of their children 

                                                                                                                                       
679 Psalm 107:9; 146:7; Proverbs 25:21; Isaiah 58:7, 10; Ezekiel 18:7, 16; Matthew 15:32; 25:35; 
Romans 12:20. 
680 Isaiah 58:7. 
681 Genesis 3:7, 9, 21; Genesis 9:23; Isaiah 58:7; Ezekiel 18:7, 16. 
682 Psalm 12:5; 41:1; 72:13; 82:3; Isaiah 40:29; Acts 20:35. 
683 Deuteronomy 15:9, 11; 24:14; 1 Samuel 2:8; Psalm 12:5; 35:10; 69:33; 72:4, 12, 13; 107:41; 113:7; 
140:12; Proverbs 14:21, 31; 22:22; 31:9; Isaiah 14:30; 25:4; Jeremiah 20:13;. 
684 Psalm 9:12; 10:17; 22:24; 72:2, 4, 12; Isaiah 49:13. 
685 Deuteronomy 10:18; Psalm 10:14b; 68:5-6a; Jeremiah 49:11; Hosea 14:3. 
686 Deuteronomy 24:17; Psalm 10:17-18; 146:9; Proverbs 23:10-11. 
687 Exodus 22:22-24; Deuteronomy 27:19; Job 6:27; 24:3, 9; Psalm 94:6; Isaiah 1:23; 10:2; Jeremiah 
5:28; 22:3; Ezekiel 22:7; Zechariah 7:10; Malachi 3:5. 
688 Deuteronomy 14:29; 16:11, 14; 24:19-21; 26:12, 13; Job 22:9; Psalm 82:3; Isaiah 1:17; Jeremiah 
7:5-7; James 1:27. 
689 “Orphan Estimates” (New York, NY: UNICEF, November 2010), 
http://www.childinfo.org/hiv_aids_orphanestimates.php (accessed 15 December 2012). 
690 Sarah Thomas de Benítez, State of the World’s Street Children: Violence, Street Children Series 
(London, UK: Consortium for Street Children, 2007), 
http://www.juvenilejusticepanel.org/resource/items/C/S/CSCStateWorldStreetChildrenViolence07_EN.
pdf (accessed 4 January 2010), 64. 
691 “Democratic Republic of Congo: HIV/AIDS Health Profile” (Washington, D.C.: USAID, 
September 2008), 
http://transition.usaid.gov/our_work/global_health/aids/Countries/africa/congo_profile.pdf (accessed 
15 December 2012). 
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and consequently often abandon them to take care of themselves.  It doesn’t help that 

many of these remaining parents are suffering from the same disease that killed their 

spouses, namely AIDS.  In essence, the term orphan necessitates the inclusion of 

every child relinquished due to parental death, neglect or abuse. 

Orphan Care Models 

Various models of orphan care are used around the globe.  The most 

commonly known model is that of the orphanage in which orphans are congregated in 

an institution and generally provided with only basic care by paid staff.  “Regimented 

schedules, high ratios of children to caregivers with the subsequent lack of emotional 

investment by the caregivers in individual children, rotating caregiver shifts, and high 

staff turnover” of many orphanages cause reduced Intelligence Quotient, reduced 

brain development, growth retardation, and multiple psychosocial problems in the 

children.692  What’s more, there is no permanency in orphanages in that most children 

“age out,” forced to leave and fend for themselves anywhere from ages twelve to 

eighteen.   According to Reach Orphans with Hope, in Ukraine, ten percent of 

orphans that leave orphanages, at the typical age of fifteen or sixteen, commit suicide 

before their eighteenth birthday; sixty percent of the girls end up in prostitution; 

seventy percent of the boys enter a life of crime.693  Similar to the orphanage 

institution model is the group/family home model.  While they have fewer orphans 

and provide better care, they overall still fail to provide a life-long connection to one 

or two caring adults. 

Another orphan care model is extended family care where a relative cares for 

the orphan most often out of obligation and/or without sufficient resources.  As a 

                                                
692 Brad Davidson, “Orphan Care Model Part 2: We Can Do Better,” Humanitarian International 

Services Group, http://hisg.org/initiatives/Orphan-care/ideal-program/pt-2-traditional-orphan-care/ 
(accessed 15 December 2012). 
693 “Orphan Statistics for Ukraine,” Reach Orphans with Hope. 
http://www.hopefororphansoftheworld.org/dreams.php (accessed 4 January 2010). 
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result, the orphan does not receive the love and care he needs.  In Africa, where 

extended family care is common and where blood-line is highly valued, orphans are 

generally not treated the same as the biological children of the care-takers; rather, they 

are treated as servants or slaves having to “earn their keep.”   

A fourth model of orphan care is foster care in which a child is temporarily 

placed in the home of a state-certified, state-subsidized family with the intent to 

reunite the child with his biological parents.  If the child is unable to go back to his 

biological parents due to their termination of rights or death, the permanent solution 

of Horizontal Adoption is sought.  The problem is finding parents who will adopt 

special needs children as most families willing to adopt “want healthy, white 

newborns.”
694

  (Children with special needs are least likely to be adopted because 

“they have siblings also needing families, are nonwhite, were exposed to drugs, 

alcohol or HIV before birth, are older than age 5, and/or have emotional, physical or 

mental impairments.”695)  Many foster children available for adoption, an estimated 

twenty thousand per year in the United States,696 end up moving from foster family to 

foster family until they “age out” of the foster system at the age of eighteen and are 

forced to fend for themselves without a life-long connection to a caring adult.  As a 

result, according to the only national study of youth aging out of foster care in 

America,697 two to four years after discharge,  

• 38% were emotionally disturbed 

• 84% became a parent 

• 51% were unemployed 

                                                
694 Alexandra Lütz, “Foster Care Adoption,” (Colorado Springs, CO: Focus on the Family, 2005), 

http://www.focusonthefamily.com/parenting/adoptive_families/adopting_children/foster_care_adoptio
n.aspx (accessed 4 January 2010). 
695 Lütz, “Foster Care Adoption.” 
696 “Facts About Children in Foster Care,” part of National Foster Care Month Toolkit, 

http://www.fostercarealumni.org/userfiles/file/FCM07_Fact_Sheet_(national).pdf (accessed 15 
December 2012).  
697 Ronna Cook, "A National Evaluation of Title IV-E Foster Care Independent Living Programs for 
Youth: Phase 2 Final Report" (Rockville, MD: WESTAT, 1991). 
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• 30% were unable to obtain health care 

• 25% had been homeless 

• 30% were receiving public assistance 

• 50% used illegal drugs 

• 25% were involved with the legal system 

• 54% graduated from high-school 

• 2% obtained a Bachelor’s degree or higher   
 

The fact is, “the sooner children are out of foster care, the better off they are.”698  In 

America alone, on 30 September 2011, there were 104,236 children under the age of 

sixteen waiting to be adopted.699 

A fifth model of orphan care is known as the frozen orphanage.  More and 

more infertile couples are seeking to have children through in vitro fertilization (IVF), 

in which eggs extracted from the woman are fertilized with the man’s sperm in a Petri 

dish and the resulting embryo babies are implanted back into the woman.  In order to 

save time and costs of having to go through more than one extraction and fertilization 

process, they end up “creating” extra embryo babies, as many as twenty or more, in 

case some don’t survive implantation and in case they want more children afterwards.  

IVF is very much a numbers game – “more embryos means more tries for success.”700  

The extra embryo babies are then frozen and stored for subsequent transfer.  

However, a growing number of these “surplus” frozen embryo babies, an estimated 

500,000 of which are currently stored in the United States,701 are left in limbo, frozen 

in time as their genetic parents, who had successful IVF procedures and do not want 

more children, decide what to do with them.  Their options are to “donate” them to 

                                                
698 Lütz, “Foster Care Adoption.” 
699 Children’s Bureau Statistics & Research, “Preliminary FY 2011 Estimates,” The AFCARS Report, 

no. 19 (July 2012), U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/cb/afcarsreport19.pdf (accessed 15 December 2012), 4. 
700 Laura Beil, “What happens to extra embryos after IVF?,” CNN Health (1 September 2009), 
http://www.cnn.com/2009/HEALTH/09/01/extra.ivf.embryos/index.html (accessed 15 December 

2012).  
701 Leanne Larmondin, “What to do with excess embryos?,” Religion News Service (2 June 2009), 
http://www.pewforum.org/Religion-News/What-to-do-with-excess-embryos.aspx (accessed 15 
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other couples, “donate” them to medical research, have them “destroyed” aborting 

them from life, or postpone the decision and continue paying annual fees of $300-

$600 to keep the embryo babies stored at -196 degrees Celsius (-320 degrees 

Fahrenheit).  In many countries, if the parents do not decide within a certain amount 

of time, ranging from one to five years depending on the country, the frozen embryo 

babies legally have to be “destroyed.”  In L’Osservatore Romano, Maurizio Faggioni 

rightly declares, 

This means that every year from now on, tens of thousands of "unused" 
embryos will be killed -- tens of thousands of innocent lives will be cut short 
by law. This is a prenatal massacre, a killing not merely tolerated, but planned 
and ordered by the Iegislature thus transformed, like Pharaoh of old, into an 
instrument of a perverse logic of violence and death.702 
 
Such “care” of orphaned embryo babies brings up the sixth orphan care model, 

which really is the opposite of care – abortion.  In regards to multi-fetal pregnancies, a 

procedure called selective reduction is performed in which one or more fetus babies 

are “selected” for termination, “usually performed during the first trimester.”703  

Potassium chloride is then injected in each selected fetus baby’s heart, instantly 

killing the fetus baby.  Rachel Greenbaum, a sonographer for selective reductions, 

says, “It's a very hard procedure, because the baby is moving, and you are chasing 

it.”704  Evans, the doctor Rachel works with who has performed thousands of selective 

reduction procedures, also explained as he injected a fetus baby, “If you inject too 

fast, you blow the kid off your needle.”705  The remains of the killed fetus baby or 

babies remain in the womb with the live fetus baby or babies until birth.  

                                                
702 Maurizio P. Faggioni, “The Question of Frozen Embryos,” L’Osservatore Romano, English ed. (21 

August 1996), http://www.lifeissues.net/writers/fag/fag_01frozenembryos.html (accessed 15 December 
2012): 4. 
703 Anthony Komaroff, Harvard Medical School Family Health Guide (New York, NY: Simon & 
Schuster, 1999), 913. 
704 Liza Mundy, “Too Much to Carry?,” The Washington Post (20 May 2007) 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/05/15/AR2007051501730_5.html 
(accessed 15 December 2012). 
705 Ibid. 
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Abortions are more commonly done to end the entire pregnancy.  As outlined 

by the National Right to Life Committee,706 methods during the first trimester include  

• taking a pill or injection that starves the fetus baby to death; 

• cutting up and sucking out the fetus baby; and  

• cutting up and removing the fetus baby with a loop-shaped knife. 

Abortion methods used during the second and third trimesters include  

• twisting and tearing away parts of the fetus baby and crushing his skull with 

forceps;  

• poisoning the fetus baby with a salt solution that burns and deteriorates the 

babies skin killing him over the course of an hour after which the mother 

delivers him dead, burned and shriveled within seventy-two hours; 

• pulling the fetus baby by the legs with forceps into the birth canal, jamming 

scissors into the back of his skull, and inserting a suction catheter into his skull 

to suck out his brains. 

Whatever method is used, hundreds of millions of these “unwanted,” orphaned 

children are brutally killed and thrown away like garbage.  Since 1973, almost fifty-

five million babies have been legally aborted in the United States.707  Worldwide, 

approximately forty-six million pregnancies, twenty-six percent of all pregnancies, 

were terminated by abortion in 1995 alone (see Appendix A for a breakdown of 

findings).708  Abortion is without a doubt an on-going worldwide genocide far beyond 

all known past and current genocides combined, not just in terms of numbers, but also 

                                                
706 National Right to Life Committee, “Abortion: Medical Facts,” 
http://www.nrlc.org/abortion/index.html (accessed 15 December 2012). 
707 National Right to Life Committee, “Abortion Statistics: United States Data and Trends,” 
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708 Stanley K. Henshaw, Susheela Singh and Taylor Haas, “The Incidence of Abortion Worldwide,” 
International Family Planning Perspectives, 25 (January 1999), 
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in terms of evil brutality – killing the most vulnerable of society, those closest to 

God’s heart – orphans. 

What all orphans ultimately need are families that give them life-long true 

love in which they are able to become members of and grow in God’s forever family.  

Horizontal Adoption united with Diagonal Adoption is the only orphan care option 

that meets this need, providing orphans with the ideal setting of family in which they 

can be lovingly raised and discipled to embrace Vertical Adoption.   

Horizontal Adoption for Vertical Adoption 

As such, Horizontal Adoption is intrinsically evangelistic and missional.  In 

his book Adopted for Life, Russell Moore writes, “When a Christian family adopts a 

child, that family is committing to years of gospel proclamation, of seeking to see this 

child come to faith in Christ,”709 to know his identity as a child of God and thus 

purpose to love others in making disciples (particularly of children) and caring for the 

most vulnerable.  Horizontal Adoption most effectively demonstrates Vertical 

Adoption – God’s true self-sacrificial love which crosses all borders and is for all 

people – especially if the orphan adopted has special needs.   

Speaking of which, the vast majority of orphans in the world have special 

needs in that they are not Caucasian infants.  To be sure, all orphans have special 

needs as they all need life-long loving families that will guide them into God’s forever 

family.  However, the majority of people, Christians included, who actually adopt are 

Caucasian and the majority of those Caucasian people want “healthy,” Caucasian 

infants that will “fit in” their family without drawing attention to them or revealing 

that they are adopted.  Sadly, such thinking feeds into and promotes the worldly, 

satanic values and behaviors of judgment, division, and bigotry, categorizing “persons 

                                                
709 Moore, Adopted for Life, 181. 
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according to their racial lineages rather than according to their need for love, for 

acceptance, for families.”710  In reality, such thinking promotes the satanic, worldly 

labeling of certain orphans as “unwanted” and is therefore on par with abortion. 

In actuality, orphans with special needs are all the more special in that they 

give Christians the opportunity to truly live out and display their faith in Vertical 

Adoption – the opportunity to be living sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God;”
711

 the 

opportunity to “not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but be 

transformed by the renewing of [their] mind;”712 the opportunity to “shine like stars in 

the universe as [they] hold out the word of life;”713 the opportunity to “make disciples 

of all nations;”714 the opportunity to Horizontally Adopt them and in so doing 

Diagonally Adopt them.  Parents who have children of different races, different 

ethnicities, and/or emotional, physical or mental impairments  show not only their 

children, but all those in their spheres of influence – their families, friends, 

colleagues, neighbors, fellow church members, children’s schools – the Biblical 

Worldview, Vertical Adoption, God’s extreme love, and the beautiful diversity of 

God’s family.  What’s more, the Horizontal Adoption of orphans with special needs 

causes parents themselves to grow all the more in knowledge and depth of insight in 

their identity and purpose in Vertical Adoption.  It also connects them to another part 

of the world that they otherwise would not have paid any attention to.  Only with an 

attitude of extreme love for orphans with special needs in the lives of God’s children 

will God’s Plan of Adoption be accomplished, in which “a great multitude that no one 

                                                
710 Ibid, 156. 
711 Romans 12:1. 
712 Romans 12:2. 
713 Philippians 2:15-16. 
714 Matthew 28:20. 
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could count, from every nation, tribe, people and language” will come together at the 

end of time as one family praising God.715   

Therefore, Horizontal Adoption is not an option, but a requirement for all 

children of God to be involved – for infertile and fertile, for married and single, for 

young and old, for rich and poor, for healthy and sick.  God commands that all of His 

adopted children care for orphans and the best way to care for orphans is by 

Horizontal Adoption.  God commands that all of His adopted children love by making 

disciples of all nations, particularly of children, and the best way to do so is by 

Horizontal Adoption.  God commands that all of His adopted children reflect His 

love, and one of the best ways to do so is by Horizontal Adoption.  Therefore, by 

deductive reasoning, it is safe to say that God commands all of His adopted children 

to at least support Horizontal Adoption, if not actually adopt orphans – to “speak up 

for those who cannot speak for themselves.”716  Certainly, just as not all Christians are 

to go on the mission field, not all Christians are to adopt an orphan.  However, all 

Christians are to be missions-minded, supporting missions through encouragement, 

prayer, advocacy, and finances.  Similarly, all Christians are to be adoption-minded, 

supporting Horizontal Adoption through encouragement, prayer, advocacy, and 

finances.  That said, more Christian parents are needed, and are actually able, to 

lovingly adopt orphans than currently are.  In any case, the question to ask is not, 

“Am I called to be involved in Horizontal Adoption?” but is, “How am I called to be 

involved in Horizontal Adoption?” 

All in all, if much is to be made of God, much is to be made of His love.  And 

if much is to be made of His love, much is to be made of Vertical, Diagonal and 

Horizontal Adoption.  All three work together and feed off of each other for the 
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purpose of knowing God and making Him known.  “Adoption is not just about 

couples who want children – or who want more children.  Adoption is about an entire 

culture within our churches, a culture that sees adoption as part of our Great 

Commission mandate and as a sign of the gospel itself.”717  As such, every church is 

commanded and called to embrace God’s heart for adoption and create a culture of 

adoption where it is first and foremost regularly preached and taught by the power of 

the Holy Spirit and in the authority of Jesus Christ from the pulpit – not simply as an 

act of charity or a mere metaphor, but as the gospel and the mission of the church.  In 

order to instill a culture of adoption, the Biblical Worldview that centers on Vertical, 

Diagonal and Horizontal Adoption, regular and continual inclusion and promotion of 

adoption truths in sermons, ceremonies, sacraments, seminars, periodicals, Bible 

studies, prayers, posters, bulletin-boards, celebrations, holidays is absolutely 

necessary.  The more adoption is taught, spoken of, and put in front of Christians, the 

more it won’t be seen as strange or exotic and the more it will be embraced.  “Our 

churches often don’t ‘get’ adoption, first and foremost, because they don’t ‘get’ 

God”
718

 and God’s family.   

Churches can further embrace God’s heart of adoption and create a culture of 

adoption by providing information and resources on adoption, creating partnerships 

with adoption agencies, orphanages and missionaries through which members can 

adopt, economically empowering families to adopt, setting up adoption support 

groups – the list goes on.  However, “more important than any particular initiative for 

adoption is the need to create a vision of the church as a household.”719  Until church 

members actually see themselves as adopted children into God’s family and each 

other as brothers and sisters, a culture of adoption will never take root.  Biblical 
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family life and love in the home and in the church is the foundational qualification for 

Vertical, Diagonal and Horizontal Adoption, and thus a culture of adoption.  The fact 

of the matter is that it takes a whole church grounded in their Vertical Adoption to 

Horizontally and Diagonally Adopt an orphan.  “Imagine the impact that churches 

would have upon the global orphan crisis if they were filled with people who moved 

forward in mission in the strength and knowledge of their Father’s delight. Just 

imagine.  What orphans need are communities of missional Christians (churches) who 

live in the joy of their Father’s delight,”720 in their Vertical Adoption.  With such an 

attitude and vision, churches will embrace and reflect God’s heart of love and God’s 

family, with a multitude of children from different races and ethnicities, tribes and 

nations praising God together in each congregation.
721

   

                                                
720 Dan Cruver, “What Orphans Need: Christians Who Live in the Joy of Their Father’s Delight,” 

Together for Adoption (17 November 2009), http://www.togetherforadoption.org/?p=4074 (accessed 15 
December 2012). 
721 For “10 Ways You and Your Church Can Be Involved in Adoption and Orphan Care,” go to 
Appendix D. 
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Conclusion 

Vertical Adoption and the Meaning of Life 

 

 Embracing God’s heart for adoption is necessary because the Gospel of 

Adoption is at the core of life’s meaning.  Without embracing the Gospel of Adoption, 

man will live a life unsatisfied, not knowing or embracing his true identity or purpose. 

Man’s Identity 

 From birth to death, every person is on a journey of self-discovery, seeking to 

answer the questions “Who am I?” and “Why am I here?”  Erik Erikson identifies 

eight psychological stages of healthy ego-identity development for humans, from 

infancy to adulthood. 722  “Ego identity is the conscious sense of self that we develop 

through social interaction.”723  Positive development results in competence and high 

self-esteem.  As such, in each stage, a person either grows or is stunted in 

understanding his identity – who he is, and subsequently what his purpose is in the 

world.   

According to Erikson, dependent on the love and encouragement given to 

them, babies develop either trust or mistrust in the world and people around them, 

toddlers develop either autonomy or shame and doubt in their abilities, preschoolers 

develop either initiative or guilt as they attempt new tasks and make their own 

choices, and school-aged children develop either industry or inferiority in terms of 

their competence to achieve and succeed.  These four stages build up to and build a 

basis for the fifth stage of adolescence – the development of either a positive or a 

confused sense of self-image and self-direction.  It is only when a person passes 

                                                
722 Eric Erikson, Identity: Youth and Crisis (New York, NY: Norton, 1968). 
723 Kendra Cherry, “Erikson’s Theory of Psychological Development.”  About.com: Psychology, The 
New York Times Company, http://psychology.about.com/od/psychosocialtheories/a/psychosocial.htm 
(accessed 15 December 2012). 
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through the identity crisis, knowing who he is and what his purpose is, that he is able 

to successful move on through young adulthood, developing intimacy in personal 

relationships; middle adulthood, developing generativity in which he feels he is 

contributing to society and guiding the next generation; and senior adulthood, 

developing integrity in which he looks back on his life with satisfaction and 

contentment.  Failure to pass through the identity crisis stage results in isolation, 

stagnation and despair. 

A major problem with Erikson’s model is its failure to acknowledge and 

incorporate the foundational element in identity development – God.  Because of sin, 

and without God, no one fully develops in each stage that leads up to the adolescent 

stage, even under the best of circumstances.   The result is a life of crisis where 

everyone, without God, desperately seeks to find his ultimate identity in all sorts of 

avenues that dead-end in emptiness – in isolation, stagnation and despair.  Many look 

within through introspection, such as yoga, Buddhism, and the psychiatrist’s couch.  

The end result is that they, like peeling the layers from the onion, find at the center 

nothing at all.  Many seek to define themselves in terms of their past, personal or even 

ancestral, only to become slaves of their past.  Many seek to label themselves based 

on their appearance and image, only to discover that they are unable to maintain their 

appearance and image as they age.  Many try to find identity in relationships, only to 

end up disappointed and unsatisfied.  Lastly, many search for self in their abilities, 

accomplishments and achievements, an avenue of ago ergo sum, “I do, therefore I 

am;” or in their money and material possessions, an avenue of habeo ergo sum, “I 

have, therefore I am.”  In the end, they are left empty and unfulfilled.   

That God-shaped hole is none other than His adoption love, in which man’s 

identity as an adopted child of God is rooted.  Until he embraces his Vertical 
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Adoption by God and the intimate Father-son relationship he is to have with God, 

man will simply be a restless, unsatisfied soul searching for his identity, for 

something to fill the God-shaped void, in a gray and empty world.  Not only does this 

continual search in dead-ends leave man continually feeling frustrated, empty and 

dissatisfied with himself, it negatively affects his relationships with other people 

causing isolation, self-absorption or stagnation, and despair.  This obsessive search for 

identity keeps him from living out his purpose in life, making him all the more 

unsatisfied. 

Man’s Meaning  

 Man’s identity is directly tied to his meaning and purpose in life.  Whether he 

knows it or not, everybody pursues ultimate meaning in life, which essentially 

involves the pursuit of ultimate happiness, inner joy, and full satisfaction.  Aristotle, 

the great Greek philosopher, said, “Happiness is the meaning and the purpose of life, 

the whole aim and end of human existence.”724  In agreement, Anne Frank wrote in 

her diary, “We all live with the objective of being happy; our lives are all different 

and yet the same.”
725

   

Unfortunately, the world, driven by sin, seeks to find such meaning by way of 

self-gratification and self-glorification.  All too many people, out of their orpha-state, 

have unconsciously adopted life mottos such as “If it feels good, do it,” “Eat, drink, 

and be merry,” and “Look out for number one.”  On the extreme end, some people, 

like Abrose Bierce in his book The Devil’s Dictionary, would define happiness as “an 

agreeable sensation arising from contemplating the misery of another.”726  All in all, 

                                                
724 Aristotle, “Aristotle Quotes,” Think Exist, http://thinkexist.com/quotes/aristotle/ (accessed 15 
December 2012). 
725 Anne Frank, Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl, trans. B.M. Mooyaart (New York, NY: 
Bantam Publishing, 1993), 270. 
726 Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary [book online] (1911), 
http://www.alcyone.com/max/lit/devils/h.html (accessed 15 December 2012). 
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as a result of such “happiness,” much of their lives revolve around materialism, 

power, and pleasure (sex and pain-avoidance) – basically selfish desires – all of which 

in actuality lead to joyless, unsatisfied, insignificant, empty, wasted lives that end up 

adopting the hopeless motto “Life sucks and then you die” or “Work, Buy, Consume, 

Die”727 and ultimately end up in hell as forever orphans separate from the love, joy 

and peace of Father.  Jim Carrey, a rich and famous Hollywood actor recognizing 

such emptiness, is quoted to have said, “I think everybody should get rich and famous 

and do everything they ever dreamed of so they can see that it’s not the answer.”  It is 

no wonder that the Bible, written not just to show what the answer to the meaning of 

life is not, but more importantly what it is, warns against and condemns over and over 

again living lives devoted to sexual immorality, greed, and power,
728

 living as a 

spiritual orphan. 

 If not pursing happiness through outright selfish means, many people pursue 

happiness by way of dedicating themselves to a cause that gives them purpose.  As the 

English poet William Cowper put it, “The only true happiness comes from 

squandering ourselves for a purpose.”
729

  The question that remains is what kind of 

purpose?  Will any purpose suffice as long as it keeps the promoter pre-occupied and 

feeling useful?  If one chooses to squander himself in order to succeed in his job, or to 

make a boat-load of money, or even to advocate homosexuality or abortion, will he 

then be happy?  Helen Keller, a blind and deaf American author, activist, and lecturer, 

once observed, “Many persons have a wrong idea of what constitutes true happiness.  

It is not attained through self-gratification but through fidelity to a worthy 

                                                
727 Bas de Reuver and Olivier, Work, Buy, Consume, Die [postcard] (Amsterdam, NL: Boomerang 
FreeCards, 2005). 
728 Matthew 15:19; Luke 18:13; 1 Corinthians 6:9-10, 13, 18; 2 Corinthians 12:20-21; Galatians 5:19-

21; Ephesians 5:3-5; Colossians 3:5-10; 1 Thessalonians 4:3-8; 1 Timothy 6:10; Hebrews 13:4-5; 1 
Peter 5:2 
729 William Cowper, “William Cowper,” The Quotations Page, 
http://www.quotationspage.com/quotes/William_Cowper/ (accessed 15 December 2012). 
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purpose.”
730

  Worthy purposes could include human rights, environmental protection, 

peace-keeping, democracy, disaster relief, adoption; essentially any cause that seeks 

the benefit of others.  However, as noble as these causes may seem, in and of 

themselves they leave their advocates ultimately unsatisfied and empty, and thus with 

lives that are essentially squandered.  Such people are heading in the right direction of 

selflessness and love but out of reach of the essential basis of true happiness and 

satisfaction.   

True Happiness 

 Instead of living for “a worthy purpose,” which existentially and thus falsely 

implies not only unlimited routes to true happiness but moreover the relativistic 

creation of it, people in pursuit of ultimate happiness and satisfaction were created to 

solely and wholly live for the one and only absolute worthy purpose that precedes 

their existence: the One and Only God.  In his first letter to the Corinthian church, 

Paul writes, “For us there is but one God, the Father, from whom all things came and 

for whom we live; and there is but one Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom all things 

came and through whom we live.”
731

  The fact is, as revealed in the absolute truth of 

God’s Word, God created man to live for Him.  “All things were created by Him and 

for Him.”732  As Rick Warren reiterates in his book Purpose-Driven Life,  

“You must begin with God, your Creator.  You exist only because God 
wills that you exist.  You were made by God and for God – until you 
understand that, life will never make sense.  It is only in God that we 
discover our origin, our identity, our meaning, our purpose, our 
significance, and our destiny.  Every other path leads to a dead end.”

733
 

 
To be created to live for Him is to be created to live for His glory.  Through 

Isaiah, God reveals the purpose of His children: “Bring my sons from afar and my 

                                                
730 Helen Keller, “Helen Keller,” The Quotations Page, 

http://www.quotationspage.com/quotes/Helen_Keller/ (accessed 15 December 2012). 
731 1 Corinthians 8:6. 
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daughters from the ends of the earth – everyone who is called by my name, whom I 

created for my glory.”734  Every detail of life is meant for His glory: “So whether you 

eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all for the glory of God.”735  Therefore, man is 

happiest and most satisfied when he lives for what he was made to live for – God’s 

glory.  John Piper hits the nail on the head in his book Don’t Waste Your Life, “In 

creating us for his glory, he is creating us for our highest joy.  He is most glorified in 

us when we are most satisfied in him.”736 

Know God 

But, how can man be most satisfied in God so that God can be most glorified?  

What does being satisfied in God and glorifying Him entail?  Understanding what 

satisfaction involves, Oprah Winfrey, a billionaire talk-show host, actress and 

entrepreneur currently ranked as one of the world’s most powerful people, one of the 

world’s most famous, and one of America’s richest by Forbes,737 makes an important 

observation in defining true happiness “as a sustained sense of well-being and internal 

peace - a connection to what matters.”738  While Oprah may not realize it, the 

“connection to what matters” that she refers to is a connection to God.  God is all that 

matters because He is incomparably great739 and the Creator of the universe.740  “God 

made man small and the universe big to say something about Himself.”741   

What’s more, God is all that matters because He is love742 and man matters to 

Him.743  God, in His love-essence, sent His Son Jesus Christ to redeem man for 

                                                
734 Isaiah 43:6-7; emphasis mine. 
735 1 Corinthians 10:31. 
736 Piper, Don’t Waste Your Life, 36. 
737 “Oprah Winfrey,” Forbes, http://www.forbes.com/profile/oprah-winfrey/ (accessed 15 December 
2012). 
738 Oprah Winfrey, “What Oprah Knows for Sure About Growing Up,” O Magazine (May 2001), 
http://www.oprah.com/spirit/Oprahs-Lessons-About-Growing-Up (accessed 15 December 2012).  
739 Ephesians 1:19. 
740 Genesis 1-2. 
741 Piper, Don’t Waste Your Life, 34. 
742 1 John 4:8. 
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adoption to sonship, that man “should not perish but have eternal life”
744

 with his 

Divine Elder Brother and Father.  According to John 17:3, eternal life is to know God 

as Father, and His Son Jesus Christ.  As such, the meaning of life, what satisfies man 

and glorifies God at the same time, is to enjoy knowing and admiring God forever.  

As is normal in the Bible, “the verb know denotes personal heart-knowledge, not 

merely intellectual, propositional understanding.”
745

  Thus, to know God is 

fundamentally to be in an intimate relationship with Him involving total love of, 

admiration of, dependency on, trust in, praise of, and enjoyment of Him in all things.  

Such a relationship not only most glorifies Him, but also most satisfies man in Him 

with the sustained sense of well-being and internal peace of which Oprah speaks – a 

peace of knowing who he is in connection to who God is, for who God is directly 

relates to who man really is as created in God’s image746 – to be in loving relationship 

with Him as His son.  As John Calvin wrote at the beginning of Institutes of the 

Christian Religion, “no man can survey himself without forthwith turning his 

thoughts towards the God in whom he lives and moves,”747 and again, “though the 

knowledge of God and the knowledge of ourselves are bound together by a mutual tie, 

due arrangement requires that we treat of the former in the first place, and then 

descend to the latter.”748 

Since knowing and admiring God, basically enjoying and loving Him for who 

He is, fully satisfies man’s thirst for identity and meaning, and glorifies God, it is 

essential for man to discover as much as he can about Him – who He is; what He did, 

does, and will do; how He works; where He is; why He does what He does.  Man 

                                                                                                                                       
743 Psalm 8:4. 
744 John 3:16. 
745 Stibbe, From Orphans to Heirs, 153. 
746 Genesis 1:26-27. 
747 Calvin, Institutes, 37. 
748 Ibid., 39. 
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cannot be in a loving relationship with someone he doesn’t know.  To know God is to 

know His characteristics, attributes, titles, plans, purposes, and will.  God intimately 

knows everything about man (Psalm 139:1-16) for He created his inmost being 

(Psalm 139:13) and has desired to reveal Himself to him as Father so that he might 

live in relationship to and with Him as His son.   

Yet, how can man come to know Him?  How has God revealed Himself to 

man?  While creation declares God’s glory proclaiming the works of His hands749 and 

man’s conscience innately contains the law bearing witness to God’s holiness,750 

creation and man’s mind are distorted by sin, “stifled or corrupted, ignorantly or 

maliciously.”751  Therefore, the primary and fullest way God reveals Himself to man 

so that he may know Him is through Jesus Christ, as revealed in the inspired, inerrant, 

authoritative Word of God, by the power of the Holy Spirit, “for God, who said, ‘Let 

light shine out of darkness,’ made His light shine in our hearts to give us the light of 

knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ.”752  It is the Spirit of truth, the 

Spirit of Adoption, that lives in the heart of man adopted by Father,753 shining the 

light of knowledge onto Jesus
754

 who in turn shines the light of knowledge onto 

Father and His Plan of Adoption.  Jesus said, “I am the way and the truth and the life.  

No one comes to the Father except through Me.  If you really knew Me, you would 

know my Father as well.  From now on, you do know Him and have seen Him.”755  

God revealed Himself to the greatest extent in Jesus, as Father.  Thus, it is in Jesus 

that man comes to know God not only as the just, yet merciful, perfect Master and 

King, but moreover as the gracious and loving perfect Father.  In his tenth homily on 

                                                
749 Psalm 19:1-6; 50:6; 89:5-8; 97:6; Romans 1:19-20 
750 Romans 2:14-15. 
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752 2 Corinthians 4:6. 
753 John 14:15-18. 
754 John 16:13-15. 
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Romans, John Chrysostom wrote, “God is not so well pleased with being called 

Master, as Father, nor with having a slave as with having a son.  And this is what He 

liketh rather than that.  This then is why He did all He has done; and spared not even 

His Only-begotten Son, that we might be adopted as sons, that we might love Him, not 

as a Master only, but as a Father.”756 

To know God as the gracious and loving Father is to know His Plan of 

Adoption and to know His Plan of Adoption is to know Him because His plan fully 

expressed and exhibited in Jesus, His Son, fully expresses and exhibits His love, the 

very essence of who He is.757  In a sermon on adoption, John Piper declared that 

Vertical Adoption “is at the heart of the gospel.  Galatians 4:4-5 is as central a gospel 

statement as there is.”
758

  Vertical Adoption as the Gospel ultimately displays God’s 

glory, the essence of His being, namely Love.  Vertical Adoption as the Gospel 

ultimately enables man to know God, and thus enjoy God.  Vertical Adoption as the 

Gospel ultimately satisfies man providing him the Way to be what he was created to 

be – a son of Father, like Jesus.  In his book, Paul: An Outline of His Theology, 

Herman Ridderbos concludes that Vertical Adoption  

admits of expression neither only in juridical nor in ethical categories.  It is the 
privilege of the church as the true people of God, but at the same time it 
affects the individual believer in the deepest motives of his existence.  It has 
bearing not only on his inner, but also on his physical life; indeed, it brings 
with it the redemption of the whole cosmos.  The present and the future are 
therefore spanned by it.  The whole love of the Father, the whole redeeming 
work of Christ, the whole renewing power of the Holy Spirit, are reflected in 
it.

759
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Make God Known 

By embracing God’s Plan of Adoption, God is most glorified and man is most 

satisfied because through Vertical Adoption man discovers “the single, all-embracing, 

all-transforming reason for being is a passion to enjoy and display God’s supremacy 

in all things for the joy of all peoples.”760  In other words, life’s meaning, the 

glorification of God and man’s satisfaction in Him, is rooted not only in knowing 

God, but also in making Him known – in magnifying Him, not like a microscope 

which makes small things look great, but like a telescope which makes great things 

look as they really are.  In essence, the Navigator’s motto, “To know Christ and make 

Him known,”761 is to be the motto of every person seeking meaning in life.  Think of 

something a person especially delights in.  When that person experiences that joy and 

thinks about it, he gets excited.  When he expresses it to another person, he gets even 

more excited.  And when the other person shares the same delight, he is exuberant.  

True joy expands and deepens when man expresses it to others and they share the 

same joy.  Case in point, a man’s supreme satisfaction found in knowing and 

embracing God’s glory, His love ultimately revealed in the Gospel of Adoption, 

expands and deepens when effectively expressed to others and they share in that same 

supreme satisfaction.  What’s more, when others share that same supreme satisfaction 

of knowing and embracing Vertical Adoption, God is all the more glorified and His 

children are consequently all the more satisfied as their satisfaction rests in God’s 

glory.  John Piper states in his book Don’t Waste Your Life,  

“If God is most glorified in us when we are most satisfied in him, then 
living for the glory of God must mean that we live to gladly make 
others glad in God.  Our gladness and our pursuit of their gladness 
glorifies God.  And since gladness in God is the greatest and most 
lasting happiness, pursuing it is also love.  Since the same joy in God 

                                                
760 Piper, Don’t Waste Your Life, 37, emphasis mine. 
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both satisfies man and glorifies God, we never have to choose between 
the motive to love people or to glorify God.  By gladly pursuing the 
gladness of others in God – even at the cost of our lives, we love them 
and honor God.  This is the opposite of a wasted life,”762 a life without 
meaning. 
 

All in all, knowing God and making Him known come hand-in-hand and cannot exist 

apart from each other.  One cannot know God without making Him known and one 

cannot make Him known without knowing Him.  The same is true of knowing God 

and knowing the Gospel of Adoption, and making God known and making the Gospel 

of Adoption known because God fully expresses and exhibits Himself as Love 

through Vertical Adoption. 

Making the Gospel of Adoption known to others is not only personally 

satisfying and God glorifying, but it is also truly loving them for “love is doing what 

is best for someone” and doing what is best for someone is showing him who he is in 

Christ and what he was made for in Christ, his life’s meaning: “to see and savor God 

– and savoring Him, to be supremely satisfied, and thus spread in all the world the 

worth of His presence.  Not to show people the all-satisfying God is not to love 

them”
763

 for loving God is desiring Him to be glorified and He is all the more 

glorified when all the more people are satisfied in Him, when more people become 

His children through Vertical Adoption.  As such, if man does not love people, he 

cannot be fully satisfied for God is not being fully glorified in him.  In fact, love is 

proof that one knows God, for “whoever does not love does not know God, because 

God is love.”
764

   

In essence, when man knows God and His Plan of Adoption, and when man 

subsequently realizes that his supreme satisfaction rests in God, that plan and God 

being glorified in him, he is transformed into a more loving person because he desires 
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for God to be glorified in all things among all people.  Other people’s supreme 

satisfaction in God supremely satisfies God’s children because it glorifies God.  Being 

more loving people so that others may find their life’s identity and meaning, their 

happiness in God as adopted children of God, results in God being all the more 

glorified as Love, and man being all the more satisfied in Love for God’s glory is 

man’s satisfaction and man’s satisfaction is God’s glory.   

The Foundation and Goal of Missions 

Since God’s glory, His greatness, His essence of love, rests in the Gospel of 

Adoption achieved through Jesus’ extreme, self-sacrificial love and since Jesus is “the 

radiance of God’s glory and the exact representation of His being,”765 the best and 

only way to make His greatness known is to imitate Jesus.  John writes in his first 

epistle, “This is love: not that we loved God, but that he loved us and sent his Son as 

an atoning sacrifice for our sins. Dear friends, since God so loved us, we also ought to 

love one another.”766  Similarly, Peter writes in his first epistle, “To this you were 

called, because Christ suffered for you, leaving you an example, that you should 

follow in His steps.”
767

  Likewise yet again, Paul writes in his epistle to the Ephesians, 

“Follow God’s example, therefore, as dearly loved children and walk in the way of 

love, just as Christ loved us and gave himself up for us as a fragrant offering and 

sacrifice to God.”768 

In other words, the model for missions, for making God known, for Diagonal 

Adoption (discipleship), is Vertical Adoption.  In the book, Reclaiming Adoption, 

Jason Kovacs states,  

When we look at Scriptures we find that adoption is far more than just child 
placement.  Adoption actually rests at the very heart of the history of 
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redemption.  Biblically and historically it is the foundation and goal for the 
mission of the church to the world.  In fact, it is impossible to read the Bible 
for long without encountering the deep concern God has for the fatherless.  A 
pattern of justice and compassionate action toward the orphan starts with God 
Himself, then Israel, Jesus, the disciples, and on to the early Church.  The 
pattern has continued to this day, as the Church reflects God’s heart for the 
poor and vulnerable.769 
 

Therefore, one of the most effective means of following God’s example in Vertical 

Adoption is through Horizontal Adoption coupled with Diagonal Adoption of special 

needs children.  Horizontal Adoption coupled with Diagonal Adoption of special 

needs children by a child of God first of all deepens one’s own understanding and 

appreciation of Vertical Adoption, and thus one’s joy, satisfaction and peace as a 

child of God.  When someone goes through a similar experience as another, there is a 

deeper level of understanding and connection.  Based on his experience with 

Horizontal Adoption, Thomas White writes, “Through the planning, cost, and pain of 

adoption we learn more about the divine love expressed in our spiritual adoption.”770  

Mark and Jennifer Leads say the same, “Adoption is not always easy, but the physical 

and emotional cost helps the Leedses relate more to what it cost God in adopting us as 

sons… For both the parents and the children, adoption provides an atmosphere for life 

change and spiritual growth.”771  Dan Cruver writes, “Adoption always involves 

suffering… The same is true of our adoption by God… Your adoption by God has 

profound relevance for your adoption of a child (and all the suffering involved in 

it).”772  Max Lucado, who is not an adoptive parent, observes, “Adoptive parents 
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understand God's passion to adopt us… They know what it means to hunt, to set out 

on a mission, and take responsibility for a child with a spotted past and a dubious 

future. If anybody understands God's ardor for his children, it's someone who has 

rescued an orphan from despair, for that is what God has done for us.”773 

Secondly, Horizontal Adoption coupled with Diagonal Adoption of special 

needs children fulfills God’s command to care for the “least of these,” of which 

orphans are prime members.  Tim Keller highlights, “God loves and defends those 

with the least economic and social power, and so should we.  That is what it means to 

‘do justice’… From ancient times, the God of the Bible stood out from the gods of all 

other religions as a God on the side of the powerless, and of justice for the poor. ”774  

To glorify God, to make Him look great by loving as He loves, is to love the weakest 

and most vulnerable in the world, to adopt orphans.  The reality is, orphans need more 

than just care, than just common grace.  More than anything, orphans, like all 

children, need life-long, loving Christian families where they are embraced as the 

parents’ very own children.  They need special grace.  The fact is, Horizontal 

Adoption is the only orphan-care model by which an orphan is no longer an orphan. 

Thirdly, Horizontal Adoption coupled with Diagonal Adoption of special 

needs children is missional in that it brings children who are not just physical orphans 

but also spiritual orphans into a setting, the setting of family, where they can be 

effectively discipled to receive, know and appreciate Vertical Adoption.  Horizontal 

Adoption, “as a method of orphan-care, offers the greatest opportunity for intensity 

and longevity of life-on-life discipleship.”775  Horizontal Adoption coupled with 

                                                
773 Max Lucado, The Great House of God (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, 1997), 15. 
774 Timothy Keller, Generous Justice: How God’s Grace Makes Us Just (New York, NY: Riverhead 

Books, 2010), 6-7. 
775 Yolanda Fenwick, “Getting to Christian Adoption,” Adoption is the Heart of the Gospel 
(Mongomery, AL: The Adoption Law Firm, 16 April 2012), 
http://theadoptionfirm.com/2012/04/16/getting-to-christian-adoption/ (accessed 15 December 2012). 
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Diagonal Adoption is all-the-more missional in that it fulfills the Great Commission 

to “make disciples of all nations.”776
  To adopt an orphan requires one to, first of all, 

“go” – to go out of his comfort zone into the world of orphans, which is local and 

global; near, far and everywhere in between; “in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and 

Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.”777  In so doing, Human Adoption coupled with 

Diagonal Adoption of special needs children not only brings a child of a different 

nation, physically and/or socially, to receive Vertical Adoption, but also creates a 

bond between the adopting family and the “nation” that child is from, whether that 

“nation” is one of a different country, race, social class, economic class, tribe, 

language, culture, or of people with disabilities.  Worlds collide in Human Adoption 

such that the adopting family gains a deeper understanding and passion for and thus 

engages in the world their new child is from.  For example, a group of families who 

adopted children from Ethiopia came together to create “a full-time charity that is 

affecting permanent change in a distant land they grew to love.”778  Not only do the 

adoptive families gain a mission-mind for the world their new children are from, but 

in many cases, the new children, when grown-up have a passion to impact their birth-

worlds.  In an article she wrote for Southwestern News Michelle Myers concludes, 

“International adoption is a practical way to take the love of God and the message of 

Jesus Christ to a lost world, one child at a time. Only time will tell how the Lord may 

use these children to reach their birth countries with the Gospel.”779 

Fourthly, Horizontal Adoption coupled with Diagonal Adoption of special 

needs children expresses and exhibits Vertical Adoption to others, helping them 

                                                
776 Matthew 28:19 
777 Acts 1:8. 
778 Kent Bush, “Adoption in Ethiopia leads to a charitable mission,” Gatehouse News Service (23 July 

2012), http://www.wickedlocal.com/capecod/lifestyle/faith/x915676501/Kent-Bush-Adoption-in-
Ethiopia-leads-to-a-charitable-mission#axzz2F6CYgGMB (accessed 15 December 2012). 
779 Michelle Myers, “Modeling the Family of God,” Southwestern News, vol. 6, no. 2 (Winter 2009), 
http://www.swbts.edu/swnews/articles_detail.cfm?Article_ID=213 (accessed 15 December 2012). 
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initiate or deepen their understanding and appreciation of Vertical Adoption.  

Horizontal Adoption is a “tangible demonstration and picture of the gospel – of God’s 

adoption of us – put on display for the world to see and give glory to God… Our 

adoption of children serves as a window into Christ’s rescue of us.  Adoption displays 

gospel-justice.  Adoption displays the patient, persistent pursuit and sovereign choice 

of God for us.  Adoption displays the heart of God for rescuing people from every 

nation, tribe, and tongue.”780  What ends up happening is through one family’s 

Horizontal Adoption the Spirit of Adoption781 touches the hearts of many others to 

engage in Horizontal Adoption.  Most often one’s adoption of an orphan results in 

relatives and friends following suite.  But sometimes, the impact and contagion of 

Horizontal Adoption coupled with Diagonal Adoption spreads in unimaginable ways, 

ways that could only occur through the power of the Spirit of Adoption.  One such 

example is that of a family who adopted a girl with down’s syndrome from a 

Ukrainian orphanage.  When the birth parents of this girl heard that their daughter was 

being adopted by the American family and heard about their motive and love for their 

daughter, they were so moved deeply.  “They realized that someone had actually 

chosen to love the daughter they believed was less-than-perfect.  Someone saw 

through any disability and only saw ability.  Someone made the decision to pay a 

whole lot of money, get on a airplane, and cross the sea for the sake of their little girl, 

their own flesh and blood.”782  God revealed Himself to this Ukrainian family through 

the Horizontal Adoption of their daughter by a family from across the world.  As a 

result, this Ukrainian family, who had relinquished their daughter for adoption 

because she had down’s syndrome, decided to adopt a girl with Down’s syndrome 

                                                
780 Kovacs, “Adoption and Missional Living,” 86. 
781 Romans 8:15 – the Spirit who brings about Vertical Adoption. 
782 Adéye Salem, “Redeeming Love,” No Greater Joy Mom (7 February 2011), 
http://www.nogreaterjoymom.com/2011/02/redeeming-love.html (accessed 15 December 2012). 
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within Ukraine, within a country where adoption of healthy children is very rare, 

never mind children with disabilities.    

Another example of the Spirit of Adoption at work through Horizontal 

Adoption is in seen in a small church, Bennett Chapel, of a small Texas town, Possum 

Trot (population: 300), where the pastor, Bishop W. C. Martin, and his wife, Donna, 

decided to adopt four children from the foster-care system.  Through this Horizontal 

Adoption, the Spirit of Adoption moved in Martin’s heart to begin preaching about 

adoption from the pulpit in an effort to make adoption a church-wide emphasis: “And 

I started to preach on adoption, reminding folks that we’re all adopted into the royal 

family of God.  God told us to reach out to these orphans with His love.”783  Soon, a 

family of two children decided to follow in the Martins footsteps and adopted a 

sibling group of five.  Then another family adopted a sibling group of three.  Then an 

empty-nester couple in their fifties adopted triplets.  Within just a few years, seventy-

two children have been adopted out of the foster-care system by this one small 

church.  Needless to say, America noticed giving Bishop Martin the opportunity to 

share the Gospel of Adoption in the Houston Chronicle, Dallas Morning News, San 

Augustine Tribune, People Magazine, Reader’s Digest, Family Circle, Southern 

Living; and on National Public Radio’s All Things Considered, BBC, NBC News, 

CBS, ABC’s Good Morning America, 48 Hours, the Trinity Broadcasting Network, 

The 700 Club, The Oprah Winfrey Show.  All in all, through Bishop Martin’s 

obedience, example and advocacy, hundreds of orphans have been and are receiving 

Horizontal Adoption coupled with Diagonal Adoption and as a result Vertical 

Adoption.  Such an impact can only come from the Spirit of Adoption using 

Horizontal Adoption based in Vertical Adoption as a point of contact to apply 

                                                
783 W. C. Martin, Small Town, Big Miracle: How Love Came to the Least of These (Carol Streams, IL: 
Tyndale House Publishers, 2007), 48. 
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Vertical Adoption in the hearts of not only orphan children, but also of spiritual 

orphans and of Father’s ignorant children so that they too may be inspired to engage 

in Horizontal Adoption to also be used by the Spirit of Adoption.  

Russell Moore effectively explains the relationship between Vertical Adoption 

and Horizontal Adoption as the relationship between gospel and mission: “Family is 

built on an already existing pattern, the pattern of the gospel. That’s why our adoption 

in Christ means we ought to care about the adoption of children. The gospel leads us 

to the mission, and the mission leads us to back to the gospel. That pattern is 

missional, yes, but the pattern is also incarnational. Both matter.”  Both come from 

God’s heart and therefore cannot but influence each other.  As Charles Spurgeon 

preached, “To a man who lives unto God nothing is secular, everything is sacred… 

the sacred has absorbed the secular!”784  In other words, to a child of God, Vertical 

Adoption brings Horizontal Adoption to the whole new level of pointing back to 

Vertical Adoption. 

The Lost Coin of Vertical Adoption 

Consider the Parable of the Lost Coin.
785

  While in its original context it is 

used by Jesus to illustrate God’s deep concern and love for lost people, it can 

definitely apply to a Christian truth that has been lost to believers for centuries, as 

Mark Stibbe does in his book From Orphans to Heirs.786  In a real sense, the woman 

represents the Christian or Christian church and the ten coins represent ten doctrines, 

or the ten “steps” in the ordo adoptio.  The lost coin is none other than the doctrine of 

Vertical Adoption.  Mark Stibbe describes this coin: 

                                                
784 Charles S. Spurgeon, “All for Jesus!” The Metropolitan Tabernacle Pulpit, vol. 20, no. 1205 (29 

November 1874), http://www.spurgeongems.org/vols19-21/chs1205.pdf (accessed 15 December 2012), 
3-4. 
785 Luke 15:8-10. 
786 Stibbe, 1999, 27. 
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“On one side of it you will find a picture of one far greater than any 
monarch – the High King of Heaven, your heavenly ‘Abba’… you will 
see the words engraved around the edge of this coin: ‘The Father 
himself loves you’ (John 16:27)… On the other side of the coin you 
will see the cross, the means by which the Father’s love was 
demonstrated.  You will see the currency of heaven’s mercy – not 
sterling, yen, rubles or dollars, but the blood of our Lord Jesus 
Christ.”787 
 
As revealed in the previous chapters, it is a Biblical truth of extreme value that 

encompasses all the Biblical truths giving them greater meaning individually and 

collectively.  When found and understood for the value that it has, it brings so much 

joy to the Christian making him all the more satisfied in God and thus God all the 

more glorified in him, that he lovingly desires to share it with his friends and 

neighbors so that they may also be all the more satisfied and God may be even more 

glorified.   

Through this shared joy in the discovery of the lost truth of the doctrine of 

Vertical Adoption, God commands and calls Christians to unite as the church of Love 

and invest that lost coin, as in the Parable of the Talents,788 in love – love that imitates 

and demonstrates God’s extreme sacrificial love for mankind; love in the form of 

Horizontal Adoption coupled with Diagonal Adoption (discipleship) so that those 

children adopted may see and savor the Gospel of Adoption and thus be supremely 

satisfied in Him for His glory.  God’s economy of love centers on his adopted 

children storing up treasures in heaven789 by giving others what God has given to 

them, by lovingly sharing and demonstrating His love, the truth of Vertical Adoption, 

through self-sacrifice and suffering, through Horizontal Adoption coupled with 

Diagonal Adoption – all so that others may embrace Vertical Adoption.  Jesus said, 

                                                
787 Ibid. 
788 Matthew 25:14-30. 
789 Matthew 6:20. 
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“For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also.”
790

  In his book The 

Treasure Principle, Randy Alcorn puts it this way: “Jesus is saying, ‘Show me your 

checkbook, your VISA statement, and your receipts, and I’ll show you where your 

heart is.’”791  Man’s treasure is not only his money, but also his time as “time is 

money.”792  Therefore, Jesus is also saying, “Show me your planner/calendar/diary, 

and I’ll show you where your heart is.”  

The reverse is also true – where man’s heart is, there his treasure will be also.  

Treasure and heart come hand in hand.  Treasure feeds heart and heart feeds treasure.  

If man desires and values comfortable luxurious living above all else, he’ll spend his 

money and time on comfortable, luxurious living.  If man spends his money and time 

on comfortable luxurious living, he will desire and value comfortable luxurious living 

all the more.  What God wants for people (what glorifies Him) and what people need 

(what fully satisfies them) is to be “so filled with a vision for eternity that they 

wouldn’t dream of not investing their money, time, and prayers where they will 

matter most”793 – where they will foster the single passion of enjoying and displaying 

Vertical Adoption – in Horizontal Adoption coupled with Diagonal Adoption 

(discipleship).  If man has that single passion, he’ll spend all his time and money on 

that single passion through Horizontal Adoption coupled with Diagonal Adoption.  If 

man spends his money and time on Horizontal Adoption coupled with Diagonal 

Adoption, that single passion of enjoying and displaying Vertical Adoption will grow 

all the more.   

Satan’s desire is that this coin, this truth of Vertical Adoption, will not be 

found, will be kept buried and hidden, will be selfishly kept to oneself, will be 

                                                
790 Matthew 6:21. 
791 Randy Alcorn, The Treasure Principle (Sisters, OR: Multnomah, 2001), 42. 
792 Benjamin Franklin, Advice to a Young Tradesman (Philadelphia, PA: 1748), printed by Daniel 
Humphreys in 1785 at the new printing office, in Spruce Street, near the drawbridge. 
793 Alcorn, Treasure Principle, 43. 
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forgotten, and or will be lost.  Satan will do everything in his power to make sure the 

truth of Vertical Adoption is not invested and no one else will be adopted into God’s 

family.  He will deceive, discourage, distract, and destroy seeking to pull away and/or 

keep God’s children from embracing their identity and purpose as God’s children.  

Satan “would rather we find our identity, our inheritance, and our mission according 

to what the Bible calls ‘the flesh’ – rather than according to the veiled rhythms of the 

Spirit of life.  That is why adoption… is war.”794 

The adopted child of God who falls for Satan’s tactics and does not invest the 

lost coin/truth of Vertical Adoption in the lives of others proves he really is not a child 

of God at all because faith without works is dead.795  God will call him a “wicked, 

lazy servant”
796

 and “throw that worthless servant outside, into the darkness, where 

there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.”797 But to the adopted child of God who 

resists Satan and invests the lost coin/truth of Vertical Adoption in self-sacrificial love 

of Horizontal Adoption coupled with Diagonal Adoption, for the sake of other 

people’s supreme satisfaction, and thus God’s glory, God will smile and say, “Well 

done, good and faithful servant” and expand his happiness all the more.
798

 

Paul’s prayer for those in Ephesus who received Vertical Adoption is no doubt 

God’s heart’s desire: “I pray that you, being rooted and established in love, may have 

power, together with all the Lord’s holy people, to grasp how wide and long and high 

and deep is the love of Christ, and to know this love that surpasses knowledge—that 

you may be filled to the measure of all the fullness of God.”  To grasp, know and be 

filled with this love is to grasp, know and be filled with the Gospel of Adoption for it 

comes from the very heart of God, of Love Himself, as the full expression of Love, 

                                                
794 Moore, Adopted for Life, 18. 
795 James 2:14-26. 
796 Matthew 25:26. 
797 Matthew 25:30. 
798 Matthew 25:21, 23. 
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“poured out… into our hearts by the [Spirit of Adoption], whom He has given us.”
799

  

But the prayer doesn’t stop there.  “May the Lord make your love increase and 

overflow for each other and for everyone else.”800  Love from the heart of God, fully 

expressed and exhibited in Vertical Adoption, overflows in Horizontal Adoption 

coupled with Diagonal Adoption.  Embrace God’s heart; embrace adoption. 

                                                
799 Romans 5:5. 
800 1 Thessalonians 3:12. 
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Appendix A 
 

The Incidence of Abortion Worldwide 

 

Estimated number of induced abortions, by legal status, percentage of all 
abortions that are illegal, abortion rate and abortion ratio, all according to 
region and subregion, 1995801 

Region and subregion No. of abortions 
(millions) 

% illegal Rate* Ratio† 

Total Legal Illegal 

Total 45.5 25.6 19.9 44 35 26 

Developed regions 10.0 9.1 0.9 9 39 42 

Excluding Eastern 
Europe 

3.8 3.7 0.1 3 20 26 

Developing regions  35.5 16.5 19.0 54 34 23 

Excluding China 24.9 5.9 19.0 76 33 20 

Africa 5.0 ‡ 5.0 99 33 15 

Eastern Africa 1.9 ‡ 1.9 100 41 16 

Middle Africa 0.6 ‡ 0.6 100 35 14 

Northern Africa 0.6 ‡ 0.6 96 17 12 

Southern Africa 0.2 ‡ 0.2 100 19 12 

Western Africa 1.6 ‡ 1.6 100 37 15 

Asia 26.8 16.9 9.9 37 33 25 

Eastern Asia 12.5 12.5 ‡ § 36 34 

South-central Asia  8.4 1.9 6.5 78 28 18 

South-eastern Asia 4.7 1.9 2.8 60 40 28 

Western Asia 1.2 0.7 0.5 42 32 20 

Europe 7.7 6.8 0.9 12 48 48 

Eastern Europe 6.2 5.4 0.8 13 90 65 

Northern Europe 0.4 0.3 ‡ 8 18 23 

Southern Europe 0.8 0.7 0.1 12 24 34 

Western Europe 0.4 0.4 ‡ § 11 17 

Latin America 4.2 0.2 4.0 95 37 27 

Caribbean 0.4 0.2 0.2 47 50 35 

Central America 0.9 ‡ 0.9 100 30 21 

South America 3.0 ‡ 3.0 100 39 30 

Northern America 1.5 1.5 ‡ § 22 26 

Oceania 0.1 0.1 ‡ 22 21 20 

                                                
801 Henshaw, “The Incidence of Abortion Worldwide.”  
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*Abortions per 1,000 women aged 15–44. †Abortions per 100 known 
pregnancies. (Known pregnancies are defined as abortions plus live births.) 
‡Fewer than 50,000. §Less than 0.5%.  
Notes: Developed regions include Europe, Northern America, Australia, New 
Zealand and Japan; all others are considered developing. Regions are as 
defined by the United Nations (UN). Numbers do not add to totals due to 
rounding. 
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Appendix B 

The Father’s Love Letter
802

 

 
My Child, 

You may not know me, but I know everything about you (Psalm 139:1). 

I know when you sit down and when you rise up (Psalm 139:2). 

I am familiar with all your ways (Psalm 139:3). 

Even the very hairs on your head are numbered (Matthew 10:29-31). 

For you were made in my image (Genesis 1:27). 

In me you live and move and have your being (Acts 17:28). 

For you are my offspring (Acts 17:28). 

I knew you even before you were conceived (Jeremiah 1:4-5). 

I chose you when I planned creation (Ephesians 1:11-12). 

You were not a mistake, for all your days are written in my book (Psalm 139:15-16). 

I determined the exact time of your birth and where you would live (Acts 17:26). 

You are fearfully and wonderfully made (Psalm 139:14). 

I knit you together in your mother's womb (Psalm 139:13). 

And brought you forth on the day you were born (Psalm 71:6). 

I have been misrepresented by those who don't know me (John 8:41-44). 

I am not distant and angry, but am the complete expression of love (1 John 4:16). 

And it is my desire to lavish my love on you (1 John 3:1). 

Simply because you are my child and I am your Father (1 John 3:1). 

I offer you more than your earthly father ever could (Matthew 7:11). 

For I am the perfect father (Matthew 5:48). 

Every good gift that you receive comes from my hand (James 1:17). 

                                                
802 Barry Adams, The Father’s Love Letter (St. Catharines, ON: Father Heart Communications, 2011), 
http://www.fathersloveletter.com/ (accessed 15 December 2012), used by permission. 
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For I am your provider and I meet all your needs (Matthew 6:31-33). 

My plan for your future has always been filled with hope (Jeremiah 29:11). 

Because I love you with an everlasting love (Jeremiah 31:3). 

My thoughts toward you are countless as the sand on the seashore (Psalms 139:17-18). 

And I rejoice over you with singing (Zephaniah 3:17). 

I will never stop doing good to you (Jeremiah 32:40). 

For you are my treasured possession (Exodus 19:5). 

I desire to establish you with all my heart and all my soul (Jeremiah 32:41). 

And I want to show you great and marvelous things (Jeremiah 33:3). 

If you seek me with all your heart, you will find me (Deuteronomy 4:29). 

Delight in me and I will give you the desires of your heart (Psalm 37:4). 

For it is I who gave you those desires (Philippians 2:13). 

I am able to do more for you than you could possibly imagine (Ephesians 3:20). 

For I am your greatest encourager (2 Thessalonians 2:16-17). 

I am also the Father who comforts you in all your troubles (2 Corinthians 1:3-4). 

When you are brokenhearted, I am close to you (Psalm 34:18). 

As a shepherd carries a lamb, I have carried you close to my heart (Isaiah 40:11). 

One day I will wipe away every tear from your eyes (Revelation 21:3-4). 

And I'll take away all the pain you have suffered on this earth (Revelation 21:3-4). 

I am your Father, and I love you even as I love my son, Jesus (John 17:23). 

For in Jesus, my love for you is revealed (John 17:26). 

He is the exact representation of my being (Hebrews 1:3). 

He came to demonstrate that I am for you, not against you (Romans 8:31). 

And to tell you that I am not counting your sins (2 Corinthians 5:18-19). 

Jesus died so that you and I could be reconciled (2 Corinthians 5:18-19). 
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His death was the ultimate expression of my love for you (1 John 4:10). 

I gave up everything I loved that I might gain your love (Romans 8:31-32). 

If you receive the gift of my son Jesus, you receive me (1 John 2:23). 

And nothing will ever separate you from my love again (Romans 8:38-39). 

Come home and I'll throw the biggest party heaven has ever seen (Luke 15:7). 

I have always been Father, and will always be Father (Ephesians 3:14-15). 

My question is… Will you be my child? (John 1:12-13) 

I am waiting for you (Luke 15:11-32). 

Love, Your Dad 

Almighty God 
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Appendix C 

Southern Baptist Church Resolution on Adoption and Orphan Care
803

 

 
WHEREAS, In the gospel we have received the "Spirit of adoption" whereby we are 
no longer spiritual orphans but are now beloved children of God and joint heirs with 
Christ (John 14:18; Romans 8:12-25; Galatians 3:27-4:9; Ephesians 1:5); and  
 
WHEREAS, The God we now know as our Father reveals himself as a "father of the 
fatherless" (Psalm 68:5) who grants mercy to orphans (Deuteronomy 10:18; Hosea 
14:3); and  
 
WHEREAS, Our Lord Jesus welcomes the little ones (Luke 18:15-17), pleads for the 
lives of the innocent (Psalm 72:12-14), and shows us that we will be held accountable 
for our response to "the least of these brothers of mine" (Matthew 25:40); and  
 
WHEREAS, The Scripture defines "pure and undefiled religion" as "to look after 
orphans and widows in their distress" (James 1:27); and  
 
WHEREAS, The satanic powers and the ravages of sin have warred against infants 
and children from Pharaoh to Molech to Herod and, now, through the horrors of a 
divorce culture, an abortion industry, and the global plagues of disease, starvation, 
and warfare; and  
 
WHEREAS, Southern Baptists have articulated an unequivocal commitment to the 
sanctity of all human life, born and unborn; and  
 
WHEREAS, Churches defined by the Great Commission must be concerned for the 
evangelism of children—including those who have no parents; and  
 
WHEREAS, Upward of 150 million orphans now languish without families in 
orphanages, group homes, and placement systems in North America and around the 
world; and  
 
WHEREAS, Our Father loves all of these children, and a great multitude of them will 
never otherwise hear the gospel of Jesus Christ; now, therefore, be it  
 
RESOLVED, That the messengers to the Southern Baptist Convention meeting in 
Louisville, Kentucky, June 23-24, 2009, express our commitment to join our Father in 
seeking mercy for orphans; and be it further 
 
RESOLVED, That we call on each Southern Baptist family to pray for guidance as to 
whether God is calling them to adopt or foster a child or children; and be it further 
 
RESOLVED, That we encourage our pastors and church leaders to preach and teach 
on God's concern for orphans; and be it further 
 

                                                
803 Russell D. Moore, “Southern Baptist Church Resolution on Adoption and Orphan Care,” Southern 

Baptist Convention Resolutions (June 2009), 
http://www.sbc.net/resolutions/amResolution.asp?ID=1194 (accessed 15 December 2012). 
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RESOLVED, That we commend churches and ministries that are equipping families 
to provide financial and other resources to those called to adopt, through grants, 
matching funds, or loans; and be it further 
 
RESOLVED, That we encourage local churches to champion the evangelism of and 
ministry to orphans around the world, and to seek out ways to energize Southern 
Baptists behind this mission; and be it further 
 
RESOLVED, That we encourage Southern Baptist churches to join with other 
evangelical Christians in setting aside a special Sunday each year to focus upon our 
adoption in Christ and our common burden for the orphans of the world; and be it 
further 
 
RESOLVED, That we pray what God is doing in creating an adoption culture in so 
many churches and families can point us to a gospel oneness that is determined not by 
“the flesh,” or race, or economics, or cultural sameness, but by the Spirit, unity, and 
peace in Christ Jesus; and be it finally 
 
RESOLVED, That we pray for an outpouring of God's Spirit on Southern Baptist 
congregations so that our churches will proclaim and picture, in word and in deed, 
that “Jesus loves the little children, all the children of the world.”  
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Appendix D 
 

10 Ways You and Your Church  

Can Be Involved in Adoption and Orphan Care
804

 

 
There are more than 163 million orphans in the world today. Even in the United States 
there are almost half a million orphans in the foster care system. Most of these have 
been abused, neglected or abandoned. These are the ones the Bible speaks of when it 
mentions the “fatherless.” The Scriptures are clear that the task of caring for these 
little ones belongs to His people. Christians can not only show the compassion of 
Christ in caring for orphans, but also display a picture of the gospel. 
 
The question for any believer is not whether to be involved in the ministry of orphan 
care, but how. Below are ten suggestions to get you thinking about how you might 
participate in a ministry that can change the lives of children and families. 
 
1. PRAY 
Pray for orphans and children in foster care who will go to bed tonight wondering if 
there is any place they belong. Ask God to meet their needs and provide a forever 
family for them. Pray for prospective adoptive families who are waiting for children 
and children who are waiting for families. Seek how the Lord would have you be 
involved in the work of orphan care. Pray that your church would effectively engage 
in the global orphan crisis. Thank God for the work of His Spirit in calling out His 
children to visit orphans in their distress. 
 
2. LEARN 
There is much to learn about the needs, resources, and issues concerning adoption and 
orphan care. Study God’s Word to see what the Bible says about the fatherless. Learn 
about children in your local foster care system and what needs they have. Discover 
the plight of orphans in distant lands. Recognize your responsibility to care in 
practical ways for vulnerable orphaned children locally and globally. 
 
3. WELCOME 
God has opened His heart to the fatherless and wants us to open our hearts as well. 
Create a climate in your home among your family and cultivate a culture in your 
church that receives the little and the least. Give them a sense that they are welcomed, 
loved and that they belong. 
 
4. ENCOURAGE 
The life of a foster or adoptive family can have its challenges. Show appreciation for 
what they are doing in providing a loving family to these children. Your encouraging 
words may be just the thing they need to persevere through a difficult time. You can 
support these families by providing respite care to give them a night out, some time 
away, help running errands, or bring over meals. Be creative and have fun finding 
ways to be a wrap-around family supporting them in caring for orphans. 
 

                                                
804 David Wooten, “10 Ways You and Your Church Can Be Involved in Adoption and Orphan Care,” 
Lioneer Ministries, The Teaching Fellowship of R. C. Sproul (10 January 2011), 
http://www.ligonier.org/blog/10-ways-you-and-your-church-can-be-involved-adoption-and-orphan-
care-2011/ (accessed 15 December 2012). 
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5. GIVE 
The cost of private or international adoption and the price of ministering to the 
fatherless can be high. Your financial support can go a long way to help orphans as 
you give to ministries and organizations who serve the needs of these children. Many 
of these ministries depend on the faithful, sacrificial gifts of folks like you. Helping 
cover the high cost of adoption can help make adoption affordable and accessible for 
a family that otherwise might not be able to adopt. 
 
6. GO 
God commands us to “visit orphans in their affliction.” This word “visit” means “to 
show care and provision for.” You can do this by participating in a mission trip 
through your church to an orphanage showing compassion to these children and 
helping them to understand the special place they have in God’s heart. Become a 
regular visitor to a local orphanage or group home where children in foster care live. 
 
7. VOLUNTEER 
Give your time to an organization or family who cares for orphans or is involved in 
adoption. You might mentor or tutor a young person in foster care. You might 
volunteer at an adoption agency by helping with a special event, assisting in their 
fundraising efforts or using your talents in a way that benefits their ministry. You 
might help one of the 20,000 teens aging our of the foster care system this year by 
including them into your family’s activities. Become a Guardian ad Litem for a child 
giving a voice to the neglected and abused. 
 
8. ADOPT OR FOSTER 
While not everyone is called to foster or adopt, some are. Perhaps God is calling you 
to open your home to a child who needs a family. You may adopt from foster care or 
an orphan from overseas. Through adoption your family will display the gospel in a 
unique and dynamic way. Adopting a child from America’s foster care system carries 
little or no cost at all. Many would step up to adopt if they only knew that. 
 
9. MOBILIZE 
Launch a ministry in your church that will impact the global orphan crisis. With the 
permission and direction of your church’s leaders, you can be a catalyst that can meet 
the needs of children and families in your church, community and around the world. 
Your ministry might address foster care, adoption or orphans. Doubtless there are 
others in your congregation who will want to join you in reaching out through this 
ministry. 
 
10. ADVOCATE 
There are many ways in which the current foster care system needs to be revised to be 
more family friendly. You can be an advocate to speak out for the best interests of 
children who have been neglected, abused or abandoned. By learning what the current 
issues are, you will be better able to speak out on their behalf. Let your voice be heard 
when you can influence legislation or policy change that will benefit children and 
families and help improve the foster care system. 
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